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PREFACE

Two years ago th7 Educational POlicy Research Center began a sYstematic

analysis of the wayjin which satellites could beIeSt used-÷if at all--for

educati nal purposes. e were aware that many, pexhps most, of the previotis

studies of the educational uses of sophisticated technologies have tended

to concentrate on the technologies themselves, not on the educational pro-

cesses and Impacts of th'e uses 6f.those technologies, Accordingly, we have

attempted to make sure that educational considerations and criteria shaped

our analysis.

Our.Troject actually evolved into two quite different, tl-ough related,

. tasks. First, we were charged with conducting a study and dodumentatioh of

thelEducati.mal.SatelLite Communications Demonstration (ESCD).'project, a

multi-million dollar, federally.funded demonstration Of the possible educa-

tional uses of telecommunication satellites. ',Our goal was to pl-ovide

documencation on what actually transpired, as well as to discover lessons

that could be learned from this experience. The bulk of onr fesources were

allocated to-this-effort.

Our second task was to deVelop a more generalized andlysi--one not '-

.1tmited to the'ESCD context--of the potentiaf educaLional role pf satellites.

Toward this.end we created whatis essentially a.comparative analysis of

alternative ways to make instructional televisiorravailable to leargers:

satellites; cable; public television; instructional television fixed service;,

and the.distribution of vadeetapes and videocassette§. Eafly ir our.analysis
, , -.

it b'ecame clear that none f these methods of delivering instructional tee-

vision-Was ,-,Ring tcvetherge as'elear3y superior to the others fOr all possible
A.-

'uses or 'Users. Therefore,.we have examined these delivery.modes in order

to deterlie their comparative.advantages and disadvantages; placing special
P'S

emphasis on cost, c6hsiderations.

".5-:(
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Our Am subMitteid to the2National Pdstitute of. Fduation

in January, oun findings with respect to the ESCD.

This Final Report is concerned primarily.with the comparative analysis.

There are% however, a number pf references to the Educational Satellite

CommUpications Demonstration, since:it consti.tti6ed an important source 0

relevant information. We have included a brief summary of findings

fllom the earlier report.in the Executive Summary of the present report.

-;

q.

We are in debt to a great anyl people. for advice ,ind asSiStance during

the course of this projecly and it isnot possible to name all of them.

I fact, it iA difficult to 'even list\the range and variety of the,dirferent

agenCies and inatitutiont' with whicfi we dealt.'

"The EPRC research team included 'the following:
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INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the results of a two year inVestigation.by.the

Educationat P,oliey.Research Center (EPRC) into the feasibility of Using tele-
..

communiCationSsatellites f.or educational purposes. Much of our work, parti-
,

cuLarly during tliefirst year and a:half, was directed:towards a study of\the
,

operation an1.s..impl4Cat1Ons'Of thc Educational Satellite Communications

.DemonstratOn (ESCD). Tha results of this study were-presented in .our Annual
1 4

RepOrtwhichwas submitted to the National Institut,2 of Education in January

-

4976 ahd is.sutmarized briafty 'within this report. Since that time we have.

tOcused Oh' q.:-1 examination of the comparative advantages and disadvantages of,'.

,of d'elivering instructional television .(17....V) by satellite as opposed to delivering

it. by some othermeans, su..ch as cable, pliblic.television0 mailed videotapes,

and.mjcroave broadcasting. For the ,Iart we viewedcthese systems as,

equiValent in terms oT their utility to educatOr and students: they are

simply alternative ways of getting ITV tO plices of instruction. However,

;there are in facC sbme dIfferences among these delivery systems with respect

to such potentially important factors as two-way communication capability ,

andT.flexibi.lity with regard to instructor contr=ol over-what programs are

Viewed and When they are 'viewed.' We haVe also examined several "hybrid"

systems which use two or more delivery systems.(i.e., satellite broadcasting

with local distribution by cable) to reach the final Users.

)))

:.The central purpose of our studY has been
4.t
o delineate the'circumstances

' under which satellites appear to be a vi4b1e means for making ITV available.

Our approach-has been one of "putting satellites into competition with alter-

native delivery systems" and seeing which one or ones emerge as optimal in

terMs of both cost and non-cost ConSiderations. Unfortunately for our analysis,

this 1-as not been a simple-matter, and are.unable to say.that one systeM is

in all cases better than another. Some systems are clearly better than others

..:.under certain tircumstances, while other syStem3 eMerge as more effective under

other circumstances. -Thus the thief. -problem (and one which we have largely

been forced t.o "work around" rather-than solve) is that there.are literally ay
.0

7
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,
infinite num4er- of differentpossible:faCtors relevant to.choi-ces among:ITV

-
systems. These include geographiu-area to be covere'd; topography of areas, to

:

be served; number of participating .states, districts, schools, and students;

"geographic distribution" or "density patteens" of participadts; and" the number

of hours of ITV to be suppli.ed each dav. These matters will bedealt with in:

detail ii the chapterc, on comparative system costs.
,

This Final Report is divided into three chapters with several appendices.

,The first chapter is.the Executive Summary. It haS been writEen with an

awareness. that many readers will not have the tiiii or the_intereSt to.read the

entire-report, "For this reason the Executive Summary is avaiJahle separately

from the complete Final Report. .The Executive Summary constitutes our ;iummary

overview and eonclnsions about

.The costs of providing IMbv
-

non-satellite systems,

satull it e oppotieit to.

gt,

.An examination of the results of several speCial
studies which we conducted on such matters asthe
impact of the new copyright legi,'slation, the
implications uf the fortheomIng .(1977 and 1979)
,World Allied Radio Conferences, and a.Yariety of

non-cost variables of,the delivery systems.

-,A,brkef review of the Educational Satellite
'CoMtunication Demontratiolv.which Summarized our
earlier work.

.A summary of Che findings from,a serie:; cif rose
studies 'chat we conductedsto,review different
possible patterns ":.O..f ITV delivery an0 usage.

The Temaining two.ehapters'.present an in-depth cost analysis of'delivery

\zypem performanceYand the findings from a set ofcase studies whiuli-exdipined

characteristics of existing systems in varioUs Settings,around the country:

2
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12ACKGROUND

,When we began out analysi:If the protpeetive use of satellites-for

educttional purpdses over two years ago; we realized thqt there wene':thee
.

/-

alternative approaches we couW pursue:

.(1) We could-simply assume that it was ihevitablethat
satellites would be used 'for educational.purposes'..
and.bend our efforts towards finding ways Of/Making"
Maxital use of, theincapabilities as well as min-

,

possible misdses or. abuses.

Since educatioeal use o f the satellites seemq
'bound up withthe use of instructional television
(ITV),: wecould examine the logi9á.1ly prion.questioh
of the advantages and disadvantages of TTV as com-
pared to other modes of insttuCtion.

'(,3) We could assume the merits: of ITV across a non-
trivialsrange of educational situations and then
view satellites as yet'another way of 'delivering

ITV and seek to discove/r Whether satellites',effered:

any particular ad6ntAges or disadvantages fot-
providing ITV servicei. .

/

We settled upon the third of these approaches. The .firSt-,approac was
, f

-

rejeeted because we saw the educational use of.satellitess hOthe,,knevi ah1
_

Q.

I '

nor necesSarily advtsabie Wei-rejected the sdcond becadse have
.--

ihvolved our dealing with issUes, albeit important,nnes, tint invoJie Coo

many variables fdn a mafiageable;study.. These issUes tended to 5all.into
/

three categories: ,:(1).the/domain of alternative pedaegies where there is
./

already substantial data/inditating that,there is no' statisti-e.a1),y significant

difference between the diTferentIOstrUCtional-'techniques'sUO'laSseminar,
/

lecture,:tutorial; rapo instruction, ITV:,:CAI-etc.; (.2) queStionsoW,:.

wheh and.by whom ITV/was actually made Use.Of" when,it was--madeTaVaiiAlAe

;(a sNject: which haS received.surprisingly liitle,research) andjj):highly

'problematic trade-ibfCquestiong;.aboutehethenadditiohal ftnaneia,l

could'begt be used by eduCators':fot tTeas'eol'ilpared;to other edU6a0,1.onal...

activiti .
/

"

Thus we/decided, to focuSr;bur reSearch on ao analysis. of the coMparative

r.r

advantages And disadVantages of.pro>4ding'ITV by 0.lec inications Satellites.

.
a.



It must be.emphazed that we are not impldeitly or 'expliCitly endorsing

the .value 'of-ITV: 'Our repearch simply docs not deal with thissubject.

Rather, we are content to obserye that d ndmber of school ,sy'stems have in-
,.

vested resources in, JTV while many'otners have-,investigated the poibility 617

doing So.' We anticipate that. our research will be orus.e. to educational.:

decision-maprs who are.considering.the introduction, ey.pansion, or revigion.
_

of ITV use,

In short, Our report concentrates its analysis on th9 relative advantages

'and disadvantages of different 'ways of,dellyering instructibnal tejevision.

I;asically.there .are Mv.e.different modes of disttibuting

(1) Satellites.

(2) .Cable

(3)' Pub1.c Television .(PTV)

ins'tructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS)

(5) Mdiling of videotapes or videocassettes. /4

ThlesC basic modes can be combined in two different wayg. First, Choy

.can be Lmbine4 verCically using, for-instance, satellites for initial distri-
.,

bution to PTV.,stations alai: then re-distribute the programs to placesof.-
_

insttlu;..tioh: :13econc1- these delivery systems can be coWined horizontally.so

that'one'deliVerjr bode serves some shools in Ae coverage area while another

riode serves other schodls in the'coverage area. ,For instance, there ar,b

numbar or possible coVerage areas where:PTV is acces§ible to all but a,

-handful_of schools. ''Iniych%areas it might,be best t000se. PTV to di§trtbute
.

, ITV (to all the:schools whICh dt can serve, and mail videotape§ to the remain-
4

ing schoOls. Obviously, it is also possible' that the optimal, .sYstem is one
.
Which involves both vettical and 'horizontal arrangements.

A
.We do,not_deal. with the possible educational applications of such develop-1,

,

..ments itsyideo. discs, lasers and fiber optics. Xliey'may have implications
k,

,for I.TV deliyery but 'aeiy,discussion Of them would 6e quite speculative.

0
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Ifthe aTternative -delivery systems were identical in tbeir-effects

.(.both direct and.indirect) then our task would be greatljr simplifiedfor we
,

wetild only have to exaMine thecosts associated with each. The least expen-

sie system would clearly be the best,. since it would provide an identical

Service at least cost. However,-thee. delivery systems do in fact vary with

respect tb the following factors:

.Flexibility that teacher?, have in terms, of when in the

day or the week their classes use ITV.

' .Ahility of the delivery system to be responsive to.t:he

'needs:and requests of teachers for different kinds of
programmirrg.

S6Me systeMs .(such as sapellit'e ones) can'haVe two-wpy .
communication.capabilities huilt into them as an integral

.'part of their.operation, while others (Such as the3mail-.

ing of videotapes)- would have to- develop,ancillary fad--

such as telephone- Communication, to'duplicPte,

this service.

.The'. organizational requirements and implicatdon?'of these
alternative delivery systems are quite. different. A

satellite system, for example, tends to require a
fairly high degree of centralized decision-making or
consensus on what programs:will be aired 'nci.when they' ,

a system of-mailing video tapes
to schools might be much mcre decentralized and:locally

.cOntrolled,

.The.forthcoming .(1977) meeting Of the World Administrative-
, Radio Conference (WARC), the intetnational groups which

allocates:spectrum space for different d.sps.and users,
may make-decisions which will effeCtively prevent,.
telecommunications satellites from being used.as a
reguLar made, of ITV distribution.--

-

.Copyrigtit and toydity wiuirements may be different
depenciig upon lich 6f the alternative ITV delivery
systems is to :be used..

We have'highlighted pt he oltts,et tbese_ways'in-which Elle ITV deOverj,

-*odes actually are different Erom.one another largely to make, it clear t:hat.

we have not dnrealistically ?implified the re'al wprld .problems. It should

'be.notedi' though, that some ofthese differenceF can:be reduced to .

1
. 7
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questions of cbst: T6r example, PTV or satellites could heseen as fairly

inflexible sYstems.wiCh respect Lo time sC:heduling--Ehe programm'ing is-

broadcast'at.a certain time in the dav and teachers must have their clasSe!-;

view the mnterial then. .However, there ',i17t2 IWO b:Isic ways this.,inflexibiliPy

.can be substantially reduced. Firitt, the broadcasting Scedule can build in
6

repeats so that the same program is airell several times in.the'course of a'

day or a week. Second, subject to possible copyr,iht restraints which are

elaborated later, the broadcasted Rrogrammingan be videotaped by 1e school

use,at the teachers' discretion.

Th k! remainder, of this Executive Summary is divided into krur parts.

Thejirsl deals with the copparative costs of deliver14ig ITV by different

means. 'We have emphasized.this topic because we .realized that many educational

deci"siOn nakers,at the federal, sLate and local 10.q.,ls nust be very concerned

wit:A the lIudgetary,impli:cations of IT'V systems. Very tittle has b6en written

on this subj5ct. Second,....ww)rese.nt a 'summvy.of the maj,or udir-cost Lssues

surroundig ITV systems, including such .topics as the forthcoming WARC decisions
)

and tne recently passed fe,deral copyright law. The third section is.,.levott,d-

t.o a brief, revieW of Eile'EdUca.tio,at Satellit,1 Communication Demon'sCration

and a summary of some conclusions.from its evaluation.. Finally, the fyurth

section"presentsthe main implications or Lhe series of eae studijs of ITV

derivery Systems.

tI
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COST ANALYSIS

I

There are a large numberof factors which must be taken 'into aCcount

in a thorough analysis of the comparatiVe Costs of alternative ITV deldvefy

systems. As.noted earlier,- it istimpossible to state flatly that one "system

is.the least costlY. Under one set of eirctmstances one system eMerge,s as

least. expensive, while another one will cost slightly less under somewhat
4 . .

different conditions. And we have.not had any specific geo.graphie afea.

or areassnch as tht State of.MOntana, New York City, or Appalachiafof

which we,were to design a .I'leaSt cost" System. Consequently, we have

establiEhed a more generalized set of objectives. ..First, we have con-

structed the basic'cost "buildjneblodks" which would allow us (or anyone

else) to discover the least cost system for any particular situation.

Second, we have experimerAed with these building bfocks or cost components

in a number of simulated situations in order to gqin some understanding.
t

Of the general cost advantages and disadvantages of the different systems

Tbe'se simulations have been based upon the cost-components developed. in

the first parT.-of the analysis.

In all of:these stUdies we deal with.annual costs either on a per

schoo). participat.ing institution' basis, or on a per student.basis.

While this .is the stahdard and probably most useful way to examine such .

costs, it masks one very important prac..LAcal consideration: the initial

capital start-up.eost. In developing annual cost estimates we 'divide this

initial cost.by the number Of 'Nears of service the equipment is expected

to yield before it will have to be replaced. However, such equipment will.

..generally have ,to be fully,Paid foi."'at the time of acquisition. This has

two.major implicatiOns. jFirst, users of the ITV System may be confronted

with an obvious financin1 problem at a time when school budgets are severely

restricteq and When capital.may he difficult to borrow. Second, and equally

imwrtant, the ITV delivery system with. the larger capital costs represent

very maj-or decisions or commitments thgt are difficillt and very expensive

to alter subSequently.. Two systems in Particularsatellite and ITFS--
v

tend.to involve costs and commitments of thiis nature, and will be discussed

ore fully later.

13
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All of the anal_yses summarized here .haVe been made within the.'folloW-

ing c3nstra ints

4 We are considering only sYstems which involVe at least

fajrly int,e9sive use of ITV. We did*not, for instance,

--.. examine alternative ways of delivering occasional tele- .

)

vised 15rogramming or of providlopg the capacity forjive
teleconferences, although the.cost. componfmts which we

have.developed might be useful to someone wishing to do '

so.

' We are not examining the comparative costs of delivering

ITV to .homes. However, our analysis is not restricted

to the delivery of ITV to schools, although this is the

Central ,subject of our consideration. .

Generally, we are

Concerned only with the delivery of ITV to "places of

. group instruction" which could include pre-school,

elementary and secondary schools, factories, colleges,

office buildings, and so forth.-
4

We have been lim-lted to an analysis of altprnative tIV

delivery systems for. the United States. Although Milch

of the data we have gathered would be transferrable to

other countries or consortiums of countOes, our con-
ceptual framework_has been tailored to the conditions

el.istent in the United 'States. .The important.point here

is not that the United States is, uniquely different from

most other7countries, -but that the United States', like

many other economically developed nations, has a rgla-

tively well developed communications infrastructure.

The presence of such an infrastructure means that there

already exist ways ordelivering ITV--such as public

television,and cable television. It also means that

there are a large number of educational institutions

which'have personnel whoeare famiflar with the opera-

tiOn of .such equipmeRt., in short, the analysis pre-

sented here carries with it.some very important caveats

about its applicability to,lesS developed nations, ,

When we first began our examination of Oe comparative cost of dif-

ferent wilys of woviding ITV to places of instruction, we were a bit over-

whelmed by the number and variety of variables with Which we had to deal.

We had to pay attention to such factors as:

14
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The number of hours and channels of ITV to,be provided

each day;

the nUmber of times a given program might be repeated
each day and/or week;

The number ofschools whieh might be included in the
coverage Area;"

the average number of students or classrooms in the
"covered!" 'scA,00ls;

The definition or circumscription of.the "coverage
area;"

The geographical dispersion or "density''. ofethese places

of instruction;.

The topographic variability of different areas;

The extent and pattern of the existing communidation in-
4 frastructyre, especially with respect to the.availability

of cable and public televisiOn;
_

The extent to which Tlaces.of instruction already pos-
sess at least some of the equipment necessary firfr,ITV;

The posspilities of providing,ITV to one part of the
coVerage area witR one delivery mode, while, providing
it to another part'wieh'a different mode or modes;

The cash flow problem which is :raised by the fact that
different ITV delivtry systems have,.differing require-
ments for "pp-front money" to cover initial capital.

eqtfipment costs.

In a later chapter of this report that deals exclusively.with costs,

we discuss these variables in considerable detail. Rather than embark-

ing here upon an attempt to summarize the methods we used to analyze:the

costs of the various delivery systems (and the costs of combinations'of

such'systems), we wfli 'present a.general summary of the types of situations

in which the folkowing ITV delivery modes have comparative cost Advantages:-

Telecommunicaticin Satellites

Iristructional Television Fiked Service

Cable'telev'ision

Public Television

Mailed Videotapes and Videocassettes



.o

We begin a discussion of "Commoncosts" costs which are in-

, curred no mL:::..re) wItich of-ITY delivery s.,stem is utilized. We then

one 'yr onc,.re cost ..-idvantages and disadvantages of these

neii7erv discu:;t1 :he .variol:s ways in which.these systems

J..an t 'combiriee tc fIcTm We conclude witi: some general'

observations on tnes.e ,t..errat;.2 systems yhiO, irn-Aude some non-cost, .

'considerations.

Common Costs

En develOping cost estimates for die components of the different,ITV

delivery systems, it became apparent that a number of the componentHcosts

Were identical:no malter which system was used: Since our major purpose

has been to examine com rative costs, the exitena of-these common costs

("comMon".to all systems has allOwed us to simplify our analysis by
/

factoring them out and setting them aside on the basis thskt they have no

influence op these comparative costs.

The common costs fall into three categories: in-school costs, system.

management costs, and coSts of developing or renting ITV programming.

Briefly, the in-school costs include .the purchase of color television setii,

videocassette recorders and videocassettes, internal wiring of schools for

within-school distfibution of 'ITV, and an amplifier.for "boosting" the

strength of the signal received.by the school. In each .case it would be

possible to make.strong arguments that these are not esSential or necessary

costs. We view these purchases as options available to pagticipatIng,

institutions. As op:..ions,'.they need not be purchased all at 'once, nor by
dO

all.participating insrAtutions at the same time. We have included these

components because .the experience of scho4s anal school districts. which

have used ITV heavily in the past suggests that the'purchase of such equip-

ment is generally considered desirable. However, whether the equipment

is purchased or not has no effe6t on the comparative cost analysis since

the purchas;ing decision, As unrelated to the way in which the TTV programmin)

gets delivered to the insttutions
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The full costing details of the in7school common costs will.he pro-

vided in the chaptr on comparative costs. It is 'perhaps suffitient herd

to simply note that the annUalized cost af this equd.pment is abou $2,poo
,

per year for each Participating ,institution,.and is ,based.upon a total

capital outlay of about st0,000.

The "system managementk tost has proved tc be rather.problematic.

There has been a,wide variation in the management Costs of ITV program's.

RoweVer, there seems to be no substantial.reason to thinkthat the system%

management costs'must vary much from one delivery mode to anothei.

we have simply included them in the common cost category..

1

It has alsd been difficult to'-determine a'wOrkable way to estimate

the-Costs. of developing' or. renting ITV programMing, ,We 'do have eSt,imates

on the cost of developing new programming; but thesse costs range from

$150,0.00 per hour of programminvL:o mater'ials WhiCh-dre provided free of
r,

charge. However, it appearS that no matter what .these materials-cost,
1

they would'cost the same whether tiv.y wer,e\provided by satellite, ITFS,

cablewhatever. The case- of- rented programMing is somewhat.more'com:-
_

ple.f., involving presumed distinctions'betwen broadcasting thjuch

.a way that it is diffrcult ctdteil how manyIviewers there are (such.:as

PTV)',as opposed to transmission of materials to identifiable audiences

(Stich as by mailing videotapes to specific schools'Actually, the'dis-
,

tinction ds destribed.here is somewhat more ratdonaI and ciearCut than

the criterion used by suppljers of educational, programming. The complica-,

tions, withesome attendant idiosyncracies, areattributable to Certain

intullyacies of Copyright laws and royalty agreements. .Nonetheless, it

,appears to be substantially accurate to assume that the cast of renting!

ITV programming will be roughly the same no matter what the method of

distr ibut ion.

The effect of crea:Ong this category of "common costs" is to simplify

our analysis. It,peans, in, starkest terms, thatthere are fewer variables

yith which we must deaL in assessing the,comparative' cost§ of different

ways'of deliver.ing
17



Single Mode ITV Delivery

We turn now to an examination of eaqh of the five, alternatiyel,ITV

)del±ver'y modes. The purpose of this is to review the main unique costs

(i.e., e]sclUding common costs) for each systeM as well qs to.suggest

general circumstances under which each possesses cost advantages.

%
-

. L. Satellite Systems. A satellite system which broadcasts directly
_

from the satellite to participating insti4utioft As will-almost alwaysnvolve
_ -.

the largest amount of original capital outlay. We have assumed that time
. ,

. .

could be rented on a powerhl.satellite for about $500 perhour for each.
, ,:.

.

*channel, so the cest.Of purchasing and launching a 'S'4.te11ite does net'enter

into ()c.c. 'computations (except in the forM of the rentaf,gpsts-,. Howeyer;

there remain majot capital:costs:

I

The uplink'transmitter.and associated.transmfssion gayipMent.

'The uplink-requires a large antenna, which'sends S.ignEi'ls up tO

the satellitcso,thatthe satellite can rebroadcasPtbemo
k.

.

the participatinginstitutions. It is also necessary to iflain-

tain at least,a small studio and equipment to process t ITV
,

he
-

programming.. In some, possibly rare, situationsAt might be

-possibie_to buy tim6 on an existing upl/nk Other-:-

wise, an initial capital cost of about $250,000 is.necessary.

,

Broadcast_receiving eotuipment. , EaCh _participating institution

requires an antenna and related equipment to,receiyethe

satellite broadcasts. Such Oquipment costs,'by cwcrent 1.

estimates, about $6,000 for each participating 'institution;

7
In addition; there are two major operating costs unique to a

satellite system. We estimate that it costs about $200,006 per year to ,

operatethe uplink and studio broadcasting facilities. In addition, there

is the.previously mentiOneri-Charge of about $500 per.hour for the sate:lift(

Since there are about,l80 school days.in the year, there is a satellite

1 1. 4



cost o'f about $90,000 for each dhoUr of7daily,Program1ning ($500 per h-our

mutirlied by180 days). Thus one hbur of satellite time.for each of the

180 school days Costs about $90;000,.,two hours for each day costs about

$180,000, and So fortit,'

What all of this means in general terms is tHat use of a satellite

System:to deliver TV directly to places of'instruction would probably

involve the-following considerations.ih order to be judged as.adyantageous

terms of its cost:

. A very large nuMber,o f participating institutions
are required in order'to "spread" the'large system-
wide cost over many userS Otherwise, the costs per
inStitution are prohibitively large.

The system must be operat2 quite intensively in

, .

terms of the-nUpber of hours per day used in
order tosredUcethe per. hour 'cost.

E

. The satellie system tends to be more cost advan-
tageous in s,erving.widely dispexsed,schools (generally..
over att')reast.several states). 1-lowever,.it.tends to

.be more expen-Sive than-a'-cable or public television
deliVerY sSistem in.areasalready heavily served by
these modes.

. Ab noted earlier, the capital costs associated. With,
satellite d.,tliverY of ITV are large,and a.decisdon
to develop'such a system would geherally involve an
.8 to 15 year commitment to use this technology..

2 Instructional Television Fixed SerViCe (ITFS) Uses microwave

frequenc ies to transmit ordinary television qgnals to xeceiving satO.ons

which use straightforward' .converters to convert up to four channels of s

video/audio'to standard VHF 'channels. Though res,trictedto 10 watts of

output poWer per channel, ITFS systems can achieve line-of-site coverage

with adequate .1r7telved power.because trahsMitting and (especially) re--

ceiving-antepnas can be deSigned.tb have high gains,in the direction of

interest. SomeITFS systems are .configured with FM audiO uplinks allowing

"talk-back" .rom televis,ion classrboms to instructos (see case studies*,

ontheliptanford and the Universlty of Southern .California ITV systems).

0 '41Z
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a

ITFS.signals can be,carried around or over line-of-site obstacles

by using a series of repeaters.with adjacent transmitterq having line-of-

site between them. Since such-rtpeatets with their associated equipment
. .

t'.

are expensive,-local topographical features, along with consideration.of

.the geographicall density of_receiving sites, are the.princfPal.determinants

of ITPS cost..

An ITFS sYstem, like a,satelllte one; involves aconsiderable

.initial capital, outlay: The major capital costs includet%

Communications towers upqn which to place the. an-

tennis. The cost of such towers.is extremely vari-

'( able, and depends upon the topography of the cover-

age area., in an ideal sit ation--perfectlyflat
terrain or an area-with one'hill upon which to place

the tower--tht cost can be quite low,-e.g., $5,000'

. $10,000. In other, perhaps:!'mor'e normal" situat

\ I

tions it can go as high as.$.300,000. or more.
J

. The transmitters cost about $15,000 for each channel. i

An ITFS system can Ilave up td four channels, so.

this Cost can be'aroUnd '$75,000 far each'tower with

.a set of transmitters.
-

The sapital cost cif equipment for receiving, the,

signal is about $1,500 for each receividg site.

At least ne central broadcaq studio is necessary

for originating the programming, Such programming

can be pretaped,or live. In more elaboratt ITPS

systems there can be mord than one broadcasting

. studio,

The annual Oerating costs of an ITFS,delivery system are, with.
. .

several relatively minor exceptions, exclusively those
.
which wa have re-

.

ferred to abOve as coitiMon costa,' i.e., costs incurred about equally by:

any of the.different,ITV delivery modes.

-In general terms, an.ITFS deliverysystem.has relative coat ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the following sort.:.'

2 0
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If s.thoals or other particdpating institutions 4re

tn,line-of-site wi'th some central,loL:ation,' an ITFS

.systemican have distinct.coSt advantages over tha

other deliver mpdes.

If the intended covered area is not substantially

serVed by-PTV or ,cable and is too small.fora satel-'

lite System ,tabe economical, ITFS may be the 'least-

"Cost system.

Even if the coverage.area is fairly iarge--say a

State as large as Nebraska--ITFS might be less
. ,

costly than a satellite system unless tbere.is a

need for more than faur channels.

A potentihl dis'advantage Of ITFS is.that there is a

very considerable original capital outlay for all

ot the.necessany equipmeni. As noted earlier,: this

drawback,also applies to a'satAldte. system. How-

eVer, this problem is somewhat smaller fbr ITFS since

it ds possible to begin with a:core ITFS system.in

one reasonablA.conkined area, and expahd it with

ad44tional transmitters later. lonetheless,-the

capital costs of an ITFS systemdo pose aproblem .

with respect to originaIcapital,outlaY. and its

attendahl lqng-term commitmeneto:"go With the'
4

deciSion."

- ITFS poSsesses an,,intrinsicadvantage over a_satel,-':

lite-system which might serve the same coverage. .

area ti that ITFS is much.more .flexiale in terms

of allowing for greater local decision-making about
which'educational programs,will be "aired" and

when they will be "aired."
,t

, 3, Cable Television. Cab1eitelevision-7-when it is available--appears

to be far and away the leaSt costly_method of distributing ITV.. The-cost-0

of such service will vary from one cable company to another. Very.fre-

quently, however, cable companies have.made channels available'to educa-
g

tional institutions at little or-no cost:, ,Cable CoMpanies are currently

'required ,by. the FCC regulation's to provide all customers with the broad-

csstS of the areas' commercialand OuSlic television stations. In this

_

way many schools already have access. tb ITV which is.carried by a local

PTV station. We are especially .6oncerned.'here, however, with the

possibility of an additional channel or channels being made available to

educationalusers.
A

2.1
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For modern systems using good quality cables and linear amplifiers,

the additional costs incurred in providing extra Channels "aPpear to .be

extremely modest._ Insome cases.no equipMent,needs

to be installed at the table company's transmission facility (called a
0

,"headend");; in others additional modulators and videbtape machines may be

'needed. Sote operators,affixan additional charge for'"hookidA-up" a

participating institution to the cable syStet. FurtherMore, some companies

might assess an operatins cost,charge which usually:would be quite small.

Z 4
...

)b nder a new ruling put into effect in the summer of 1976, the

q

.

FCC...has e fectively allowed for.new cable TV system§ to be installed without
0

set-top conveterS. SuCh systems will have the capacity.for carryiing many
.,

, more channels tban the CATV customer can receive without a converter.,' If

)

,

instructional television.were demanded by schools, it would li a simple
. .

,

matter to cablecast s'ignal:sovex unbs,ed portion§ of the cable speCtrum .

.
(with the additiOn of a modulator per.channel at the headend+.which costs

approximately $2,500, pl4s converters at each school which are available
..., .

.2

at less than $100).

0' .
All other costs assaciated with'xable television delivery appear--

to fall.into the "commonco§t" category.

n short, then, the.cable televiS!_,Dr. yode of ITV delivery has

extraordinary co-st advantages over the opher systems. .It is virtually

-imrcssible fot any ob,7 the other systems to even come close.to it dr1 terms

of. cost advantages. Its majdr drawback.' is that it- is not availabke in -,

all areas. As will be di'scussed in a later section, when cdble television

uses a converter and thereby controls acceSs to specific Channels for

specified institutions, thlre may be advantages in terms of ITV ptogramming

availability,and cost:

4. Public Televjsion. Public televisionhas servedin the-pagt as
. t,

a principal distributOr of ITV. 'Often; In.-fact, public television,stations

have been c're:Itt,4 and I-Ai-aided by educational units (generally by a state

18
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education agency).. 'We may nOw, however, be entering a transitional period.

which the public.televisigh'stations which are 'not operated by.educa-,

tiapal agencies will be-much less enthusiastic about provi g educational '

institutioas wiph daytime,ITV prqgramming. In th e. past, man, PTV stations

have seen daytime educatiOnal programming as having s Nery low-.oppaytunity

coSt--in many cases the.alternative was simply not to broadcast, There

are some indica.tions that this may be changing and that-a nt,tmberof PTV

stations feel that they could offer daytime programming,that would provide.

4.
a truly viable alternative to he offerings.of commercial television. It

4

may be that thenew Public BrOadcasting Service satellite system, which

will.make threecHannels available for the distribution of Programming

to PT(' stations, Sill provide a sufficiently attraclive range bf programming
.=

that many PTV ,stations Will find it increasingly difficult to Justify de-

.vrting daytime hoars to the broadcasting of ITV to local schools. T At
.\4

: this point these possibilities must'be viewtd as unknowns.. But they are

real possibilities whiCh,cannot be ignored.

A

There is only one major cost (apartfrom common costs) associatA

with delivering ITV by.public television: the broadtast fee. We asahme -

7

'that the participating.institutions, a school.district,. the. state ag

or some combination of these .units will be chaTged for thg operatip and

capital gxpenses assQciated with.the PTV'broadcasts. These cost cover

a wide .range, depending upon'such factors as the size Of.,the t ansmission
. ,

tower and:the type and amount of other -broadcasting eqpitmen maintained'

by the PTV stations. Based upon a survey of a number of.P stations'

costs, we have develored a mid-range estimate of about $ 50 pet hour for

transmission and monitoring costs. Since we are assum ng in all cases,

cgnsidered here that'ITV will be used on a very regu7ar and intensiVe

ba'siS, me have estimated the cost of providing one lour of ITV each school'.

.day for.an entire \school year: no days times $1.4 (far one hour each of

these days) equals 527,000. 'Thus-the cost (apa t from common costs). of

providing ah hour of ITV per day to all of th schools in a PTV station's

coverage area is about s27,(loo per year. Tv hours per day would cost

4
about .5;5!i,(00, ond so on.

4

4
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The following sorts'of obServ4tioms can be mad ,about the com-

parative advantages and disadvantages of delivering 'ITV by public television:

c

Cf. I

t

,
Where, cable television also coveTs the PTV coverae
area and hak unused channel space, PTV will, almost
always -be more expenSi:e than cable in terms of
actua 1.Cost. Howaver, in 1Pers of costs charged to
local educational: units there may be little dif ference
between the systems if state funds are used to. sub-

idize.the PTV station.

Except, for very large coverage areasones that
would generally. involve 'more. than ten PTV stations
all providing the same, ITV programming at the same
t be less expensive thaOatellit-es .

. .

. P'PV works best wh'Ph there is fairly flat terrain and
where the receiving instittatiofis rhre :located fairly

'close together. These are also the circumstances
under whichITFS works best. An advantage of ,l.T.FS

,is that it .can have-. four channels, while PTV has
only.One. Art advantag6 of .PTV is, that it requires

. almost nO capital outlay (except for the
common costs), while ITFS has a very cOnsiderable
in it ial cost.

. .

'. number,rof PTV statioris may become increasingly
',reluctant to ,:leVote daytime hours to broadcasting ,

, ITV. In such Cases the PTV stations may be willing
to, broadcast during otherwise "doWn" 'time (in the
midnight.to 6 a.m. _period) allowing 'schools, to
videotape materials' for subsequent use. Timin...;
.devices canbe used to automatically turn video-
tape recorders on and off sa that na personnel
wouled have to: be preSent.

if

' 15. ailikof Videocassettes or Videotapes. Perhaps one o-f the more

abvtous--if -le electronically, sorilist icatedways of delivering' `LV ts

to simply make copieS of pkogrammihg on videotape or videocassettes and

then mail' them to tl-e. partiCipating ihstitutiok!. 1-S-uch a system reqUires

very little' .by way of initial capital outlays. Therke already exist Central
-"libraries" fr,om which programming. can be rehte'd,. The cost- of mak ing video-

tape or videocassette copies.is ,estimated to' he. about- $5 Or hour for

each, tape. Given 180 c hool Lavs, the copving cost of prov idim; one. hour.

s

e.

I.
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of ITV .a day for each of thq 180 days would be about $,990 per year for

each. participating institution. Two houilt Per day yould then cost. $1,800

,per institution each yglar, three hours woUld cos .0-,700:\and SO son .. .

. ,

We have already assumed that eact, institution would.purchase

three videocaSsette marchines., . This was included' in the,.cbmmon cqsts.

llOwever, with the greater, use of videocassettes involved in a"copying

and mailing system, it seems,reasonable to.assume_that _the participating.
.44 %

institution would require additional videocaSsptte players. :rwo additional4
such machines would involve anannual (pro rata) cost,of about $650 per

in!=tit,ution. This wbuld repreSent 'an added initinl outlaY of about $1,000.

Thereare some distini .cost advantages and disadvantages to_an

ITV'deliyery. systeffhwhich is based upon copying and-then mailing video-
. °

cassette4 to institutions:

The,capital costa are relatively modest which means
that institutiOns need.not, feel, that they are talc.-

in a. major "plunge" when experimenting pith such
a system.

Instituciona can Order-only the progia.mming.that
they wal9it and.can use it when tiley wish and'need,
not make their Sown tecordings to attainacheduling

This kind of.systeffi is,most advantageous im terms
of costs when only a'low number of, schoola,is in-
volved; espec.ially if the schools are widely dis.T.

persed OT are net .served b'y PXV ®r cable, If the

teuain: is rcough making ITFS expens1ve3.(due to the
need for relay towers), mailing tapes canhave a
cost advdntage over ITFS for coverage areas.which

'include as many as 25 to 50 sch'ools, esPecially if
multiple channela(more than,six,hours .o.i7 ITV per
day) are not required.

One perhaps Liurprising result of our analysis was
that for very large iTV systems-I-ones involving'
around 200 participating institutions:or more--
satellite delive'ry becoMes less expensivethan

2 5
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.mailing videocassettds. Cable and PTV, assuming
they are available, overtake the coe advantages.
of a systemrof mailing casSettes at muah lower
numbers of.participating institutions, with cable
almost.always being less expensive.

4
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HYBRID SYSTEMS
-7

Aintil this point we .have only discussed and compared "pure" systems --

ones.which involve onl one mode'of ITV delivery. .There may 1.6 fact be a

number of situations in fahich single-mode delivery will be-optimal. But

.

there also will-be a variety of circumstances in which it will be best to

usetwo or more delivery modes.to serve-the same _coverage atea. These we

refer to as."hybrid systeMs."

There are two.basic fOrms,of hybrids vertical and horizontal.

A vertical hybrid is where one mode, such 'as mailing videotapes, is used to

.deliver ITV to central points (such as a.PTV station!) for subsequent

broadcast to participating institutions. A horizontal hybrid-exists when

two 'or more modes are used to deliver-ITV to different parts of a single -
s

coverage.area, such as using cable to deliver programming to institutions

within its service atea while'Teaching all other participating institutions

by.ITFS. Of course,.it is possible that a systemmight be both a vertical

add horizontal hybrid.

Most systems will probably involv.e some form of a "vertical hybrid"

since it will be necessary, to get the ITV programming-to the central

plce from w ich it will be mailed ot transmitted.. Apart frOm.pnint-to-

point micch nye,. generally _only satellites'and mailing systems'can be.

.used Is Eirst distribtition

Many systems would also require a horizontal hybrid configuration.

For instance, in many cases it'would be optimal Erom a cost perspecti e

.to use-cable television ,to provide ITV to those instadtions readily

served by cable; to use PTV to protillie ITV to all of the remaining

institutions that.can be served by it; and to-determine Whether a system

Of mailing videocassettes orITFS (or.some combination of the two) would

be the least cost method of serving all of he remaining schools.

2 7



In some cases the area or partiCular institutions to be covered

will inevitably be determined by technological and topographical/

geOgraphical considerations. In several of the case studies which we

examined this became quite evident. PTV currently serves a number of

elementary and secondary schools. However, all of the schools in a

given district can not necessarily receive the signals, and sometimes

they arsIdust left out of_the,system with no "compensating" ITV

distribution (such as having videocassettes mailed .to them). Similarly,

ITFS can.often interconnect a number of schools quite 'easily, but not

necessarily all of the schools in the district or districts involved.

Again, there is no necessity that all of the remaining schoOls be. provided

with ITV by an alternative mode of ITV delivery. However, if the ITV

system is considered to be educationally attractive, the non-served schools

can raise understandable objections.

It appears that under current cost,configUrations, the potential role

of telecommuncations satellites for delivering ITV directly to institutions

is rather narrowly circumscribed. In brief, there must be a very large
AVIV

number of, schools (generally more than several hundred), which aire:

-not currently served by PTV or cable television.

'willing and able to agree upon common broadcast_
schedules.

'willing and able to cover the,very'large initial
'capital costs as well as guarantee their part-
icipation in the program for 5 to 10 years.

'willing to commit their institUtions to a fairly
intensive use of ITV (or at'ledst payment for
such servIce) for.a 5 to 10 year period.

'capable of organizing themselves (or being organized)
financillly and otherwise even though this would
frequently involve inter-7state consortiums.

2 8
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These appear to be rather formidable.barriers to the tlevelopment of

systems which involve the transmission of ITV directly from satellites to

schOols. There are .possible exceptions'such. as Alaska, but-given current

cost structures the exceptions' appear to be quite rare. The7efore,the
. .

major'prospective use of satellites systems in the delivery of"ITV to

educational institutions seems limited by cost considerations to a point

where they are only feasible if used in combination with other, systeffis.

Bpecific.ally, satellite sy,!ms :an be seen in die role of distributing

,ogramming to PTV, caLle, and copyingandmailing systems so that they

c I then redistribute or -roadcast the programming to participating institu

tus'. And even then, satellites must colnpete with a copyingandMailing

,stem for this kind of service.

. ,

We have singled out one pafticular form of hybrid for special diScussion.

We:do so because a number of recent developments suggest that it mai have some

major implications for providing educational institutions with ITV: Moreover,

it suggests the sort of ingenuity which local educational leaders may. have to

exercise in'order to discover and realize the best way of delivering ITV to

their4particular schools.

f

4e noted earlier that PTV station's may become increasingly relutt,ant to

provide schoolS with the use of their facilities for daytime broadcasting of

ITV. This an be a'ttribUted to a number of factors, one of which has

considerable potential Unplications for ITV availability. A satellite net:

work is currently being established which will interconnect almost all of the

public broadcast stations in the nation. Funding sdurces have been Secured

by the ,Co-rPoration for Public. Broadcasting, construction contracts have been .

let, cnd long term,agreements with Western Union have been obtained by which

three Westar transponders,will be leased on a .perManent baSis with an .

option for a fourth. The major Uplink will come from,the Washington area,

with auxiliary uplinks in at least three other cities. The Cdrporation for

Pi3b.11.c..4roadcasting has argued that over the long run the move to the satelfite .

will allow for cheaper distribution of program material than is presently

2 9
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.poss'ible thrcqigh microwave links. But in addition the satellite ,.,7stem will

make possible th-e simultaneous distribution of muittplp teievisioN (and

radio) signals.*

This raises a very interesting set of issues and possibilities. Most.

PBS stations have'only one transmitter.on the air, typically nn a UHF

Channel. Clearlv,the proposed satellite distribution system will create the

technical means for distributing a greater numberiof hours of programming

than can be put on the air on a. single cbannel Whatever the source of

programming,-a serious problem, but.not one that is directly germane to.the

present line of inquirythere will undoubtedly be some mix offin,;tructional

television and adult programming coming from the satellite to local PBS

stations. 'More the programs' from Westar may 1;le expected to meet.one of
,

the,following outcomes: some programs will be ignored, some directly

--broadcast, some-.directly routed to another mediuM, some taped . fr,or subsequent'

broadcast via the station's.own VHF or UHF facility, and some taped for

, subsequent uSe in another medium-. 'Another medium' is a .deliberately general

expression which may include any or all of the following: instructional

television fixed service, cable televiSion,' or a-copying-an&-mailing system.

Each of these 'other' media will serve asau,intermediary distribution system for

the PBS station' to schools (as well as.to other users, especially in the

case of CATV).

It will be.nored Chat this casts the local PBS station in a conduit

role,' for in addition to playing.'a part in 'delivering ITV via its over-the-
, .

air transmitting facility, it also could provide in-ogram sources for-inter-

mediate ITV delivery systems within the community, including cable; ITFS.,

or copying-and-mailing.

See "Telecommunication Repcirts", of August 16, 1976, for an explanation of
'the financial arrangements for this enter-prise, See also 'A PnblicBroad7..
casting Satellite interconnection System" by John Ball of PBS.
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This may accurately depict a major means of ITV delivery Within the next

five years ie several important conditions are met. First, we suppose that

as an essential part,oftheir service tcvcommunities, PBS stations will be

mandated to play.an impottanC role in the delivery of instructional television

to sc)ool classrooms. We believe this is,an important proviSo becausejor.a

variety.of reasons--most having to do with funding-many PBS station managers

would prefer to use their valuable over-the-air UHF.(or VHF) channels fob'

broadcasting programs that have wide audience,.appeal. There are thus real and

powerful pressures to minimize ITV hours vis-,A-vis other roadcast,hours, and

a richer source of good quality mass audienCe-targeted programming will use

these pressureS to mount. It follows that.unless ITV delivery is mandated,

4
it may suffer. ,On the other hand, if ITV continues to be mandated and programming

is.available.from Westar, PBS stations may.be expected to.look to means,other

than their over-the-air channels for ITV distribdtion. -Thus, our second

important supposition iS that such.other means will be both legal and feasible.

The legal issues revolve around the interface oetween the non-profit

public interest sector (public broadcasting and public schools) rand piivate

enterprise:in the shape of a cable telpuision Tranchise Prithatily designed to

provide home entertainment for a fee. The regulatory.structure presently

affecting. .cable.television expressly forbids cable operator's from receiving

program material via'a.hacd Wired electronic medium (cable or miCtowave) ftom

a PBS Station. There are' no,siMilar legal structures.which -would seem.to

limitthe mailing of tapes CATV headends,or directly to schools) from PBS

-sttions, or the linking of IT with ITFS facilities. (See our case study on

the'Berks County, Pennsylvania ITV systemlor an_dpgrating e'xample of an.

analogous arrangement.)

Nonetheless, it appears important to' examine carefully the legal

restrictions regarding hardwired interconnections between PBS stations and

CATV front ends, for the public interest may be better served by allowThg--
,

indeed, encburaging--such 'interconnections.

See Educational Broadcast Facilities Acts.'
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There are three 'kinds of "feasibility" criteria which hybrids of, thelsort

.considered here Must meet if they afe to becoMelunOtional:. technical; organize-
.

tional, and econoic. Technical problems will likely be the most easily over-.

coMe. :Perhaps the most severe technical 005-leM is interferenc. at the

satellite receiver terminal', but engineers:have already-completed pieliminary

.site studieS:which will be'used to determine the optimum solutions, Managins

the interfaces between cable, ITFS, and casgette systems has .become,,ffom the'

'technical point ct. view;Aargekly routine. .Organizational feasibility may well

be more difficdlt to achieve: ,The efforts of a varitty.of organizatioris must ,

be coorAinated including the'sOurces of programs, the local PBS statiOn,

school Media people,:the school board tSelf,.and (in the case of a cable

intermediary) cable operators and city.councilorS'. A host of problems may

arise in sucha massive cobrdination,,.,but if-a few pi,lot systems are four0 to. .

be practicdl, the.way will be easier,for those' who. follow. .0( cburse, economic -

,feasibility will fundamentally'determine the shape of any ru 'system, but as',
P.

`giscussed above, the partiCular implementatiOn which'evolves will most.likely.

be the one which costs the least at the local.(schoordistrict) level. When,

all,costs-dre taken into account, the kind.of hybrid system described hare

.may or may not be..the most cost-effective mode pf-delivering the same instruc-
,

0
tional services.
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NON-COST-CONSIDERATIoNS :

_

Of necessity, the Cost arialysis is largell based upbh;the assumption that

's the different mode S. of delivering ITV tender identical seryiceto users, and

.that they vary,only with. respect to how they manage tet5 get the audio.and video '

signals tO classrooms. For the cost analysis; the mode of deliverY,-therefore,
,

is seen as a "technical" question best left to ehgineers it1 theXinly matter

of-interest to educators being the discovery .of the lease cost.method, However,

..thesedelivery.systems. in fact possess diffeenCes which can haVe major impli-

Cations for'educators.

As noted earlietr, the ITV deliver) systems vary with respect tothe

following-factors:
,

.Scheduling flexibility. The systems 'differ according to thedegree-

to which- imdividual,teachers.can-arrange the ITV. presentations to

fit the pattichlat time scheduleq. and inst.tuction'al sequences of

of' their classes.
:

.ResponsivenesS Ihe systems vary in!their ability to,be responsive
to'theneeds and requirementS of. teachers for.different kinds of.

TeograMs. This has to do.'with'the varietyof pogramming which each .

ay-stem cdn. make available:

.TwoL,Way communication capabilfties.. Some systems (such as the
satellite and cable systems) can have two-way communication,capabf-
litAs.built into them As an integral part of.stheir operation; while
others (sUch as the mailing of.videotapes) require such ancillary

faCilities as the telephone in order to'duplicate this 'service,

- .

.Administrative structures. The organizational requirements and
implications of these alternative delivery systemS are quite

'.different., .A satellite system, for example, tends "o require

a faitly high-degTee of centralized decision-makin or consensus

regarding which programs will be aired and when ey,will be

aired, while a system.of mailinE Vldeotapeg to chools-can be

more subject to decentralized; local control.

*b

.International restrictions on uSe. Aside from the costdifferences,.

.the systems.may vary fn their basic availability since several systems

are subject to external control Ov2r their.use for educational

purposes Specifically, the forthcoming (1977) meetring of the World
Administrative.Radio ConferenCe(WARC), the international group
which allocates apectrum space for different uses and users, may make"'

'decisions which will effeCtively prevent telecommunications satellites
from being used as a regular' mode of ITV .distribution.:

.
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.Copyright restrictiOns. Copyright and,royalty requirements may

be different for the various JTV delivery systeMs. The.major

distinction here is between those systems which are viewed as

"open" in that it is ostensibly difficult to delineate or

control the viewers.of the programs (such as PTV broadcasts

which are available to anyone with. a televisionset), as opposed

to thoSe.systems which are conSidered "closed" sdch as the
mailing of video cassettes to specific usets.

.The purpose nf'this section is to expTain briefly hpw,these factois

vary from system to.,system and to provide a brief assessment of their iMpact

and consequences. for educators.;

Flexibility with Kespect to Time.

PreVious Studies have indicated)that teachers atta-ch considerable

importance to being able-to control when ITV programs are to'be presented

to their claSses. In many cases teachers have' spurned the Use of ITVbecause

it was not available'when they Wanted it. This concerns,not only when in the
. ,

day,but alsb on 1./hat day or days, the ITV is available. In other cases there

haye heen class scheduling problems relating to such mechanical matters as
-

some schools havingclasses begin "on the- hour" while 'other schools have) their

classes .begin at'other times. It iS not always easy to get ho'ols tO-change

their class 'F..cheduling to conformto ITV schedules, especially if the ITV only

involves al,imited number ofclasses in each school.

OgVioUsly,/some of the ITV delivery, modes are more flexible with iesPect

to scheduling than others. :

Satellite-systems which br.oadcast directly to.schools are'perhaps

'
the most limited in this regard for two reasons. First, -they must broadcast

at certain times, and the timing 'is sure to be undesirabre for some,schools

, and Some teachers. Second, in order to be economically competitive, asYster4 .

-

of delivering-ITV bysatellites'directly
to'schools must'involve an extremely, .

large number of schools. Thismeans that the systems will be unable to
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accommodate or rest)ond to,the scheduling needs ot vavy many schools or

teachers.

,X; satelkite ,broadcastsystem can .partially compensate for this defici-

ency in:two ways. First, the schools can use videotape machines.to recOrd

programs broadcast by the sattllite, and teachers can then.use the videotapes

or video casSettes wIlen they want. However, this involves added costs.for
,

videotape recorders And .personnel 'in each school. -Another problem.
-

with.this is th& in order to be econdmically Comietitive with other delivery
.

modes, even a large satellite system mUst.be used quite intensively--genetally

no less than six .to eight hours per day." If much df this broadcasting has
,

to be recorded by each of the school's, then the extra costs-for in-school
t -

.equipment and personnel become very large. .There may also be copyright

problems' wilich will ba discussed'below. -Stcond, specific programs C4n be

broadcast two or more times in the course of a dp, week, or month. This-

makes the 'brogram molt available, thus increasting'Schauling flekibility, but

Ancreases broadcast .time and therefore transmission costs. Third, unlike

most PTV stations, satellite5 are capable of using seVeral channels simul-

taneously. This can extend their ability to,provide "répeatS" of ITV program-

ming at differen times.

IIFS_is much like the .satellite system with respect to.scheduling flexibility.110

.

Programming is generaily a broadcapt medium to a large number of institutions,

whtchA.eads to. some infiexibility, although not as much a5 With satellites.

There are ways to at least partially.offsei this disadvantage: 'Receiving

P institution's can-be eqhipped with videotape'machines ior recording programming

for later use. And, as with..satellites, TTFS has the'capability of delivering

multiple channels ,which allows-for repeated transmissibn of specpic programs

several times in the c4rse of a day or.week. In fat, none of'the ITFS operations

with which we are familiar fully utilize thett.channel capacity,.which means

that all of them'could provide mpre "repeats" thanefley now do.:

Public television has limitations siMilar to satellites and ITFS.except

t./
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that the coverage area for PTV,(unless supplemented hy repeater staCion::).

generally.involveA a'smaller number of schools. The restriction oh scale
:

means that PTV deivery will generally .permit a greater degree ofaccommodatiOn

of the broadcast schedule to the needs of participating. institutions.. Also,

as.with any other systeml the receiving institutions can beequippd wittl

videotape machines which allow them to record'ITV and replay' it at Cheir,

convenience (within copyright limiEatipris). On the other hand, PTV station;;'

usually pOSsess only .one channel, giving th6m much less flexibility'than a

mtatichanndled sygtem.

Cable teleVision is almost identical to PTV in termS of scheduling

'flexibility if only one channel rs atailable. However, ilf,Multiple ,c.hannelA

..7are provided then cable delivery of ITV can become etremeiy flexible since

it -combines a. fairly small coverage'area with a powerful capacity for "repeat"

transmis'sion.

Mailiing of yideocassetees is the most,flexible delivery system.

Participating institutions l'eceive_cassettes or tapeS which they can use'

at their eonvenieace.,'
4

13) ReSpunsiveness to DifferentNeds. of DifferAt Classrooms

I It seems quite clear the teachers will have different perceptions of

the kinds of ITV prOgramming that will most-benefit their classes. Frequentiv.

schools 'and schoPl.district administrators, and even students will want to

contribute to decisions about prograrmaing. The question then arises: 'How

responsive can,these ITV distribution systems be to the variety'of different

classroom needs? The system which can prpvide tne greatest choice and variety

in its programming tay be judged as the superior Artem overaill on tile strength
,

.

.
;.

Of this'aspect alone.

A'comparison)f.the .alternative delivery systems with respect to vdtiety

.

of programffing very Closely parallels.the precedinA discussion Of schedUling

flexibility. The mailing oC videbcassettes directly to sch,00ls obviously.
e'
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permits the highest degree of choice and variety: each institution'or class

can get what it,requests. Concerning the other fthir delivery modesthere is,

\
again,.an interplay between two main consideratione:

The numbei and kinds of institutions,or classes .

in the,coverag6 area,

- and

The numbet of channel-hours (the number of channels
times he numbe-r of hours the Channels are available)

,
1

which,the system utilizes,.
,.

Eatntially, th smallerethd nmbr of.institutiong or classes involved
\ :

in
0
th syStem, tfiegreatet will be the ability of each institution or clas0-

room to determine what'Particular programming will be'transmitted.',AAt the

same tit:tie, a larger qystem can use its multiple alantel-hours to.in,crease

the.variet&,of programming made avail4le. Ip the case of both large and

small systems there may be a tradeoff between uSing:the available Channel-

hours to increase scheduling flexibility via repeat broadcasts Or.using. it

to increase the menu of avo:ilable Piograms. Such a trade-off"Of, couue,
.

will not exist i* there ts unused channel capactty. The case.studies we
,

conducted suggest that ITV systems are often not used to full capacity;

,
t,

I.
Apart.from mailing videocds"Settes, multi-channel.cable transmission--

-4where available-appears to have vety considerable advantages-over PTV, ITFS

and sAtellite deliVery. Satellites and ITFS are, again, similat in that they

have a. c.apabil,tiy for multiple channel's, with ITFS having the advantage of

smAler eovei-age areas.

Tv-Way Communications

Nene pf the claims made in support glythe use pf telecommunications
,

-

satellites is t-hat they not only possess'a capability for'deliverfng audio.

and video signals to places,of instruction, but also 'can transmit audio -

. .
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signals from.p1ace3 of instruction back to ,some central studio. After .

investigatng this .potential capability we have come to the followiu
,

cofchisionS.:
4

I

'71,
Except for Alaska, whip- lacks,a. telecommunications inf,rd-,

strurture, twonway or -"in,teractive" capabilitji can be. ,

developed for anyof the:other ITV delivery sstems
using teletype, microwave: radio, or telephone. Further7'

more, these systems,are generally lese expensive than

proViding.two-way communicat4nrby means of lbe satellite.
The maarlying logic here.is ilbite simple. Satellite

del.iVery systemsmUSI involve A ldrge number of students,

or elst they will cost too muCh.-. If they involve a

' large:number of, students then each- participating intt-
tution will,be fimited to. a falily small number of
communications with the central studio each-year. .

#y contt.14, the cost of 'telephone calls is, very loW.-

Two-,way coMmunlcation is generally more OdUcdtionally, ,

uAfpl whtn there is a relatively small number of
.

participants interacting. ,However, in order to he

..competitive in.eetmo of dosts, a satellie system.
'mUst have a very large number' of perticipants:' Thus
an,interactive;or two-way capability may be a more'.
viable adjunct to an_ITFS, PTV or'cabIe system than

tO a'satellite System:

. it appedrs.that the best.prospect for satellite use
of .thetwLway audio cdpability ,is some_form of a.

"time-sharing" mode. This.could involve, for instance,

computer assisted instruction conducted by satellite.

Sach use seethd advantageousbecause it allows.eaCh
participant to use the system-rather intensively'thereby
justifying the capital cost of the'two-way equipment..

).A

Aside from/the issue bfAtwo7way.communication capabilities; i3roponentS

of satellite-:based systemspoint out that such systemS are usdally the.best

for distributing live programming of any -sort. While the systems do vary "

lAtivresped tO their abllity to p'fbvide line coverage of events, this'aspet

of lstem performanca'is probably4t;ivial (wit'h a few eZcePtions) 'frOm an

,educational pergpective. 3.8
.2
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D. Organizational and Administrative Considerations

The altematilye 'modes of /TV delivery.Carry with them very different

..ramifications forAhe ways-in. Which theY are organizedand administered. The

major concerns'her2 fall into two categories.:

Level of decision-making andjocal control.

. ,
Pre-conditions far initiating 1 large-scale ITV
system, eSpecially one which has large "start-

_
tr)

. up" or capital costs.

t

The evel.of decision-making is'an earemely impottant issue for it has
. ,

to do W h the extent to which tekhers, students, schools', and local commu-:

-nities can control the nature r.nd operation of the ITV-system which has beeh

constructed to serve them. We are dealing here witha question of size. In

order to be<dconomically viable, saLellite systems must be quite large,
_ .

perhaps including several or more states. The other'systems can also Involve

.a large numiser pf users:although this is not neceSsary.

As was emphasized in the earlier discussion of scheduling flexibility

and programming diversity, the larger the number. of participants in any parti-
i

cular system, the.less voice eachjlas In determining what is ta be transmitted

and whenit'is to be transmitted---Even_if.,_for instance,.the multiple channels

available on satellites or ITFS systems were such asto provide the same ratip

of "channel hoursoto participating institutions': as a geographicallycimore

confined one, this does novnecessarily mean that the two syStems would be

CoMparable in terms,of local"controlaVer operationsa' The larger system, will

have, almbst by necessity,'a more'complex multi-tiered hierarChy for decision

making.

1
.

The second area of organizationaland adminiStrative issues concerns the

.,prOblems and preconditions lor intitiating ITV Alivery systems. Spme systems

are much mote complex. and difficult tto establish-than others. We .have already

emphasized the fact,that some ITV delivery modes--especiallY ITFS and satellite-7,7'

.
, require a much greater origl,nal capital investment thanothers:. And we noted

,.that' theselage capital costs raise two major diffjculties: securing.funds.
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to finhnoe theSe "friant-loaded"costs and making decisions to "go" with a

parti,cular.ITV'sYstem for a.10 to 15 year period. Unfortunaxely, this

,umletates the nature and extent of.the obstacles confronting the creation

of such a system, for it. suggests only the problems that 'would be confronted

,13), indlvi'dual schools or School'districts. The development of a geographfcallY
,. , 6.

.'_extensive ITV system, would in reali0 involve a compounding of these problems
,

,,.
,

. .

,
t",

gince there would be a large number of schoo s'schoor dis6ricts, or. states
.

Making ,their individual decislons and
i

cholces about such'a system; some way '

.

0

,

'would' have,to be found to orthestrate these 4pcisions. The.followirig.sorts
. . ..

-

.

of issues might be anticipated::

HoW will dec.isions be made about who pays how much for

what services?'

Wfll participating institutions have to sign, for example,

ten7-.0ar'ait'Oements guaranteeing.thatv they will partfcipate

'in the ,..y.St'eth?. If ingtitutions drop:out, costs are increased

for. .those institutions still participating,.

a

What sorts of bargaining processes will.be involved in

getting schools or'school districts. to Participate in such

.a system? What sorts. elfguarantees wijl'the"Ornspective

parLipan. &,mand

E) international Restrictions on Use

.

Thvre is a basic difference between satellite-based and other, c'Systems' for
,

..

ITV Aelivery in that the future availability of satellite-based .systems is: open-
.

. ,

toquestion. The scope,of possible educational
satellite gervices will be

determined by international agreements regarding the size and function of'satel-

,,

,

liteS, their locatiOns

space.

in the gpostationary orbit, and the allocation of spectrum

The United Stptes is a member 6f the International A.ecommunications

- ,

Union (ITU) which is the regulatO6,' agency responsible for establishing inter-,

national rufeS for radio, television, and frequeacy allocations,. In 1977, the

ITU will. convene tho.'World Administrative Radio Conference 'ori Broadcasting.

SatelLiw Servi.ce (1977. WARC). The'l977 WARC Will; set world-wide rules,for
- .



Satellitq-Communications in the.A.2GH
z:

band. The main topics to be addressed, .
/

concern.the division of the equatofial geostationary orbitA.nto discrete 'slots"

for.eVery colintry,and the regulatien ofthe type of satellite service (fixed

arbroadcast) that win be allowed to Use those slots.

,The distinction between fixed and broadcast service vellites is an impor-

tant one.and impacts on 'the ultimate4nature of satellite-based delivery sybteills.

The term 'fixed service" has itS origins indescribing point-to-point terrestrial

mirowve systems. For the case im.Point, it also refers to satellites whose

effective radiated power*is. so low, that onlY-a high gain, large aperture

receiving antenna can gather enough power: to.achieve goOd quality reception.

1-1.ence, fixed service satellites entail expensive reeeiVer Sites. in order to

be cost effective, such rites typically I-distribute received signals to a

large grout, f, users. "Broadcast servic!" is a term used,to signal the- opera,-

tiori which , .1
result from utilizing a satellite whose effective radiated..

power is sufficiently high that' small receiving antennas can gather enough

power to achieve adequate p.2ception. Broadcast, service satellites allOW inex-

penSive-receiver siteS, which in turn makesit economicallyfeasible to service

:only afew users pef.site..

J,

Whiie the distinetion- between fixed and broadcast satellites seems clear

in peinciple, in'pradtice the differences may not be so great. The satellite

'used In the 'ESCD, the experimentalATS-6, is what might be called a medium-

.
powered satellite.thar falls between this division. between "dire,ct.broadcast"

and"fixedservice." Medi6m-Powered satellites provide "fiX621 broadcast" ser-
,

'vice to modestly 'priced receiving ter'Minals. (called "community receivers")

. .

because they redistribut,?. the satellite signals to small groups of loCal users.

There area- uumber of issues surrounding the relative desirability of

adopting the traditional versions of.either the fixed service or broadcast

atellites. Most immediately apparent ne differences in the size and con-

figUyation pf the cost of either system. The'Iatge receivirkg terminals needed

for,fixed service satellites are too expensive to be afforpded\by schools or

school districts. OR the Other hand, the receiving terminals\for direct

broadast satellites are inexpensive and can be afforded by' most users, but

the high-powered satellites are very expensive and would onlybe feasible

through the coOperative aggrgAt ion Qf .an extremely la6e runiher .6r educ,ational
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organizations. To further complicate matters, di4e broadcast satellites have

an uncertain political destiny. First, there are international.complications

in theit potential use lor propaganda broadcasting direct,to i'ndividUal homes.

Second, the fact that broadcast satellitesmay consume large amounts of Scarce

orbital and spectrum resources is greeted unenthusiastically by commercial

fixed service users. Finally, direct broadcastingwould compete With terrestrial

broadcast,ing industries and,arguabiy violate the FCC's "local control" dOctrine.
*

Aftet considering these and other issues, it woula seem that a compromise,'

medium-powered "fixed-broadcast" satellite might be both the most affordable
. ,

and politically realistic hope for educational users in the future.

It now appeers that the,United States may urge an "evolutionary planning"

approach at the 1977 WARC. The U.S. position ia designed to promote maximum

flexibility in the development of new satellite systems while, al: the same3

time,,protecting the long range interests of smallar nations and permitting

'the development of new services, including:zatellite broadcasting directly to

community receivers and--in the more distant future--to homes. The specific

resolutions .of,the 1977 WARC ancLa related WARC meeting in 1979 should have

wdde-ranging consequences for the configuration and ultimate feaSibility of

satellite-based systems for ITV delivery.

^

F) Copyright,Restrictions

Copyright and royalty arrangements will have-an impact on the relative

cost and usefulness of- the different systems-for ITV delivery. During October

1976, Congress passed and sent to the White House a bill containing.the first

complete revigion of the copyright law since 1909. We decided to conduct a

briefiexamination of the possible impacts of the new copyright law on the use

of satellites and other technologies for delivering educational services. Of.

particular interest was the question of whether the new law would tend to faVor,

or preclude expansion of certain types,or configurations-of delivery. syStems. '

After reviewing the history and a variety of documents pertaining to the

development of .the new copyright law, the most significant general finding

at this pointi.s armost a non-finding; no one is certain about-the possible

impacts of the new law, either in general, or as eonce4rns specific.delivery

systems. In its review of tlje situation, however, the EPRC has identified

four criticut -olev;Int to tho nature of ITV delivery.
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I) To what extent will royalty payments required under the.

cotpulsory licensing provisions of the law effect the
'ability or proclivity Of ITV delivery systems to
diStribute quality instructional.programming which
includes materials coVered by the'copyright law? .

Consideiable discussion.of the impact of royalty payments for public.

,broadcasting and cable occurred during hearings'on the copyright law.

Eventually, compulsory lidensing pOvisiori:was written into the law. Under

7
compulsory licensing, lump sums will be paid to a central fund and distributed

to those who claim some ccipyright. usage. What is not yet clear, however, is

the impact of. the royalty arrangements spelled out under that provision.

Cable televisionsystems, for example, will haVe to pay a lump sum fee for

broadcasting television programs. The actual Size of that fee is determined

the size of the cable system. If the.payment of these royalty fees becomes

a financial strain on the resources of the cable operators, they will probably

curtail some of.their services with a resultant negative impact on the use of

these, cable systems t'd deliver instrue.tional programs.

2) To what extent will required royalty.payments discourage

producers from utilizing copyrighted materials as part

of quality AnstruCtional progrnmming?

This issue is closely related to Issue #1 but looks at the problem

from the perspective of the producer or auther of mAterials, rather than from

the perspective of the delivery systems. If the copyright law impacts negatively

.on the producer of materials such tha't materialS areno longer developed c)r

developed with inferior quality, then the educational role of any of the

'delivery systems is affected. One example of the problem concerns the use

of music by public broadcasters. Under the new lawrestrictioos are set

on the rights of 'public broadcasters to play musical works without paying

royalties. The public broadcasting lobby argued for 'special considerations

and received,some attention under the compulsory licensing provision. It is

still too early to tell what impact these new regulations will have on the use

of music in instructional programming. More zenetally, it is still too early

' 4 3
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to,tell what impact any of the new law's requirements will have on the activ:- .

ities of producers and developers of instructional materials.

y

3) To, what extent and in what ways will limitations;on non-

simultaneous secondary transmissions by cable systems reduce.

orenhance the likelihood f cable being a ,majOr distributor

for instructionalprogramming?

The new copyright law states that any non-simultaneous transmission b

,cable system may be subject:to law suit as an act of infringement unless:

a) the program on videotape is tranSmitted no more than, one:time to-the cab,le's

subscribers; b).the program.is transmitted without deletion or editing; c) the

owner of the ,cable system prevents duplication.of the videotape by his company .1

or others; d) each quarter the owner of the cable company submits an affidavit.'

.attesting to the steps taken to prevent unauthorized duplication of copyrighted

programs. On the surface; it would appear that the new law may have some impact

- on cable as.a means of delivering educational services, patticulai.ly to local

schools. Given that it weuld be illegal for a school to tape a program, from

cable transmission and that the program could only be transmitted, once, a major

flexibility problem is posed for the incorporation of the programs into the

instructional schedules of each sChool arid .
After the law has been opera-

tional for .some time, this problem may 8e worked out. In any event, cable sys-

tems may still reptesent an effective mode of delivering services to adults and

to children outside of an institutional -context.

4) To what extent will time and number ofcopy limitations impact

on the development and use of ITFS, or a system of mailing

' videotapes from location to location?

ThiS iSsue concerns the,provision in the new law-known as "ephemeral

recordings." Under the terms of this provision, a local district could bake

one copy of a copyrighted program, and could use that one copy for transmission

purposes fot.a period of six month. at Which time thecopy is to be destroyed.

In respect to motion pictures and audiovisual materials, the.law states that

J

3Q copies may be made and used for a period of 7 years. Initially it does not
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aPpear that these IiMitations will have a dramatic affect on Ideal school.usage:"

Thitty copies should suffice.in most districts for madling purposes... A seven

year time limit. may be a problem for some"ptograms, but certainly not very many.

In sUmmary,.:these four issues outline-some of the varying impacts that't e
4

new-legis-lation iS-likely to have on all systemefor ITV'delivery. It.is

Apparent from.the legislation itself that Congress trecognizes the imperative

- to walk a fine line between prptecting the rights oT ownership for those who

produce materials, while maximizing the possibilities for educators to.make the

best instructional use of the materials without beihg subject to undue bureau-.

cratic and financial emtanglements. In drawing. this "fine ITfiewbetween,the

producers, and eduCational consuMers, tAe legislation is unavoidably subject to

.ambiguity and questions,,of interpretation. Much of the operational Meaning of

the law will have to be defined by regulations which are presently being written

and finally in the courts on a case-by-case basis.

-

The extent to which the laW ultimately affects the nature of each system

for,ITS delivery will probably depend upon such"characteristics as whether the

system is open or closed, and whether the system facilitates the flexible use

and reuse of, the materials at thp,local level Whilethese.characteristics

may improve the educatlenal utility-of a delivery system, they also threaten__-

the producer's ability to realize a financial gain from the u4e of his materials.

. Since the intent of the law is to create a balance between the. material .pro-

i-ights and the educational consumer's need for quality educational

materials, any delivery csteM which operates to the advantage of one party
-

over the other will be su ject to corrective'restrictiobs that will maintain

the balance. Exactly how this balance will look in practice remains to be

seen.

It should be noted that the- forthming-regulations and litigation may-

result in a protracted period of uncertainty in which producers and a1stributors

of ITV programming are extremely cautious and restrictive about making their

programming available. If,this occurs,.4then the larger ITV Systems may have

5
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Some Yery...diStinci.advantaeaer.,gMaIler.ones,
since they haye a much greater

capacity-.4hrOugh pooled regources--to develop'their own kogramming. The'
. .

smaller ITV systems, hoWever,amight be able to compensate by forming consor-
.

tiuMs for prodUcing programming.
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THE EDUCATIONAL SATELLIU COMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATION

*

he project which marked the first substantial Federal investment in

firding.educational aPplications for 'communications satellites (ard Whose

eValuation provided the initial impetus Tor this stUdy) was the Educational .

Satellite. CoMMunications Demonstration (ESCD). It was the' educational':

portionof a series of projects known as the Health-Education Telecommunica-

.

tions Experiment% sponsored jointly by the National Aeronautics and Space
-

AdmAhistration (NASA) and the Department bf Health, Education. and Welfare

(DHEW).

V
The ESCI.operational period covered essentially the summer of 1974

afid the 1974-75 school year, using the ATS-6 satellite to broadcast color

television to small anten9.as at rural.schools and similar sites: Many

Sites also tlad equipment permitting two-way voice communications.

The various regional project sponsors each submitted reports on their
-

%activities. These reports contain:a great deal of data on project manage-
.

ment, the 'composition of audiences, and participant response to' prograM

formats. The final'reports are cited in the bibliographicnote.at the erd

of thiS.charter, 'but ba.most cases the cited report was accompanied by

.

additional material involving Many. volumes. Questions pertaining to the

availability of particular items should be .addressed to NIE.

;.7

(11 its first-Year re'6ort,the EPRC published a discussion of the ESCD's

early history at the Federal level and the accOmplishments of two of its

three regional projects(in Appalachia and the Rocky Mountains)c A des-

cription of the third regional.project (in'Alask'a) was contained in the

reporcs oE Practical Coneepts:, Inc. (PCI), the contractor selected by NIE

.to evaluate that project.

la-

A reviewer of this large amount of literature on the ESCD would

recognize a difference in perspective comMon to many studies of social
'0

- action demonstrhtions. The reports, written by the project sponsors,
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were written_from the perspective of people With the difficult job of making

a demonstration work under trying circumstances and harrowir,g Lime pressures.

Although.an indispensible source of data on project'operations and oc-
.

casionally self-critical on matters of detail, these reports do not raise

questions about the. usefulness'or significance of the projects themselves.

It would have been remarkable if.they had done so.

The EPRC report'took a different tack. It attempted to assess (in

: 'the words df its Contract) 4the'lessons to be learned,from the satellite

demonstration." It agreed with project sponsors that the demonstrations

(a) were launched'under,difficult time constraints, (b) were managed with

competence and dedicationl and (c) produced television programS.and other

.products which were generally well-received by both institutional and

,individual users. The EPRC report tended to disagree with the project

,sponsors about what could be legitimately inferred from the whole enter
. .

prise-,-especially on the pftential contribution of communications sate17

lites to American education.

e<

,
) .

The.purtose of this chapter is to summariz EPRC's conclusions regardif

what could be learned from the ESCD on a demonstration-by-demonstration .

.basiS and as a. whole. The passages on Alaska represent an attempt to

summarize the most important conclusions of PCI's work on the same topic--

the lessons of the ESCD. For the sake of brevity, only the.main lines of

the original analyses are presented here. For a fuller discUssion, the

reader is refeired to.the earlier EPRC and'PCI reports and,'for more detail:

and a different perspective, to the reports .of the regional.demonstratIon

c

-sponsors.

Federal Policy Formation

In its history of the development of the ESCII at the Federal level,

the EPRC attunpted to analyze the ideological, bureaucratic and political

factors that gave the ESCD its final form.
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. To greatly oversimplify a complex story, the EPRC concluded that the

driving force behind the ESCD was agroup of agencies.andvAndividuals WIrlO,

very much wantedto see a communications satellite.petwork created to

serve thgpublic'interest, but who, were willing tb leave to others the
.-

,

teak of specifying exactly what those public interests were. The other

aigencies and individuals who Ultimately inh rited the project,.with all its

(gathered momentum-, were forced..to create a ationale for a system.which

had already taken shape, and they were never entirely successful in doing
.

so. As,a member of the staff of the OffiCe of Edpcation put it:

e

...Was it to .be.a demonstratiOn_of sAeliite-delivered
services, or anational video'prOduction project-or

' both? There never was any logic 1!befo./re the Wei--
underlying a decision that it should-be,the two together.

Appalachia

. The Appalachian Educational Satellite Project (AESP) was planned and .

carried out by the Appalachian Regional 'Commission (ARC), a multi-state,

quasi-governmental:body created in 1965 under the.Appalachian Regional
9.,

Development Act. The AESP was something of a departure from the usual

role of ARC, which previously had tended to stimulate'and-coordinate de-
s

velopmental programs but not to 4erate them.

The'AESP'consisted of several program series in the.teaching of read-

ing at the elementary school level and of career education (vatious levels,

K-12). The audiences for these.prograMs consisted of public school_teachers

meeting for evening classes at.15 sites aCross the AppalaChian region..

Five of the sites were equipped with a VHF con ole.which permitted

voice questions tothe AESP central studios at the University of Kentucky

in Lexington, drid the other ten with teletypetuipment permitting wr,itten

questions. 'Each receiving site had a staff erson present, but he or she

was not selected for expertise in the subject matter-of the broadcasts.

4 9 /
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A variety of formats were used for,the,broadfast Portions of classes;
-

ranging from videotaped materials prepared by the AESP to lectures 'and

.

panels, feat ring,experis in the.tOpics covered.bj.a,series. All questions

were received off-the-air before being given to on-camera panelists.

Participating teachers received, free printed materials and could arrange

to receive free college credits.

In general the, EPRC concluded that tbe AESP,was a suC.cess in terms,
A

of the stated goals of its sponsor, but that this succeSs had less to de)

with any technical'characteristics, of tihesatellite system than with the

'skill with which Its.sponsors developed materials and organized themselves

for.promOting-the programs. 4

=

The technological goal
,

of the AESP was to demonstrate that the satel-

lite-based system could be used to transmit,television broadcasts to remote

' communities (plu transrdit back ,questions and comments from,them). In

that respect the System functioned extremely well.

. The educationaeMl was, to develop distribute and evaluate/teacher

in-service courses for-remote coinmunities,, df:this,"of.course, 'was done.

The AESP evaluations.stressed theteachers' acceptance of the materials
a

and their acceptance of the delivery sYstem, The EPRC c-omm:...at was that

participating teacher attitude's were'likely to have heen i;ifluenced by

"program publicity, staff enthusiasm, and.the facts that the'course was

free, novel, and tinged with a science-fiction quality:"

A

With regard to the glamorous "litk interaction" (two-way voice com-.

mtnication) aspects of tpeOrograms, EPRC commentedthat there was not

vExy much of it relative to more conventional non-interactive program.

.formats and that screenng qdestions off-camera made .spontaneity difficult.
0'

- The feasibility of UnIng telecommunications to run a'"seminar" aS the .

word is normally used-in college teaching was not demonstrated, but the

difficulties in attempting to do sp were.
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While Praising t6e competence,of the AESP pridect staff, the EPRC

maintained that no fogical connection had been established between the

technologiCal and the educational objectives of the 'project. Ourfirst-
4

yEar report on'the AESP concluded that "...the major achieVements of the
, .

AESP can be largely attributed to thg characteristics og the program that

werfnOt satellite=deitendent,'even. though the glamour gf the. ATS-6 satel-

lite mair,have acted as an impartant catalyst."' It furt0i3er noted that

eacher aCceptance Of specific programs appeared to correlate with con-

vZntional measnres of coUrseware quality end that these, in turn, cor-

related With4how much time had-been'avaliable to prepare materials and

how mnch money' had been spent on. therft.

,
The Rocky Mountain Region - rt

The la gest component bf the Nip served an eight-state area:in the
,

Rockies. It was calledthe Satellite Technology DemOnstration (STD) and

was conducted by the Federation of Rocky Mountaln Seates (FRMS9., a non-,

profit organization founded in 1966 to promote regional development.

Frofit:September 1974 through May 1975, the STD broadcast color tele.

vision programs to 56 rural junior high schoels and 12 public' television

station reception areas. Of the 56 sCh601 sites, 24 were equipped with

"interactive" terMinals permitting two-Way voice communication with the.

Denver studio and thrroUgh it with each other.

The STD broadcast.in fent- formats:, 1) "Time Out," a sixteen-week,
-1

series of daily programs on career development for junior high school
:

_ 0

students; 2) "Careers and the Classroom" a bi-weekly, year-long in-serviCe

series on career education for public school,teachers; 3) "Footprints,".

a series pf ten topical evening programs for general public viewing, and

4) a "Materials Distribation Service" (MDS), transmltting catalog-listed

films and tapes for videotaping and later,classroom use by participating
%.

schools..
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As was the case with the AESP, the EPRC judged the'STD-to haVe Met
, , -

its objectiVes with considerable succesS but not to have'eStablishee a'
.

Connection between its edUcationgl goals and the4-saterlite-based &livery

system.

The MDS., which prOvidedicfree.films and videetapeswhich/could beore-

played at a time of a teacher's own choosing, was tremendously popular at

all schools where the servide was.available. TheEP;RC judRed it to'be/the
2

-most promising model for replication Of any 'demonstrated in the ESCD.

-

: 7

In the case of "Time Out," the STD data documenting its popularity

with teachers and students was persuasi-ife, but the STD1s post-projett

interviews with teachers and administr,ators indicated. ti-lat most planned

L.
,

to use considerably shoftened VersionS of the series in post-demonstration
1

years, The EPRCreport commeqted that "Time Out" -apjeared to be a case

of "too much,Of a good thing."

"Careers" feceived mixed ratingsby participating teachers, who ap-'
,

parently based their impressions on the relevance and quality'of individbal
%

brOadcasts rather than the fact that the broadcasts arrived by satellite.

The evening qeries, "Footprints," failed to attract more,than a han&-

viewers at most.sites. The median, per-Site attendance for the year

.. was two. The EPRC felt this had little to do with the quality Of the

programs, 'which were judged to be generally good. .The problem was rather

the simple unwillingness of, people to cifiVe miles at night to' watch tele-
.

Vision 'from a seat'in a junior high school Classroom. Our report conclUded

that.PFoo-prints" provided additional eVidence that almost anything

(organization, environment, program content, incentives, dtc.) is more im

portant to viewers than the technology underlying a particular telecom-
,

mumications system.

.

5 2
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-,.-Evaluating the Impact of-tOwo-way voice communicatiot.O.ive_inter-
(4

action").was more'diffiCult. because of early sound dif4culties eaqsed from
u t,

t,/

MHF transirlission'over the ATS-3,'en older satellite thanthe The-,

EPRC report &included, that-A mdre fundamental problemfhan techniCal difT
' N A .

.ficulties was 'that at best oniy g few .participants Couldjlop0.to e411c

'during any giVen program. With a very large audience4 Only'a few could'.

talk more than once or twice a semester. tasically, thp.eConomic at-
.

:tractiveness of satellite-based systems lies in t'heraXlityto,reach

mass-audiences, but meaningful participation iii a aisqUssOn requires

smaIl,groups. WA judged these two desirable outcpmes tel5e'1nEompatible

with each ether. :

.

, .
,...

The STD management and engineering staff deserved)*c4 of'the credit

for the technical success of .the demonstration. (tperated in'uplink

facility near Denver Which served the other tme regicins'as well as the.'

Rockies.). Most oftthe)STD's educationaLcmaterial was'pePular with users.
4

BecauSe the STD did'vary broadcast formats.and tried to reach Several dif-
.

ferent audientes, it was possible to learn much more'from th6 project as

a whoie than' was true in Appalachfa, even though the sTp had its failures

alongwith its successes.

The EPRC's prinCiTal disagreement with the conclUsionspf the STD;s

final report was that the,STD.staff felt that theproject had demonstrated

a-deMand.for 'satellitd-basad telecommuniCations.serAces among Rocky Mountain
. 4

schools and othar potential users. The EPRC felt that what had been

deMOnstrated:was a -demand for freeTelecomMunications services if.proydded,_

under conditidns that Caused the least possible disruptionof existing

teaching ar1 administrative practices.

:

, 4
Alaska'

The ESCD/Alaska was conducted by t.he. Alaska' (1 ernor's Office'of Tele7

communications (COT). It reached 15 small and rem te Alaskan villages.--

with programs in spoken:English-for children (Tes -7 (named BOLD,..fer
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"Basic Oral Language Development") and.health educationpr children -aged

8-10'(named "Right On").. An adult'program on .public affairs wa$ known as.

the "Alaska Native Magazine-;" and:there were some teacher training .activities.

All programs.involved varying amounts,of two-way voice communications.

A %
, 0

The evalUation contractor, Practical Con.cepts, Inc. 'CPCI), concluded

Olat the ESCD/Alaska had very Significant impacts,on Alaskan affairs and

institutions. The most important of these'was that it "confributed to ,

Alaska's ability to istandup' to' RDC AlascoM/Globecom (the ledding coM-.

mercial developer) and negotiate for a suitable commercip4l,telecommunica-t

tions system for the state." "Related" effects werg stimulating the growth
.

.

of the GOT, developing programs especially aimed at rural villages, and .

,
contributing to an apparent willingnesson the part of the. State to pav, ,

a greater share of tle cbsts of future telecommunicatifous systems.
,

In regard to NIE's mission to stimulate understanding of edualtional

ISsues,.PCI concluded that "ESGD's payoff -in tends of educational,exTeri-

.Mentation was trivial when considered in terms of total cost." It reserved

judgment on future NIE involvemmt in Alaskan'telecommunicatiods projects',

but,said emphatically that NIE should-have nothing more ta do.with -educa-

tional demonstration's using the ATS-6 "if the use:af the ATS-6 is the

driving function for dembnstration design."

PCI urges that high-prioritY be aven to using. videotaped Materials
. .

and voice telecomMunications to address the "high school prbblem" (the

uprooting of Alaskan rural youths frbm their native villages because of

the non-existence or serious inferiority of village secondary-schools).

In its January 1976,"Executive ,SdmMary and Supplement" volume, PCI ex7

parded its list of possible-projects but continued to insist-that the

dtictsionito Use or not tip use a satellite-based system for program deltvery

was a technical and economic question, not an pducational one. The

report said:
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',Satellite television cannot be justified on the bag$s
of real time viewing, live video programming, or live
interaction incorporated with video programming. The

'remaining funetion petformed by satelliLe television -

is access to programming.

To a g- 2r extent than EPRC's stddies of the Appalachian and Rocky'

.;.ountain Oro ts, the PCI report made specific recommendations concerning

the procedtr uti Alaskan demonstrations shofild follow. Its reports .

p1ace I.
.-phasis.on.measure-s.to ensure NativeAlaskan participation

in a_L .,Ilanningand operations.

Retrospective
-V

4, More than:a year has passed since the last broadcast of the ESCD, and

in that time the ATS-6 satellite has'gone to india.and back. Standin at

u little distance in Lino from the ESCD '(and remerhbering that a year is

not very much-time), what can be said about it as a wholel-------

v,First, from the outset it was clear that it was morepromotional-.than

educational. Its Federal and regional sponsors sometimes referred to it

as an "experiment" and sometimds as a "demonstration," but only the latter

word was.used with even approximate accuracy. There waanever'anything

experimental about it. Its technology was amazing but.already well-

tested, and its ptogram designs were well7executed but unencumbered by

anything resembling,experiMental controls.

Second, there may 11vf:: iieen nothing wrong with that. There is an

' excellent case uxbemade for the Federal ,governmcnt demonstratii the

beneffts of new technologies from contour plowing to'solar energy...if '

American scheols in the 21st century make extensive use bf television,and

voice communi&ations with reMote points by satellitei the ESCD will .be

noted aaa gioneering effort, and criticisms of its design will Ve for-

gotten Or dismissed as the uay the,nearsighted often see the-bold.
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There is gome luck in these matters. The analysts who advised Ring

Ferdinand and Queen Isabella against financing ColumbUs knew' very well

that the world was round and, in fact had calculated its circumference

more accuraLely than he. He believed that he could reach the Indies;' the

royal counsellors knewthat his small ships could not-hold enough pro-

visions for the voyage. What neither knew was that 66re would be a new

continent in the way.

At preent, except perhaps for Alaska, the irrelevance of the ESCD

to Federe.I policy seems almost total. That could change overnight, how-

ever. The,fact that the Federal government spent betWeen $f8 Million and
9

$34 million on a demonstration of communication's satellites in education

is important :a itself. (A-other chapter.of the EPRC.first-year report

explains why the above cost estimate is Sa vague. Rasically, the .difference

between estimates hinges upon how much of the.cos of the AT'S-.6 and its

.launch should be...charged to its users.)0 Such expwditures create their

own momentum. We would conjecture that if ajprior commitment hd not

been made to move the ATS-6 satellite to India, the political pregs44e

for continuing the ESCD projects would haVe been irresistabre,

In conclusionwe wish to re-emphasize that we believe the various

regiongl sponsors of the ESCD did their jobs competently and with dedica=

tion. We know for a fact that they worked very hard. They prevailed.over

unforgiving deadlines,-Federal fundi delaysland policy changes, and the

thousand problems that the operating ma gers must face. It seems a shame

thdt they must also endure the musings of evaluators who can prepare their
%

reports long after the event. C'

Nevertheless, we.m4lasize that:the regional projects were, forer-
,

fedtly.understandable reasons, oriented almost exclusively toward provid

ing their'UserS,.:with certain kinds of services. They could scacely have

secured the high acceptance they did secure if this had not been so.

This service orientation, however, militated against an orictation toward
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experimental design. In the.absence of any coherent Federal pressure to-
o

ward experimentation the result was that not much could be.learned about

.therelationship-r. if any, between the delivery System and educational Ob-

jectives.

In short, the EPRC firstyear assessment concluded that the ESCD was

well done, but the official statements Rs to why were either vagiq- or
$

unconvincing. A year later we still believethe ESCD was.a striking ex-.

ample of the: pressUre exerted by sophisticated technology to find applica-

tions simply because it was there.

Like our c011eames at PCT We recommended that future NIE deMonstra-

!ions involving satellites be designed with emPhasis on testing the cost-

effectiVeness of alternative ways :elivery existing materials or, in

any circumstance where a system appears to enjoy a technical advantage,

on the willingness of users to pay some reasonable Share of its costs.'

More than anything else, what insulated the ESCD from potentially USeful

criticism during both its formative stages ancNits operation was that

.
neither its sponsors hor its presumed beneficiaries had to pay for it.

Bibliographic Note

The conclusions of, the Educational Policy Research Center, Syracuse

Research,Corporation, pertaining-to the ESCD arecontained,in The Educational.

Satellite Communication Demonstration, Annual Report, EPRC, December 1975

(SURCTR-75-652).. ..Asnoted in the preceding narrative, the report con-
,

tains separate chapters on the Appalachian. and Rocky Mountains projects

s .(but not Alaska) and sections oh the ESCD as a whole, including. its

early history and costs- The management of the Appalachian project took

strong exception to the report's comMents on the AESP.

The Appalachian Education-Satellite Project:, Final Report,-was sub-

mitted Ln the fall of 1975 by the .Appalachian Regional, Commission and the

University of Kentucky. There is a.separately bound.executive summary.
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.Between early 1973 and early 1976,. the University of Kentucky staff com-

pleted a "Technical Report Series" inI12 volumes. Nine af the vOluMes

.
.

deal with evaluation, meaning primarily the reattion of 'participating

teachers to the AESP materials and their performance ontests. One volume.

is An early civerView of-lhe AESP; another deals with technical performance

of the equipMeni; and anOther discusses ways of projecting costs.

The Final Report, Satellite Technology Demonstration was also sub-'

mitted to NIE in the fall of 1975. It is well-organized.and contains more

detail on,the operations and outcomes of the STD than the.other reports

containon the projects they cover. _There iS a,separately bound executive
1

summa.ry. In addition, the Federation of Rocky Mountain States '(FRMS) sub7./.

mitted 26 brief technical reports covering .a wide.range of subjects from

equipment performance to evaluation methodology. Written by members.of

,the SID staff who.were most, closely involved with specific operating

,problems., many of the reports should be very useful to researchers (and.

preSumably future project mAnagers). the STD also submi-tted to NIE case

studies of the impact.of the project on three local school sites.

The first annual reports from Practical Concepts, Inc.'are contained

in two volumes submitted in November 1975:, ImpliCatiOns of the Alaska

Edutation Satellite"Communications Demonstration for'Telecommunications,

and Education Policymakers. . Volume I.is subtitled Analysis,of the Demon,-.

station, and Volume II, Supporting Materials- In January 1976, PCI sull

mitted a third volume suubtitled Executive SummarY and Supplement. As ihe

title implied, it was:a summary of earlier concluSions but contained some

new material, especiafly suggestions for future NIE projects in Alaska.

The Office of Telecommunications, Office of the Governorof the State

Of Alaska produced a final report entitled' ATS-6 Health/Education Tele-
,

communications Experiment; Alaska Education Exteriment in two,voldmes'

dated September 30, 1975: Volume T "ontlins a description pf All aspects

of project operation and ends with recommendations-pertaining tp future
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:demonstrations.. Volime II.is an appendix containing copies of pertinent

documents ani reponts from individual reception sites.

,
Although.the ESCD received a considerable- -amount-of journa,listic

coverage, most of it faVorable anc: A small amount of it hostile, it re-
-

ceived very little serious analysis during its bperating phases. Most

of the material which Opeared dn educational journals and magazines aimed

at a general readership were either descriptive or obviously promotional

in nature.

Researchers wishing more details on'the availability of materials

pertalning'to the ESCD are advised, to consult notes in the-above volumes,

especially those isued by EPRC, PCI, and FRMS. Special mention should

be made of a study by Bert Cowlan'and Dennis Foote completed foi= the

_Agency for Internatonal Development (AID) during the summer .of 1975.

It is entitled A Ca';'.e Studypf the ATS-6 Health, F:ducation and Tele- .

-
communicat4.ons Prujedts.

E 9
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. CASE STUDIES

The EPRC has conducted case studies of nine operating instructional tele-

visionsyst,ms.-!/eALd so for several reasons., Mrst, wu needed empirical data for

the cost ana1sis, and we quite uaturally soughtthe inpnt of organizations

and institutio s which have had experienCe indeveloping and operating ITV

systems. Second, we wanted to assure, to the extent possible, that both our

cost and non-cost nalyses did not become,divorced from..reality in their

effort to offer genralized conclusions. The Ose.studies prbvided a real-
\

world teA of some of out central assumptions. Finally, we anticipated that

we might lcarn.much fr m the case studies in'terms of what could.be called
\ ,

"practical eXperience."\\This objective wasopen-ended in that we'did not know
\

what we woulAfind, but thought that contact with a'store of practical e,xperience

might suggest new areas for analysis or important caveats on our conclusions

that we wbuld otherwise have missed.

It is the.nature of Case study methodology to "suggest" not to "prove."

Case studies sacrifice the statistical,security of large numbers in order to

provide a'more intensive and in-depth analyS tis of "wha 4.s really'go'ing on"
_

4

a handful Of sitUations. Accordingly, any conciusionE offered here .mast be

conSidered tentative and exploratory.

:Such caveatS not withstanding, we were reassured.to find that the themes

which emerged from the case studies were quite generally supportive Of the

cenclusions,drawn from our bther analyses.' This can not, of course, be considered '

:as an independent confirmation'of such results,since there were mutual inpUts
"

and interactions along.the 'way. PUt many of_the findings-conterning'such

fundamental faCtors as land contour,-geograPhical denity of receiving sites.in

the coverage area, and size of the total area.covered are,Clearly indePendent

of spch criss-crossing influences.

The foLlowing is a brief distillation of th'e major outcomes ofthe case

C
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.Costs per student contact hour,varied eno,rmoesiv

ross the nine:sitesby factors of ten or more.

However, the dominant source of variance was the

cost of developing new programming material.

,One ;;ourcf,y ot; pct.-site cost differ'entiiiis was

thc fact.thnt urices of mnjor ttquipment .have

declined considerably asechnological improVe-

ments and mass production have far outpaced inflation.

Hence, systems' which have 4R,en developed recently

tend to.be less expensive than their counterparts'

which were constrected earlier.

.The patterns of ITV applications and User preferences

which emerge from these case studies is less

predictable than the.findings op eost7related issues.

Most systems démonserate an increasing tendency to

use.videotapes within a school to achieve scheduling

flexibility, even if there'are multiple broadcasts

over whatever electronic delivery sYkem is uSed.

For example', the-Hagerstown system--long a 'model cf

central control over'ITV programming and use--is

moving'rapidly toward a deeentralized syslem'for

reasons of educational philosophy as well as

convenienCe.

.A lium)ol' of ITV syst,:T-; Aro not fully utilizing

cniincity in terms of poontial channol hOurs.

tact, a number of atom are only using about half of

the -zity.

.There appears to be a.rather surpr.ising lack of

information on ITV utilizaeion, including Such

fundamental data as who matches it and oes

not watch it and why.

.Different levels of instruction have very aifferent

ITV scheduling requirements. Elementary teachers

gene,Tally require' only mode6te flexibility in

sch-eduling, Since one teacher useally ha res-

ponsibility for teaching all subjects to thc same

set of.students all day ldhg, the teacher can.

adj.cst the daily schedule to cpnarm to, ITV

avnilability'. Furthermore, course coverage is

more lilelyoto he standardized across a system,

and the main source of variation is simple scheduling.

58 .
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.By contrast, junior high and high school te.achers not
only hi.ore ordinary timing problems bnt additional ones
which arise from variations in classroom atyle and .

emphasi!;. Al these levels teichers ;,,enerally teach one
subject to a number of different classes., making sche-
duling mlich more difficult. In'addition, instructors
frequently:have more discretiOn about whether to use
all or part of a series, or of a Single,program,

.SomewhaLparadoxically, the college-level classe8
'studied:appeared to require least flexibility, in
acheduling. The Main reason, of couse, is that

fiked time for class is siMply taken as a given
by panticipants, just as.it.would be in a college

"claskiroom. Participating students are not, of.courSe,
going from one class to another all day long-in the
marnicir of public school students- Two of'the systems ,

discUss'ed, the University of Southern California and

j, Stanford are quite different from all_the others in
that they use two-way voice tommunications between,
students and instructional staff. Both employ an

.\\
"ITFS syStem to deliver ITV to area;busineSs firms
whose employers are enrolled as part-time student;s.
The two-way interaCtion format, of course, dictates
a firm schedule for classes. However, we note that
some of the participating companies tape classes upon
the request of studentS whose travel schedules preclude
attendance on a given day.

.Two of the syStems studiad,thosein Broward County,
Florida and the-New ot-1(.. Archdiocese, resgrve substantial

portions of their broadcast caPacity for responding
to special,revests on a call-in basis. User.deTand

to date-has been relatively low. The reasons for this

are noe clear.

.0ne trend runs somewhat counter to other generalizationS
about "flexibility." There iS a tendency for ITy
programming to'be-dominated by series formats rather
than,individual programs. Although using a series "

requires more advance planning than using a single
program, the per-hour costs of series are substantially_
lower than those of "Specials," becquse vendors' handling,
advertisilig and ac.counting tOsts are about the same in
eithercase.' There appears to be., howeVer, a decided
preference toward series which can be:broken into shorter
units of a few related installments.

6 2
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.We ulsv discovered a large,amount of continuing ex ri-

mentationwith.different patt-erns of use. There w4 ,s a

general preference for short programs over long nnes bnt

no clear preference for greater or lesser exposure

tITV as distinct from face-to-fa-e instruction. In fact
e

as teacher's acquire more experience in. the -uSe of ITV,,

some distinctions of this sort begin'to brek doWil. flany

,schools would like to move towat'd situations,where a
. .

teacher can-work directly with some part of a class

while the remainder of the class watches instructional

teleVision.

ThrOughout tlie cage studies, we have attempted to suggest some ways

cf mdking cross-system comparisbns. We 4,Q.0 thatreaders will find them

The systems studied, however, were not c2bnstruCted to sOt,the

.,.nveuienc-e of analysts. Collectively, they proyide examples of the import-

ance of the'caveats attached to our cost models and.tend.tb coni'irm what we
/

.

inferred from the ESCD experience: .The range of technological solutions

to educational problems is extremely wide, with no single technology emerging

,

as consistently superio: to Lhe otbers.

6 3
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CHAPTER TWO

ITV DELIVERY SYSTEMS-ESTIMATING

AND COMPARING COSTS

6 4
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I. INtRODUCTION

This _chapter introduces a number:,,of cost related conSiddra:tiOns which

carry policy iMPlications for ITV deliveTy systems. The major portions of :

this chapter.present cast models which'demonstrate cost estimation techniquesin a

comparative cost context. The cost estimation model in Section Ill, semetimes

referred to as the :''coMpiete cost model!' effectivelYprov.ideS a general

checklist of costs incurred in constructing and'operating.an ITV system

and provides'a sample of how to calculate cost estimates. The comparative

cost model of Section III is a reduced:and generalized Version of the ,

complete model of Section II. 'The somparative model is used to derive,

general but tentative conclusions.regarding which Of the five basic.delivery

.

modes,studied fhigh-powexed satellite direct broddcast to scWols, cablecasting

over.existing cable systems, Instructional Television Fixed Sewice (ITFS),

PTV broadco-ting, and the mading of videocassettesl-have 'cost

advantages under different circumstances0

4
,

Some extensions of the basic Models of Sections II aAd III are discussed
..

in Section IV. Flexibility in scheduling andlocal.control 'of programming

)tre key issu'es. Other topics in Section IV 'include hybrid delivery systems,

those systems employing more than one of the five,basic delivery,modes, two,""

way communications a8 an additional feature available to most ITV'deliVery

systems, and the pros and cons of using Pre-packaged computerized models in

cost esstimation and analysis.

Section V. presents some additional topics. First is a discussion Of fdr-

.mal-cost modeling which concludes-that-cosccomparisons 1,-,tween systems

cannot be made validly unless all the Components of the system are opti-

mized and independent of one another. The second selected topic suggests that

the existence of.sharable costs does not. mean that"the optimal size,of a delivery ,

.system must be large, and the third topic examines how the different va ta e points

of decision makers or educational planners at different levels of government influenc

63
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Jleir.caleulations of optimal costs.

SectiOn

Some summary remark,S are contained' in

As mentioned abdve, tbe bulk of this Chapter is concerned with cost'

Modeling. Sample' Cost estimates are produced for each oT the five

mention hed delivery modes servingla ypothetical region.
t
,The estimates

0.

made by calculating the costs of !ystem components with component cost de-

iwndent'upQn vartahle suefi as user requirements, topor,raphical charae,:-..evistics,

the number and'dt,stribution. schools, equipment pr_eces and other factors.

The :five delivery modes have sOme co'st components for which tfie cost,eomputa-
.

arc identical. Tbese common coft components are factored,out,of, the

coMparative cost model.. The comparative'model helps to generate general

imPlic,ations as to which delivery mode has a costadvantage un'der. certain

circumstancessuch as system size. "It shoUld,be.noted that all.the'results

of- Sectitms Il.and III are dependent upon'the specifi6..aSsumptions made in"

produc '.he cost estimateschange the assumptions and the resuts can

change. For.this reason, the eost estimations of Sect4on '14 are best tredted

as samples for thO'se who are curious about how to construct ost estimates.

Likewise, the results of the uomparative analysis can:only be held as teAtative

e

While this chapter of thisYreporti-ls concerned with costs, it is recog-

nized that the determibing factors in, deciding to insta1,1 dnd use! an ITV...

delivery iystem may mit (or should nct) hinge upon eost conslderatioRs alone.

Ease of use, familiaritywith,the .medium teacher accept A-lice, and the belief'.

or lack .of belier 'of the educational "effeCtiveness of ITV.could be .7

paramount 'concerps. Also,,the relevance of the cost true is,limited b whethe

4
or not there.is the mon to invest tn a Aelivery syst.em. ,For those sysnms

. _

which require a la.rge nrganizatiowith many schooj.s and heavy initial
,e

investments there are Ole problems of getting such.a large group together-and

of persuading,eve one tocommit the initial funds. Some systems like tailed

'materials and ITFS cial he putik.together incrementallyune or twirschool.

districts can .hegin \tLiJi small offering of programming with the possibility

of, allowin4 the. system i'irew by4;ra3ually addin tiscr:; :nad-incircasing-the--

.

I
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e
e

level of 'service. Thp most importarit.points. are .that:a delivery,system

should be designed ta'fit the needs of'.the potential user populat.ion and

that an 1V.7system shOuld not be installed just because the technology

available,

d

6 7
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II. THE'COST ESTIMATIO.N MODEL - THE COMPLETE MODEL

I.

CoSi est,imations ar4 calculled usqng building blocks called cat:
%

components. 'Examples of,compon6fits include ,"management" and "programming"

:(hoth production and acquisition); both of these componenEs are calculated

at a 4,igh,leyel of aggr2gation.: On the other hari-d, some components such as'.

"reception equipment located at the school .could have been included in a

mon aggregated .component such as "broadcast and engineexing." Thi.9,was .

mit' done because much cost information related to the pecutiarities of the

different distributiOnnodes would have been lost by aggregatipg further:.

Many such def.:islons were made whichrepresept trade7offs.ben:een aggre-.

'.gation with its fnherent loss ot informafion di;:aggreAat1Q11-

,

Actually,. more than-one cost model was constructed. ,The first

tohe presented is-the most.complete from tohe standpoint of including costs

which would'be likely to be incUrred by a deliwy system. Qther cost

models were constructed specifically to facilitate coSt comparisons between

modes cif delivery. The emphasis of this research has been on making such

comparisons, and,the comparative version involves A subset of the components

of the complete model..

411e

The CompleteCOst Model

.-___ ,

The cost model (or models if:one for each delivery, mode is counted

separately) is composed of additive. cost components. The components have
(. .

their origins ln program budgeting; that is, each,component is related .'

_man activity required for' theoperation of a delivery system. For any
.

.

_
.

delivery system.''otal cost coil be estimated by summing the appropriate .

. components. ThiS summation process is not always straightforward if

hybrid'systems are involved; however, considerable care is -taken to'keep

theestimation,procedure similar to simple addition.
. s
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)

For the sake of simpliCity, cost components were maintained with consider-

able conformity across the tiifferent-five'basic delivery modes. This'is

demonstrated in a matrix presentdtion of the components by mode of delivery

(rable 1).

The Columns represent the type of'delivery mode while the gerferal class
)--

\f

of costs,or cost coMponents are designated by rows. ,An X 'in Ole appropriate

column signifies that the given oost components could bc nc,hzero .ot the delivery

Mode in question./Note that most components are noi-..zerci.

A numerical example helps'in explaining the cost model. In this

case, the complete 'model is used to estimate.the cost,of delivering a pre-

deLermined.level of insttuctional Services te all the public schools in a.region.

'

First, the cost components are introduced, then calculations ate performed

component-by-component for eachsystem.



TABLE'l

COST MODEL COMPONENTS BY SYST'EM

Ilailed .PTV Cable-'

Component_ SatelliLe ITFS Materials Broadca'stilig casting

(t- Satellite Rental
-,

X . -
...

._

Uplink Facility and.
Studio X - -

,

'ITFS Transmission X - -
i

ITFS Broadc-st Studio - X -
; .

Maiing and DuLhing - X -

PTV Broadcast Fee - - X -

Cable "Rental" - X

Interconnec.tion . - X. X
.0'

System Management-: X X X X X

programming X X. X X X

Display Equipment X X X ,X X

Videocassette'Machines X X X X X

Videocassettps X X .",X X X

. -School Wiring .X X X X X

S .)ol lieadCrid X. X X, X X

-School Reception'. X X X, X X

A.1.X indicates a probable non-zero value for the component in the given

5.;, stem.
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We start with a hypotheticalregion whiA apprOxiMates the size arid pop-

ulation of a state like Virginia with some 1,400 schools with 1,200,000 students

in a land ,Area of apprbximately 40,000 square:miles. Schools are,assumed to have

an'avernge of 20 .room's (though this can be treated as.an Average). We can

,assume that the,state has decided to provide instructional programming to all

its'public schools by using one orthe five delivery modes.' satellite, ITU,

cablecasting,- PTV broadcasting, or mailed materials (videotassettes). Education-

al plannerSdecide that 24.unieue hours of programming per day will be deliver-

.E;4 to each school. The cost of PToviding services at the designated level

can be estimated for each delivery wide on a:componentby-component
1%-

However, a few words should be said about the notion employed here

about service levels.. It is for the sake of:simplicity that unique hours

of programmihg per day are specified. ..Uilder most ei-rcumtnnces,

repeats would be scheduled to provide flexibility_in viewing, Instead,

flexibility.is.built into the system by assuming that- each scHoof

possesses vidocassette machines and a stock'of cassettes td.produce in-

house flexib..lity. The basic problem is that,the systems are not strict-

ly comparable, especially with regard to such .features as viewing

flexibility and teacher control. 'It is necessary to impOse some conformity

upon the,-systerns,.and'this is a,simple way. Given this asf nption, cost

estimation May proceed.

Some, points are common Le the different systems and, while they are

treated,in greater depth in the appendix on cost components, can be touched

upon here. All capital costs are-annualized by simply dividing their

purchase price hy their expected .a years. Many studies use .

discount factors to retlect the time-value of money, inflation, and expected

obsolescenceof the equipment. Given the uncertainties surrounding

these influences on the discount rate, we chosy the simplest assumption,

setting the rate eql1 a 1 to zero. Thi.-.'would net do fer an administratiVe

71t.
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body seeking to make cost estimates for planning.purposes, but the result-

ing errors.are within acceptable bounds for our purposes which requre

only first order cost approximations. In this same line, the 1).,11:ery
, .

gystem described herein is expected to simply keep operating w.1['i

ital equipment being replaced as it wears out. Furthermore, fo: schools

already possessing equipment, it is assumed that the annual costs of

that equipment are simply imputed to the system's operation ,-- sunk costs

are distissed as a factor. Also, all dollar value: are assumed to re-

flect real resource-uSing or social costs. This is a common, if vulnerable,

assumption in the analysis of public investments and will be maintained

here.'

1

The first part of the numerical example;. the sateliite-based

system, set the pattern for the other delivery modes discussed. The

satellite-baged mode is described in the most detail since some aspects

of the explanation of its functioning are applicable to the other

sYstems. The, costs are estimated on the-basis of Taverage relation-

ships so that' ehe hypothetiCaI region appears to,possess a uniformity

impossible to find,in any actual region. It is simply as though instead

Of summing the numbers 80, 90, 110 and 120 to get 400, we used'four timed

their average (4 X 100) to get, the sarde total. At an aggregated

level, this does not create errors in the/cost estimates.

7 2
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Satellite-Based System cost Estimate

A satellite-based system
implies a hightpowered_sacellite

funetioning similarly to the ATS-6-during the ESCD. There is one central

broadcaststudio'which transmits 24 houea of dail, programming over four

channefS to a sctellite which in turn broadcasts over four channels direct-

.

Ly. to schools. Each school,possesses its own low-Coat receiver.. The need

for four channels.. is a reSult of an average school day being limited to abotie

') hours with.no provision made.here for splii:_sessions oc other possible

chedule-disrupting influences. It is assumed that the required channel.

.pace qqd broadcagt time are available at a constant $500 per hour per channel

iatal fee.

From the 1-ceiving equipment at each school, the_signal.passes into

schoco headend where it,is.ampl4_fied and distributed throughout the school

vth tN! internal. wiring. Note also that requiring eaCh school to have its own receiN

equipment is a "vrst,case"-since if schools are Clustered they can share

equipment.
.

Flexibility is provided by.equipping each school with videotapiv

equipmehtgand a supply of cassettes. Each school possesses 8 televisions

which can be moved from room to room. The partiCular stock of capital

equipment each school possesses can be thought of as a state-wide average...

The above verbal description is surmaarized ,in Table 2 In dollar-,4

amountS Two things.stand out in Table 2. rirst,.the sarahle costs

or those,cost.s which can .be averaged out over all the schools (and

students) in the state are three times the onsite.cOsts, costs accrued

at &very school. Thil suggests that cost savings can IA renlized through
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TABLE 2

ESTIMATE OF THE AnibAL COST

OF A SATELLITE sysTE14--..

Component

Sharable Costs

Annual Systcm

Satellite Rental $ 2,160,000 . 1,543.

Uplink Facility and'Studio 228,756 ' -163

.. System Management 180,000 ) 129

Programming 1.2,960,000 9 257

<,

Display Equipment $ 1,030,400 $ 736

Videocassette Machines 1,449,000 .
1,035 .

,

Videocassettes 672,000 480

SchoOl Wiring 257,600 184.

School Headend 80,500 , 58

iteceiving Only Terminal 1,207,500 862

Per:School AnnUal Cost,

for 1,400.Schools

$15,528,750 $11.092, -

: Onsite Costs $ 4,697,006 ',355

, -Total .System Costs $20,225,750 +47

*Derivations of esiimates can be found in the back of this. Ao Or

in more ,defail in Appendix A.
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economies of scale. ,Setondly, the. dominant .singie cOst is programming,

malhng up almost half oT tot1 costi and 83% of the shareablect, suggesting

'that mos/ cost savings would arise from schools' pooling resourrE for program

development and prdduction. Of course, the nuMerical size of 4:1-.J. programming .

component is the result of our assumption that each hour of programming would

cost approximately r15,000 to pro(1uceand the cost would be :,pread over only

five years. (See AppendixA, the,programming cömponent.) hver,. without

programming tosts,sharable costs are lower than on-site c.c.:Ls, This implies

that without the need to pool resources for program product!.on, the economic

advantages of bigness fade,

ITFS Based Syetem Cost Estimate

It is assumed that.ITFS can be used to completc,/y ,Dver all th

sthools in tha region. Becau,se of the terrain and distition,of schoOls,.

16 ITFS stations are required for total coverage. Eac:i st;;.tion is Located .

at a school. Twelve of the transmitting sites are repeater1 an4 t.r'

require equipment to. play.the programming and. inject i. fnt- rZle

Each station.operates with fOut.,:channels,and has a broadcast .11z,:n.sna costing

an average of $20,000. 'One of the most variable of costs is y:,.;,e antennas.

The $20,00 LS,,aga,.n; an average figure for all the'sites ,:.cross the region.)

'Pre-programmed .vid.ocasvetles are supplied to each of th i program, origin-

ation sites. EaCh school is equipped with a .rec antenna and has, as

in the satellite:system, a headend and internal ,Ifibution system. Table

3 summarizes these'assumptions and provides the ct estimates.

Generally, in this.example,. costs are lower forITFS than satellite.

A much larger number ofj.TFS broadci2.st (or circumstances causing
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''.CABLE

ESTIMATE OF THE ANNUAL COST OF .

'AN INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION FIXED SERVICE'SYSTEM*

Component

Annual Sy;:tem

Cost :

ITFS Transmission $ 147,2)

Control Broadcast Studio 23,0.00

interconnection 94,080

System Management .180,000

Programming 12,960,000

Sharable Costs *$13,404,

Per School Annual Cost

for 1,400 Schools

30

105

16

-67

129

9 257.

(

Display Equipment .

,Videocassette Mkc.ines

Videocassettes 1
. -

School Wiring

School'Headend

School Reception

$.1,030,400

1,499,000

672,000

257,000

80,500

241,500
1

$ 736

1,035

480

,184

58

173

On-site Costs

Total:System Costs

$ 3,730,460

$17,1\34,680

$ 9,574

$ 2 665

$12,239

1

*Derivations of estimates can be foxind in back of this section or in

more detail.in Appendix A.
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hkher transmissi6n costs 'such-as-e-ialler_and more expensive tower) would

result in parity. Again, programming costs are dominant.

-!ailed Materials

A central copying or ilUbbing facility distributes programming.to each

Each Schoor has a sufficient stock ,of cassettes so that the cassettes

may be used repeatedly. .Cost estimates are contained in Xable 4. This

appears to r LiE immensely expensive system in which,the dominant elcpeai ture

is dubbing and mailing the educational-ffiaterial,to each school'. Partly,

A

this is.a result of each school receiving the dubbed. materials,-- If schools

in a district shared the materials via4 bicycling systeM, this component'S:

figure c6uld be reduced by a considerable degree, perhaps by.a.factor of

four or'five. .A.Iso the school reception equipment in this case is actually.,

composed of Vicjeocassette machines which are fair7y expensive. As these

machines fall- in price, as they' appear to be doing, this technology will become

mdre attractive. Finally, if prograMs are to repeated, considerably fewer
0 ,

cassettes would be required. t

Cablecasting

Wherever it exists, cable is a viable option for the distribution

of'ITV. Three complications arise. First, cable may not cover,the entire
. -

\region. Second, within any area ostensibly cOvered by cable, not every

school May be near the cable. Third, while most a"&bleoperators will .

r\

iakesaVailabLe one channel for education use, this capacity would be

iipdequate for more than about 6 broadcast hours per day. The first two

complications can simply be treated as given. Another mode may be necessary

for complete coverage. For broadcast capacity, it'may be possible to take

advantage of transmission space in-betweeen the regular Vii7 channels norma

1` 7 7
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TABLE 4
, A

ESTIMATE 014 THE ANNUAL cpsT.OF

A MAILED MATERIALS SYSTEM*

Annual SyStem

Cost in $

Per-School Annual_Cost

fOr 1,400 Schools

System Management

-Prograthming

Sharable Costs

$ 180,000

12,960,000s

$' 129

=
9 257

$1-3,140,000 $--9,386

Mailing ant: Dubbing $32,928 000 $23,520

DiSplay Equipment 1,030, 7.6

Videocassette Machines

.0

1,449,000 .1,035

Videocassettes 672.,000 480
,

-S,g4hool Wiring 257,000 184

School Headend 80,500 . 58

School Reception 1 932,000. 1,380

On-site Costs

Total SY'stems Costs

$38,348,000 $27,392

$51,488,900\\ $36,77.8

aDerivations of estimates can be found in the back of this sec ior or

in more detail, in Appendix A .
bThese costs could be reduced .by, :say, two-thirot,, 0ac".11 programxwas repeated

twice.

7 8



Used by cable operators.' By installing special equipmentat

headend and eoverters in the schools, this unused space could be

Utilized at relatively. low-,costs. However, its availability and

the fee for its use would depend upon.the cabl&operators-and

aggreem,ents reached by bargaining. 'This examprie portilays a low.

cost case from the viewpoint of yle schools since only charges

-associated with the special egtapment needed at the cable headends

are 'incurred by the State to obtainthe necessary channel space, .

In the example, 80% of the schools in the state are.reached by ,80

cab"le Systems. The remaining 20% of. the schools'are assumed7ta be

scattered and are reached by mailing videocassettes to them. The. cost,:
I

results are summarized in Table 4a.
V.

a

Table !adiffers slightly from the preceding Tables because it is.

derived from a system using two delivery modes. As a result, for'ex mple,

not all sharable costs are incurred in commoil by all the schools, he

cable rental is incurred on1F.by the 1,1201the cable serves; howevet-,
;

tne dollar vailie of the cable rental is still averaged over all 1,4I 00 schools
.

. . \

to calculate the per school .annual cost .to maintain consistency with the
=

estimates for the other delivery systems.

.The striking aspect of- the cost estimate is the magnitude of:the.Mailing

and .Dubbing component while this service is provided tb only onefiftfi of

the ,,;chools. Table 5 makes the point more clearly with 100% of he schoo1 .

being served by cable 14.able4a, however; 'is probably a mOre rea astic

case except that the percentage of schools covered by cable would be lower as

a figure for an entire: region. The calculations in Table 5 arefbased upon

VI
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TABLE 4a

ESTIMATE OF THE ANNUAL COST OF

A CABLE ITV DELIVERY SYSTEle

Annual System Per School Annuarb Cost

Olemponent Cost in $ in 1,400 Schools

Cable'Rental

Interconnection

80,000

,1,881,600 C.

,$ 57'.

1,344.

System Management 180,000 129

Programming 12,960,000 9 257

Sharable CostS $15,101,600 .$14,787

Mailing and Dubbing $' 6,585,600 $4,7,04

Display Equipmen,t 0,030,400 736

yideocassette Machines l', 499,000 1,035

Videocassettes 672,000 480

SChool Wiring 257,000 184

'School Headend (cable)c 135,240 97

School Headend (Mail)
c

1,6,100 ' 12

School Reception (mai1.)
c

386,400 276

On-site Costs

, Total System Costs

$10 531 740 $ 7,523

$25:633,340 $18,310

a
This system employs a lAxofcable and mailed materials as delivery modes.

.1)

All .coses are still spread over all schools in the system through someof
the silarable and on-site 'costs do not belong to 100% of the public.schOols

:

i

t,

n the. state.

i
. c, .

Cable refers to the 1,120 schools served 6), cable, sc'hool to the 280
,served.by mailvl materials.

i

s

go
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TABLE 5

ESTIMATE'6F THE ANNUAL,COST OF

A PURELY CABLE BASED DELIVERY SYSTEN,

Component

Annual Sysiem' Per '0Lndol Annual Cost,

Cost'in $ for 1400 Schools

i_Cable Renal 714

Interconnection 2,352,000 1,680,'

System ljanagement 180,000 ',129

PrograMming .
12,960,000 9257 a 1

:

Sharable Cpsts $16,492,000 $11,780

4 0

Display Equipment $ 1,030,400 $ 736

Videocassette'Machines 1,449,000 1,035

Videocassettes 672,000 480 ,

: /
.

School"Wirtng
c -

257,000 . 184

School Headend. 1,69,050 '121

,

On-site Costs $ 3,577,450 $

Total System Costs $20,069;450.. $14 355

.-

Derivations'of estimates can be 2oLrA in the back of this section Or in

'more detail, in Appondi:: A

?S.
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100 cable systems serving al1,1,400 schools. The cost difference is

immediately apparent,

tiesides_progr_arnming, the'key cost is interconnection, meaning

supplying the prbgramming tp'the cable neadendS. ., It is.Presumed-that a

videcc4sette of each hour's :worth of piogramming is s.94plied to each

headend. If' arrangements couldbe tade 'so that the cassettes of

programming could be bicycled betWeen statians, this'component would be

reduced:

PTV BroadcaSt.ing

The:problemthat besets cable, incomplete,coverage, can also plague:

:____.:2TV__broadenating-The_stations-are in plate and cover: most ofAhe schools within
u -

ehroadcast range, though translators and repeaters can be used to exoand the signal.

Anotherlimitation-64_._PIV broadcasting is more severe; it is limited to about

6 hours (5; progri.Imming per day. "As',demonstrated7Frrhe---case-w-i-t-h-cab

usirig a system of mailing instruction materials on a large scale to'supple7

ment another medium is' very cost4. -The estimates in Table .6 are based upon

100% Coverage of 'schools and 6 hours of programming_daily instead of 24,

brOadcasted by 12 PTV stations.

The Cilst ComPonents

The derivations of-tfie.estimates recorded in tables 2-6.are presented in

this section. A brief descrrption of each component and an,equation

.summarizing the equation use'd in computing its cost 4.§timate -are inCluded.

More.description is included in Appendix, A. -A nUmber of,components

Which are ideritical are listed first. They are Dis'play:Equipment,

Videocassette Machines, Videocasseres, Schnol Wiring, SysteM Management,

an& Programming.

Prra.
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12,BLE 61'

ESTIMATE OF.THE ANNUAL COST OF

. A. PTV BROADCASTING SYSTEM*

(6 Broadciist Hgurs)

'Annual Syster Per School Annual Cost

Component Cost in $ fOr 1-400 Schools

Broacast, Fee

SysteprManagement

.$1,944,000

180,000

.$1,389

:129.'

Programmiti 1,240,000 ' 2 314

X
. .

Sharable Costa $5,364,000 $3,832.:

DiSplay.Equipment $1,030,400 736

VideOcassette' Machines 1,4,49,000 1,035,

Videocasset.tes 672,000 480

School Wiring '.,
,257,000 184

School Headend 88,550 63 '

School Reception 48,,300 15

On-site Co-sta $3,545,256"

Total Sys.tem Casts $8,909,250 $6,365'

,*Derivations of estimates can be found in the back of thia section

P-more detail, in .Appendi); A



COMPONENTS'CONSTANT ACROSS SYSTEMS

Display Equipment

Color receiVer/monitors

,r1..s stands.

Videocassette Machiues

I cho1s use videocassette

tachines to nrovide flexibility

in internal distribution of

programming.

Videocassettes

Schools require a stock of

Videocassettes to.complement

t\beir VideoCassete machines.'

The stock's size cs a function of

theSchool'; re'quirement. of.

ITV use.

[8($400)/0 (1.15) (1,400)s

$400 = price of a color television

8 = Laverage) number of. televisions '

per school

.15 = maintenance and operating cost

as a percentage of.anonual capital costs

5 = annualization factors

1400 = number of sChools

3 ($1,5.00t5) (1.15) (1,400)

$1,500 = price of a videocassette

machine

3 = number of videocassette

machines per school

.15 = maintenance and operattng

cost as a percentage of

annual capital cost

- 5 = annualization factor

1,400 =)number of Schools

020/5) (5 X 24) (1,400)
;

$2b = Frice per cassette.

5 = annualization factor

24 = daily number of hours

of Programming

5 =number of.days.in an average school

week initerpreted as the length



School Wiring.
(120/15) (20) (1.15) (1,400)

r -

.Each school is wired $120 = price of wiring a room

to facilitate the internal 20 = average number of rooms per school,

distribution of progtamming. 15 = annualizLtion factor

.15 =maintenance and operating

cost as a.percentage of annual.capital

costs

System Manalement

A central agency

manages the operations

of the delivery system..,

1,400 = number of schools

$180,000

$180,000 = annual management cost

Pro.ramming -(15,000/5) (24) (180)

MoneT spent for t c .$15,000 = cbst of an hour of

- development and production' programming

and acquisition of prograMs. 5 = an)nualization factor

24 = daily- hours bf programming

180'.= number of school days

.

ADDITIONAL SYSTEM SPECIFIC COMPONENTS

SATELLITE

Satellite Rental

Fee paid for the,use of.the

satellite baged upon'a constant

per hour per channel rate.

4.

O ($500) (24)

4040= satellite rental -

180 = nuMber of sehool days

24 = daily number of hour of programming



Uplink Facility and Studio

The uplink transmitter plus

'broadcasting studio equip-

ment %ce.,sary for trans-

missibn.

School Headand

An aMplifier is

located :at the school

headend.

'School'Reception

,Each.schooi requires a'

receive-only terminal'. ,

ITFS Transmission:

ITFS transmission

equipment including a

tower and transmitters

are.located at schools,

$200,000 + ($250,000/10) (1.15)

,S200,000 = operating'cost

= original capital expenditure

10 = annualization factor

.15 = maintenance and operating cost-as

a percentage of annual capital cost

($500/10)'(1:15) (1,400)

$500 = amplifier ,:ost ,

` 10 = annualization facter

.15 =maintenance. and operating cost as

a percentage of annual capital-cost,

1,4po . number of schoolS.

($6,)00/8) (1.15) (1,400)

.$6,000 = price of .the %caption

equipment

= annualizatibn factor.

,15 =,maintenanc ind cllaratiLg cost

as a percentage of Annual ,capital

cost

1,400 = number of schools

ITFS

0 [($20,000 + $60,000)/1da (1.15) (16)

$20,000 average initial tower-cost

$60,000 = transmitting, equipment -cOst

for 4-channel capacity (repeater or

transmitt(A.,



ITFS..Broadcast Studio

BroadcaSt studios are

fequired to provide
, -

A
program origination.

.($50,000/10) 1.15) (4) .

1

5p,000 ,... broad ast studio original. cost

10 = annualization:factor

.15 = maintenance and operating post

as a percentage of annual capital cost

4 = number of r-qui<ed program origination

, sites

, Interconnection [($20f5) (20 k 24) ($.5 x 2 1S61 (4) ,

,-The cost of distributing the .-, $20 ='.price of & cassette

programming to the ITFS - 5 = annuiz:)tion factor'

program origniation,sites 20 -= numL. school clays in a

,for subsequent redistribution. four week ?el ,o-interpreted

The interconnection modejs-video- as.the-leng.:h c- time needed to

,

cavettesw the cassette 4
.

, -24 = daily of hours-of programh1:.!.,

$5 = .dubbing

- School Headend

An amplifier -is-located '

at the school headend.

4

t.

180 = number of school days per annum
.

4 = timber of III'S prograM oviginatiOn

fit;es

i$500/10) (1.15) (1,400

$500.7 amtilifier cost,

10L-, annUalizatior. factor
t,

.15 m9L:tenance. and oper*ing coSt

as a rerceatage of a nual;capital cost
,

1,400 = numter of sc oo1s

-

($1.500/10) (1.15) ()., 0)



r

Mailing and DubbilL

'Each'cassette P. school

owns is used repeatedly;

.material is dubbed'onto

it; it is mailed, used.,

and mailed back.

Tchuol Headend

An amplifier is located

at the school headend.

School Reception

School reception.equipment

consIbts of vitieocassette

machines%

AILED MATERIAL'S

.1:($20/5) (20 X .24) + ($5 X 24 X180)1

$20 = prict oc a cassette

5 = annualization factor

20 = number cf school days in a

four week reriqd-interpreted' is

the length oftime needed to

circulate thelcassette

:24 = daily number of hours of

programming'

$5 = dubbing .frae
!4

180 = mnmber of days in .Zhe'school

year.

'1,400 = nuter of schools

($500110) (1.15) (1,400)

$500 = amplifiel!

10 = annualizatia bAarilr

.15 = maintenance and opera:.ing

cost as a percentage c7 annual

capitd1 Cost

1,400 = number of .:chools

[4($1,500)/5] (1,15) (1,400)..

$1,500,=.pice of a videocassej4te

machine

4 ='number of machines

5 = annualization factc%

..15 = maintenance an.:1 operating cost

nn1,4t.n1 nnet



CABLECASTING

CatV Re4a1

It is-assumed that institutional.
-T.J3

arrangements -can be made so

tl'at only a marginal cost via

be charged to the system.

':chool Headend N .

Swiz:Lh, converter per channel,

,and amplifier are required ,

($2.,500/10) (4) (100)

$2,500 = price per channel of capital

equipment installed at the cable

headend to access the Channel

10 = 4nnua i' ization factor,

4 = number of channels

= number of cable systeMs

.($1,200/10) (1,400)

$1,200 = price of the headend equip-

ment

at the school headend to faciliCate. 10 = annualization facto

,:he internal distribuNion of .15 = maintenance andoperating

the sigOtal. cost as percentage!of 'annual capital '

cost

Interconnection

The cost of distributing,the $20 = price Of a cassette

programming to the cable 5 = annualization factor

headends fo?redistribution. 20 = num4er of school days in a four

The.interconnect mode is week period-interpreted

videocassette, as the,length of time needed to

circulate the cassette

1,400 = nuMber of schools

P20/5) (20.X 24) 4. ($5 X 24 X 1805\ '(100)
p

24 = daily number of hours of programming

$5 = dubbing fee-

180 = numbef Of school days per annum

100 7 number of cable, headendS



14.

PTV - BROADCASTING

Broadcasting Fee ($150) ,(6) (180) (12)

A "fair" share of operating $150 charge per hour per

.
and capital expenses is . station

charged per hour per 6 = daily number of ilours

station-for use offq't of programming/N

facilities. 180 = nUbbei,hf asay.E in the School

-year I

12 = number of PTVI stations

School Headend

A converter and amplifier

are placed at"the headend.

($550/10).(l.15) (1,400)'

$550 = price of Converter and .

amplifier .
10 = annualizatiOn factor

.15 = maintenance.and operating cost

as A percentage of annual capital cost

1,400 = number of users .

School Reception ($150/5) (1.15) (1,400

Each schpol requires $150.= grice Of reception equipment

an antenna a/hi\Mounting. 5 = annualization factors

.15 = maLntenance and operatingcost

as a pArcentage ofmnual capital cost

1,400 ='number of schools

_



Summary

The preceding listing ofcost components; especially when.viewed together
4

with the Appendix A on the components, is the most important part pf this

section. The cost eStimates themselves are of secondary importance with the

illustration"of how they are calculated taking precedence as a simplified

examp1e orhow estimates can be constructed. In this respect the App idix

is even more useful.

The cost estimates themselves are the product .of the circumstances-

toiled in the hypothetical state and do not -imply generalizable results.

Acted!. cost estimates for a school district, consortium of School districts,

state or tulti7state-region would haVe to be based upon the.engineering

necessities imposed upon thedelivery system by-the'area's chaacteristics and '

.

on Items Whichrequire decisions by the involved
,-
ethicational planners. While

calculating cost estimates'in this gaper can help provide a Awide,.tc

estimation, the proced.ures provide tore utility than the actual estimate

themselves.

However, some useful computations can be performed to provide some

general.results in pointing out where certain delivery modes have a compar-
.

ative cost advantage in.providing 'a given set of required servicesunder

a given set of regioh'characteristics. This is the task of the next section

-,which pares down the complete model to a more compact comparative cost

model in which the costs computed for components are written as-funCtions

of certain key variables andTarameters.



III. COMPARATIVE COST'MODEL

4
The comparative cost model is a reduced and generalized variant

of the comprete cost model presented in the preeLding section.. It is

reduced because, a number of cost components that are the same regard.-

iess of delivery mode are eliminated from the comparative analysis, and

it is general-zed because variables replace certain of the numbers

used in,th component listings in the complete model. The comparative

analys atteMpts to answer one queStion: "Underwhat circumstances do

some delivery modes have a comparative cosCadvant ge over other delivery

modes?" Components used are combined into compact expressions which

are first-degree functions ef the different variab es expressed in

cost-per-school terms. These functioQs are solved pairwise for those

valuts of selected variableg, for which the per school cost is lower

for one delivery mode.

Components ,

The listing.of cast components which follows is not .written in as

general form as possible.. Effectively, all the numbers on the cost compon-

ents listing of the complete model could be replaced by symbols repres,nting

variables. However, in order to emphasize certain variables at the ex-

pense of Others only a few of the.numerical values have been replaced 'by

letters symbolizing variables. The remaining numerical value& can be

:thought of as parameters. The most important variables treated here

are the-,mumber of schools served, the number of hours of programming

tranPmitted, and a variable summarizing scme of the effects of the distri-

bution of schools geographically. The components common to all delivery

modes are Progranmfng, Management, Display, VideocasSette Machines, Video-

Cnbnn1 Wirino T111 - rpmaininP components tiave been generalized



-SATELLITE SYSTEM

Satellite Rental (180) ($500) (()

Fee paid for the'.use of the J80 number of school days per year,

satellite. Total for the
1. Qs = number of hours of Trogramming

per day.
system for one yea:--.

and. Studio

:l'he uplink transmitter plus

broadcasr:ing .studio equip-

ment ne cessary for trans-

mission.

School lieadend

An.amplifier is located at

the school. headend.

\

, .

School Reception /
Each school requires receive

only equihment to "receive

the satellite signal.

$500 = satellite rental fee per hour.

$200,000 4 ($250,000/10).. (1,15)

,$200,000 = opetating cost.

$250,000 = original capital expenditur(

10 = annualization factor.

.15 = maintenance and ,operating a.
percentage of annual canita
cOst.

($500110) (1.15) N
, .

$500 = iriitial'cost of amplifier.
1,1

10 = annualizAion fattor

.15 rirlintenance and operation cost

ati a;percentage Of-annual can-it

cost:. .

- number 0v7 users,,,

($6,000/8): (1.15) Ns

66,000 = price of a terminal.

8'=-annuallzation factor.

17-15 maintenance and operation cos
as a percentage as annilal
:capital cost.

N =,number of users.
S



pdr.

CABLECASTIN0

Cdble Rental

It is assumed that institu-

tional atrang.ements can be

made so that only a marginal

cost will. be demanded for

users of t e system.

School Headend

A switch and amplifier is re-.

,quired at the school headend

to facilitate internal dis-

tribution of the signal.

Also, a converter is needed

for each channel.

($2000/10) c h Nc

= p4rchannel of capital equip-
-'nent installed'at the'cable
headend to access the channel
Space.

10 = annua1iZation factor.

c = number of channels.

h = number of cable headends per
schoni.

Nc 7 riUmber of users.

($1000110)(1,15) N.c + ($50110)c (1.15) Nc

$1,000 =:priceof switch and amplifier.

$. 50 = price of converter.

c = number of channels.

10 = annualization factor.

.15 = maintenance and operation as a
'percentage of annual capital
cost.

= number of users.

Interconnection j($20/5)- (20Qc) + ($5qc,180)1 (hy

The cost of distributing the pro- $ 20 = price of cassette%

gramming to the beadends for re- 5 = annualization factor.

distribution. The distribution 20 = the number of school.days
in a four.week period, inter-

mode is dubbed videocassettes. preted as the required stock
of cassettes:

$ 5 = cost.of mailing and dubbing
one hour of programming. .

180. = number of days in a school, year.

9 4

0 =hours of programming per day.
uC

N
C
= number of users. ,

h = number of cable headends



INS-TRUCTIOAAUTELEVISION FIXED SERVICE

ITFS Transmission

A tower vith an ITFS trans-

mitter is required for each

channel.
-

SchooI.Headend

.An amplifier.is.required s'at

the school hqadend to facili-.

'tate internal distribution of

the received signal.

School Reception

School receptiOn equipment

consists of an antenna, mouht-

ing, and converter.

95

to.

4

{[$20,000 + $15,0001]710} (1.15) (t N

$20,0,00 = initial tower cost..

$15,000 = transmitter cost.

I = number bf.ITYS channels.

10 =.annualization factor._ .

.15 = maintenance and Operation cost
as'a percentage of 'annpal

capital cost,

= number of transmission sites'

-divided by number of users.

N
I

= number' of usdfs.

($500110) .(1.15),NI,

'--1500-7,-Trice of an 'amiplifier..

10 = annualizstion factor,

.15 = maintenance and operation as a
percentage of annual capital cost.

NI = number of users:

($1500/10)- (1,-15) NI:

'
$1:500 = Trice of.reception equipment.

10 =annualization factor.

.15 = maintenance and'oPeration'as
percentage of annual capitel'cos.t

= number of schools.



Interconnection

The cost 'of distributing the'

1($20/5) (10.1) ($50,180)] (t'

$ 20,= price of.cassette.

programming to the ITFS trans- 1 -',5 = annualiation factor.

mission sites for Tedistribu: 90 = thenumber, of schbolrdays.4n!h
, . Eour Week peribd-interpreted as,

tion. The distribution mode, the iength':of time a program:

is.dubbed video cassettes. might be kept: .

.
. .

Jr
c,

.

* . , 5. = cost of mailing and dubbing one
hour ofsprograMming%

,f80 = number of dys in a school year.
..

Qi =.hours of prograMming Per day.
z

N
I

= number of uSers.

t',.= number of central studios divided
by number of users.

Central Broadcasz- Studio 0.50,000/3.0) (1.15),t' NI
_ _ _

A central stAio is required . $50,000 = Central Studio Cost.

to provide the programming

46 origination.

9 6

.15 = maintenance and-dperation as a
peceniage.of annual Capital;
cost.

:
t' = number,of central studios

dividei;1 by number of users.

N. = number of'users.



Videocassettes 672,000 480

School Wiring . ,257,000 184

:School Headend 88,550 63

School Reception 48,,300 15

On-site COsts $3 545,256"

Total ,Sysiem Casts

I.

$8,909,259 $6,365'

:.*Derivations of estimates can 1)e found in the back of thiS section ot'inf

pmore derail, in Appendi A r

.
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LAJJL aa a Fcit-cw.a6c

annual capital cost

- 5 = annualization factor

1,400 =inumber of 'schools

Videocassettes ($20/5) (5 X 24) (1,400)

Schopls require a stock of $2P = rrice per cassette.

Videocassettes to.complement 5 = annualization factor

t\beir VideoCassete machines.. 24 = daily number of ,hours

The stock's size is a function of of programming

6e\School'; re'quitement. of 5 =number of, days ,in an average school

week initerpreted as the length

of time a progtam might be kept

1,400 = number of schools

ITV use.

8
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!,1/1.1 LED MATERIALS

Mailing. and Dubbing

Each cassett9 must be used

repeatedly; material is

dubbed onto it; it is mailed,

used, and mailed back.

School Headend.

An amplifie- is located at

the school beedend.

School Reception

.'4111is refers to videocassett

recorder/players.

(180) $50 N + ($20/5) (.20)
'M M

$ 5 = mailfng and dubbing cost.

Qm = number of hours penday._

180 = number of school days per.year.

Nm = number of schools.

$ 20 .= price of a cassette..

- 5 ='annualization factor.

.20 = number of .school days-in fout
weeks--dnterpreted .t.he turn-

over time for each school's stock
of cassettes.

($500/10) N
M

(1.15)

c$500 = price of an amplifier-

10. = annualization factor.,

.15 = maintenanct and operation als a7,
percentage of annunl capital'cost.

N
M

= number of it,serS.

1m (1,500)/5] Nm

$1.,500 = price pf a videocassette
Acorder/player.

96.

9 7

m = number of videocassette machines
per school as a function Of o

5 = annualization factor.

.15 = maintenance and operation as a
percentage,of annual.caOital
cost.

N
M

= number of schools,

4
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PTV. BROADC1ST .

Broadcast Fee $10Q

$150

1 3.

=

=

180bNs

charge per hour.

hours of programming.

' A fair share of oRerating and

capital. eXpense is chargOd

for use of PTV facilitieA. -180 = nuMber of days in a sChool year-

b = number Of PTV sta-tions Rer school..

N
B
= number'of userS"

Schopl Headend ($50/10 NB (1.15)

A converter is placed at the S50 = price of a converter.

.s&hool headend. 10.= annualization factor.

.15 = maintenan'Ce and oper,ation as a per7
centage of annual Capital cost.

School Recpption

EaCh-school 'requires an

antenna and mounting.'

N
B
.= number of users.

($15015) N- (1.15),
B

$150 = price of reception equipment.

5 = annualization favor.

.15 = maintenance arid operation as a per-
centage. of -ann..ial-cap-ital- cost.

' NB = number of sähools.

1.4
9 8
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"?.

in order.to.derive the. comparative cost equations for each systi.m,

the exprssions for ,-ach C'omponnt can-he-simplified and added. This

procHure is :_;iven in ApPendix B. Table 7 contains tlw resulting equ,itiens,-

equation. set C, which f:orm th,.:..tolugclLs of the comparative mondel.,; Equations

C.5 reter to satellite, cabW, ITFS, maiied materials, Ad PW,

respectkyelv.

t: Wt'vr1 bc tdi Lu 1)1):. rt

I = .
ottillArAt iy1.

,

i

First, for.all systems exce-pt satellite, most- sharable crsts belonA tu

.tthasc components not includd in the competitive mo,iel. Forsatellite .the

exceptions are the satellite uplink:faciltty ahd the saCelLfte rental fee.

Betlduse of this, the satellite mode i..7ovides theonly systeM.wiNh.declining
*

:comparative cost§ pee school as the number of scheoLs inct'eases." Effectively,

this lends.a "olgness" bias.te willappear more,

advpntaaeous vis A v s the other delivery modes; larger the 11,-;er populatioll

to be served by the system.

:-'For-the other important variables' Q (with c;I, and m) and the distribution-
.. ,

indicators, h,t,t',. and 6, the inferences are not so clearly .drawable because'
,

.

.

variables are .tnteracl.ive.. How
,

ever, neither SaCellite nOr mailed materials
\ .

-. :

are affecteeby the dist-ribution of the schools.in the. area.seoved b'' a r

system so, the larger Che ,El1ue8 of h,t,C, and.b,'"-the moee favorably the
:.

circumstances for sateilite and a.mnilina sys"tem. EffeCtively, this means

the mare dispersed the population..for,ITFS, the greaterthe technOlogically

I

,

baseli incumbrpnces on the-system-(e.g.. topographltaifeaturesrequir.ing_the_

placement of extra [special] broadcast sites or studiosI1 to ensure covera-ge of ,

i

.:. .
:

the entire population ).

",.s.-------------------
'Actua.kly, s.pecial''circumstantes would probably'incur extra costs at 'certain

sites as welras perhaps requiring extra.broadcaSt siti:es.'

.2-
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TALE ,7

Equation Set

(C:1) Satellit Comparative Cost

per School = s = 228,750+90,000Q + 920
s

C.2) Cable Compirative Cost
per School = =.250ch + 980Qch + 6c +58

(C.3) ITFS Cotparative Cost
per schopl = i ,2,30.0t + 1,725It,+ 5,750t' +980Q t'

+23.0

s

(C.4) "Mailed" Comparative CoSt
. per schOoI m ='34m + 980Qm + 58

(0.5 ) PTV Comparative-Cost
per school = E =27,000QBb + 92

p

Variables

N = ' nUmber of schools..

= hours-of. programming per school day-

C = number of 'cable channels, C = 1:-if .0< Q< 6-, C = .2 if 6< Q< 1 , etc.

1 = number of 1TFS chanhels, I:= C
number of'videocaS'sette machines per school;R=I1C

h = school distrfbution indicator,.h = number of cable fleadends

. per-School
;

t ,= school-diStribution indicator,. t = number of ITFS transmission
. . . .

Coriginationor repeater) sites per school.-, v

t' school distribution indisator,IL = number of ITFS broadcast

studloosites per, school. ITFS broadcast studio sites .:

cdincide '.7i.th ITFS origination, sites and-t' is usually_

eKpressed as a function of t.

Er- = sohool istriburidin-Indtcator, the-number-of-PTV-broaticast-7-:-

, .sites per schocal
_

1G0
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The variables which summarize the geographi.cai distriLation ot schools

implicitly include any technological,factorS Which could i: -luence the

r,ttie of the number ot schools per broadcast site (PTV sta: -)Iis or ITFS) or

the number of schools por cable huadend. The three distrib. H.on variables

are h tor ca.ole headends, b for PTV broadcast stations, and t for ITFS. These

three variables are interpreted as:

number of.I.TFS transmission sites,
number ot schools

number of cable headends,
number of schools'

anmbee of PTV broadcast stations,
number of school4i

, ,
.

.
..

,

then the produas tN, QN, and bN provide the.number of transmission sites.

,F,4yc:xample, if the number of ITFS transmission sitesin a region wasfahr

32 schools,-the t F .125. ITFS involves a second variable, t refers

6aly to. tho.transmission equipment, tower and -transmite-er or repeater. C

refers. to ::.he ITFS,bi-oadcast stadio. At at least one ITFS transmission site,
.

there must'be a t.i=oadcast studio in which tlie transmission originates. The

;
other br-oadcasv sites could be repeaters which receive and repeat the signal,. :

dffettively gxtending,the area of coverage of the one originating transfuitter,
.

Topographi/al and technologic,.al factors dict'ate the ratio, t', the number
/

of. studtpsdivided t;y the number of schools:. The variable t' is ustially express7

ed a, fnnotion of r.
11./

.To illustrate the effects the diftureul variables have. on comraza:Ivk!

6d.vantages, nuterical examples are developed below. This process inolves

tlett.ing two .equations .elqual and solving for oae of- the variables.in terms
.

"of the other.- Values can' 1)e substituted for the indepeadent variables to

/generte ylue.<, .rb, one depenct,nt exampl...,

1 01



ITFS and satellite, we can solve-for N in terms-of Q, t, and t' and by sub-..

stituting numerical values for Q, t, and t', generate.the corresponding

values of N at which fOr.a greater value of N, comparative satellite cost .

per school is lower. -Table 8 ProvideE results of this type. The equation

used to generate Tablv 8 was.

\\

Z28,750 + 90,000Q \\ .

N + 2,300t + 1,725It + 5,750t' 4\980Qty

\.)

The table indicates that the satellite fares better as oth Q

and N increase, and, of course, as the schools are more' highly dARersed-

1.,t higher t value), the more competitive satellite is. This would b

especialiy.true if most ITFS transmission sites were.aleo origination.

sitas. It should'be noted that presently most ITFS. sites are not repeat

ing stations- but ach maintairis a btoadcast studio.* This is probably due

to the traditional way ITFS has been dted with small isolated systems

:istead of large consortiums flf srhool districts.

Table 9 helps to introduce another perspective. Using-the same. equationt,..

.but with N fixed at N = 3,000,** for different functions t' = f(t).- and different'

levels of Q, Table ,9 gives the values of t above which satellites are cheaper.

Tho I ,11.; i h rtlmber of TTP-'. ,-rinsm!:Fs-inn Hresrorrpon

to.the t values. The best'c'ase for sate4ites is for Q = 241 = t., t.. = .04

a

t:rith t20 siLes providing comerage ior the 3,00 schools.

4

* NAEB memorandum.

** New York State has over 3,000 public schools.

.
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TABLE 8

COMPARATIVE COSTS OF SATELLITFP AND ITFS

Q = 6

t

1:00

.20

.15

.10

Q = 12

-
t

1.00

.20

.15

.10

Q =.18

1.00

.90

.15

.10

Q = 24

t'

:

t'

,

t'

,

ti

= 1/8t

N

171

2,233

8,851

n.a.

-.1/St

N

193

.1,598

2,937

18,116

= 1/8t

'200

1,413

2,278 .

5,871

= 1/8t

t
---.

1.00

.20

.115

.10

. 1.00

.. .0

.15

.10

1.00.

.20

.15

.10

.

t' =_ _
,

,9,591

t' =

(

t' =

tl'=---------

1/4t_ _ _

N

129

.208

n.a.

1/4c

N._

147

1,050

1,-707

4,569

.1/4t

144

981

1,487

3,070

1/4t

.

t

\*

k
F

t' = t

t N

1.00 52

.90 .323
4.

.15 i 477

.in

.05 9,87

t' = t

t N

1.00 61)

.20 343

.15 486

.10 834

.05 2,923

2.00

.90

.15

.10

.05

.03

69

347

482

794

2,241

= t

1.00 204 i k.00 175 1:00 65

'.90 1,328 .20 1,095 .20 348

:15 2,026 .15 1,629 .15' 480

.10 4,274 .10 3,185 .10 774

.05 n.a, .03 6,981 .05 1,985

:03' 2,112

1:02
.02 32:953

C*3
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e:
4-

N = 3000
I

= y8t

t' = 1/4t

= t

TAALE 9

-COMFAkAT.IVE 60STS'OF ITFS AND.
SATELLITE SERVING 3,000 SCHOOLS.

Q =

t =

t =

-t =

T =

T =

I =

104

103

6 ' 32 18 24

.17 .15 .13

.17 , .13 .11

.07 :05 .05 .04

660 510 450 . 390

510 390 330 '330

210 150 150 `120- '

Cj
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Table 10 provides comarisions for satellite and cable systems. Generally,
,

cable does, not fare as 'well versus satellite'as ITFS does exCpt in thp cas'e

where t' = 1. Also, this suggests that exceptfor the case.where.,most ITFS

transmission sites also have their own broadcast_studios, ITFS has a cbmparative

cost advantage over cAle:_The letermining factor is the interconnection costs

which is why the number Of ITFS, s,tudios becomes such a critical faclo'r.*

TAB1:E 10

p

h

r. 6

. . .

N

Satellite.and Cable Comparisons

= 12

h
.

N :

= 18:

h

1.00 ' 146' 1.00, tlii.
!, 1.00 -

.13 3:000 , .16 1,1i7, .16
.

.1,:i.'' 4,31. .1.4 i?510 .1,4

.16 6,160 .10 '-3,1)00 ..643-
/

,

.14 . N.41. :97 N.A. .046

....,

..' -.7
..

N .

105

.881.

.:1,068 '

'2,400 .

'N2A.

:

d
For Q = 6, mailed thaterOls-becOme conaratively moreexpensive than -

0
1

sa'tellites at N greater t-n .150, vith the neces'saryN'decreAsing as\Q increaS2

//-
% A o. ,..

Cable fs always chea e than mailed materials as' is,ITFS.umless .C, 4(l/2)at (i.e.

average, one broadcaststioserveslomorethantwa: ./TFS.:ransmission sites
.

4 ...

PTV is the most coMmon over-theaEt disseminator of. ITV but Alitited

to one channel and approxiMately 6 hours per day of broadcaat time. Satellit&

N

*
These crpariscins neglect,bOth the'possible lackof total.goverage in any'.

.givon area by ctble and the.possibility mumber of:channels.

,v*This figure i8 almost.tripled if programs'are.repeated twice.
r
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compares favorably to PTV if more than five PTV stations are requited to

'provide coverage eo the.user popujation.. On a more local basis, cable is
.

-comparatively less expensive if, to sefve a given user population, fewer than.
./ .

.

twenty cWe.stations are.required compared to one PTV.station. For ITFS,
, 0

.

,even in the worst ITFS case where t' = t,- ITFS has the 'competitive advantage

'if fewer than 11 LTFS transmissi9 sites are required to cover a population

versus:on4 PTV station. On a slightly different basis-of comp,Arison, the

distrfution of videocassettes is favored over.a PTV station only if the

)*number of schools in the PTV station's broadcast area is less than.25.

. .

Summa

The preceding sections Use some complj.cated computations to reach

some rather basic and intuitively appealing results. First, as'a mode of

delivery, satellite is best suited.for sering a large population of several
_ . .

thousand schools with a commtment to using a large nuMber.of broadcast hours

.per day. Satellite's cost advantages compared to other delivery modes sUch as '

cablecaSting and ITFS show especially,welf when the user population,is widely

distributed.

Advantages .3.E.p: less clear when.comparing other deliverylmodes. LTFS

and cable are closely matched. ITYS fares better whenit'is organized On a.
A

'hroad scaleso that repeater can betused to extend one original signal

instead of each school district owning its own system complete with broadcast

studio. On a one-to-one basiS, wiCz'single school districts making their

c'wriarrangements, cable is apt to be a.better choice where it is available.
-

Mailed materials'have their place,at the other entl of the spectrum from

'satellites. They have that' '.ntage asi.i.4stem'.in the smalle'st of systems

seeving only a iew schools,. PTV Cs bL situated to 5urve highly concentrated

populations but witk a s7::tem si2e small for the economies df scale

associated with satellites to become et

ManY iiiipOrtantisstles have beqn kgnored that aee to be axamined Ln later
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1

sections. Paramount among these is.the issue of flexibility. The term

"flexibility".as used here integrates several aSpects of serving'uscr.s on a

more, individdal basis: tailoring progratming to special,needs, providing

scheduling fleyibility, and providing teachers with more in-classroom control.

' .
GenerallyK, the.flexibility issue is treated as an e4ension'of the model

described in.tivis secLion. Additional extensions which receive attention in

the neXt sebtion include "hybrid" systems, systems usin more than one delivery

mode ana some discussion of bhe use of two-Way communications.

.106
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IV. EXTENSIOliS 4F'THE BASIC COKYARt..CIVE COST MODEL

0.

Section III presented the mast basic cost compariSonS bets',

delivery modes. ,Simplifications wcretUsedto fncilitate obtaininp

results and to allow for a less complicated explanation of how thE

model Works:* This section presents P. numbet:ofaxtensions of the

comparatiVe model. The extenSions help to examine issues'gnch 'as

flexibility, hybrids, and. two-cwayCommunicatton.

FleXibility

Flexibility in scheduling costs extra in most of the syst

One' viay.of achieving flexibility is to be sure'that each school-

possesse videocassette MaChines. However, some delivery modes 'a]

herently re flexible than others,and the comparative analysis c

be .adjusted to take account of this: .0f all the systems, one'bas4

upon mailed. videocassettes\provides 'nearly complete scheduliag f1 4

bility since each school could construct its own schedule. On ti

other end'of the spectrum, a Satel1ite7based sy'stem offers one scl

'for Fot the other delivery modes, soMe flexibil:

be provided,nt cableheadends,ITFSbroedcast studios, and PTV sta

yith schedules arranged to suit the SubsetS of the total populatil
-

which they 'serve.

One aspect of'flexibility can be quantified. .If each hou

pf_programming is repeated at least mice, then'mailed materials b

A more Competitive delivery mode.. For example, if each program i
-

repeated tw1ce4 then for 12 hours of daily broadcast timeover th

satellite,.eachschool would need only 4:,hours.daily.of videacats

recorded progtamming. The effect. of this is to increase the.crit

N, th_it,number of schools fot which a satellite-based sy'stem begi

108 ,



demanstrate a comparative cost a-dvantage, by a fac'eor of 2.5 for t4is

case of 12 hours of broadcast time with no repeatS (from.N > 143 co N'? 380).

Likewise, this necefssity of repeating prOgraths helps a mailed matrialS-

'based sYstem vis-a-viS Other broadcast systems, .Also,- since cable and JTFS

use videocassettes to 4istribute programming to lieix respective tr,ansmissipa
a

originatioasites, they also benefit from the repeating of broadcasts.

Of c.A5use, the cpmpkitiv benefit vis-a-vis satellites which these.two

delivery modes derive fr'om.the. re-use of videocasettes in repeatbroad-

casting is inversely relateti o the number ofbroadcast sites. however,

.!_ne most iMportant effect of repeats are on the competitive,costs far the

materinls, since:irithis mode each school is, effectively, its own

/
t ra nSmiss ion- site .

Othet aspects of flexibility, -as the term is used here, ate not so

,easy to quantify. krst, only by the schools) themselves possessing

copies bf'theprograms are teachers provided-with control: over how-and

when materialg are to be usei. This teacher control over program

use is.one aspect of .

flexibility, the importance of which should not be

.underestimated since teacher cdntrol.can be arkimpoxtant determinant off

teacher acceptance of a medium and therefore, of the educational effect-
:

iven'es:i of tne medjum

A second aspe4 of flexibility which is difficult to quantify isN
Tesponsiveness 'si:n-.4tiloping programming to the needs of localid

A'

populations. A dramatic illustration of the need forsuch tailoring

comes .in other countries where sizable segments'of the populatioa 'speak

'different dialects and require programming each in tileir own dialects.

In rohe lin2ted States, too, there'is a large number of Spanish-speak-
.. . .

ingt'.citizens:plus native Afteeicap languages: Besides increasing pro-

graimming costs, for example, in the ease of satellite, additional'

Chaaftels Would be needed to provide sufficient coverage.' For ITFS,

local traasmission origination sites would 'suffice to meet localiz,ed

4
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language needs. However, if transmissibn coverage areas.still cut acros. ethnic

divisions, then, as for satellites, the solution.is.more channels. Along. a

somewhat- different line, different types Of programming may be required to.

serve different population needs-.. For example;-rural children .

'need iims of cities for enrichment/experience-viewing while :city-,

dwellingchildrenwouldprofitMorefromviewilide from the

effect op programming costs, local control over,the broadcast mode again
,

negates some Of the neee for building additional:transmissioil capacity into

the delivery systeM.

Hybrids
a

By a hybrid system is meant a delivery system which utilizes

- more than one delivery mode. Actually, an
YI(

system which requires

knterconnectien, say by mailed videocassetts as in the cases of cable

.and:ITFg as suggested in the previous sections, is a hybrid,system if

the definition is employed broadly. In practice, schoOls areserved
,_

by several oE the media. FilmS and filmstripS' are prevalent' in the schoois

which receive PTV broadcasts, one delivery mde.effectively suilpleMenting the

other. The point is, if the use'of many media by Schools is viewed as a

coordinated effort, this is a type of hybrid. Another case occurs if one

delivery mode cannot provide service to all the schools to be inclUded0

in the system.. A hybrid system could use different modes to ensure total

coverage.

t'

The-last. case mentioned above, that of partial coverage ov,er the
e .

total service area, will be termed horizontal hybridization. The use .

of more than one delivery mnde to serve the same schpol is also defined as

'a form of horizontal h9bridizationr The case of. using on7delivery mode

as an interconnecter is termed verticalhybridization. It should be

noted that there Can occur cases of joint vert:i.cal and horizontal hybridAe-

zdion. Consider this'scenario:.cable covers 60% of the schools in a

state. The decision could be made to use cable for the 60% which can be
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TABLE

HYBRID'COMPARISONS,: CABLE, MAILED.

MATEiIALS AND SATELLITES

ScenariO

N = Number uf Schools in region = 3,000.

Nc = Number of scHools covered. 153%cable = .6N = 1,800.

N, = Number of schools covered by satellite = ,4N or N = i,200 or 3,000.

N = Number of schools covered by mailed maierials = .4N= 1,200.

Q = Number of daily broadcast hours = 18. .

c = cable channels,= 3.
,

m = videocAsette machines =.3.

Number of repeats of each program*=-2.

Number of cable headends = 180 (h = .10).

Mailed Materials-Cable Hybrid

4

Cable Componeiiti' 250 (hNc) + (58+6c)NL + 980 (1/3) Qc.(hNL).

Mai1e4 Component:'458,N+ 345 mN14 = 980 (1/3-AQ.1,f

Mailed Materials-Cabie ComParative cost = $9,697,800'

Mailed Materialsi-COble Comparative cost per school = $3,232

Satellite-Cable Hybrid (Ns =

,Cable Component: 250 c (hNc) +'(58+6c)Nc +.920 (hy

'satellite Component: 228,750 4., 90,000 QL., + 920 N.

Satellite-Cable Comparative'cost = $3,390,150

Satelli'te-Cable COMparative cost per School = $1,130

Satellite SyStem (NS = N)

Satellite: 228,750 + 90,000 1[?:

Satellite'Comparative cost = $4,608,750

Satellite:Comparative cost iper schooa = $1,536.
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Assuming that 'some sort of. ETV .system is to be installed, hybtids

will cOme about if they offer cost savings compared to "pure" systems. .

Clearly, a vety.important'determinant will be the sort of cobmunicatinns

facilities or infrastructure existing in the coverage area, (To a certain

exteat, on type of system may also come about if aome type of delivery

mode 'Is Threferred a. priori to cost considerations, because ft hiS been

idy :i pd hi he region.. It is ROL only a mattef of what is in place

in terys c :nxnrnuiaticn equipment, but also of what is eustomarily Used.)
.

The problem et whi,711 eoliVery modes to,use, how to use them (avither

direct to sehools or as a means of interconnecting other modes), how many

(and. which) schools any delivery mode should serve, and for.how many hours

of programming can be,thought of as.a complicated mathematical programming

problem. Cost per school would be the objective function to.be minimized,

with side constraints that limit..t,he .coverage.of some types of systemse.g.,

cable7-or limit the capacity of broadcasting time of .somedel4,very Modes.

TwO-Yay Communications*

Two-way communications is a feature available to almost.anyof:the'

-,delivery systems, except,'realistically, thalled videocassette, since Without
_

2

simultaneous reception of a live program, two-way is meaningless . gatellites

prOvide two-way capabilities; and a portiOn of the ESCD-deonstrated its-
.

operability, though the cost Of ground reception stations inCreases by

several thousand dollars to provideciites with.? "talk-back": capacity,

ITFS also has two-way potential (see.the Stanford, 4nd 1.16.0 case'studies)

as doeS cable. Finally, there are,always phone lines, except in Alaska.

An important point to iemember about two-way is that in a question- ,

response or .groupldistussion type situations only-one. individual can use
mw'

'the "talk-back" capacity at one time. Since sate1litc3s have cost advahtages

only With large audiences, iv is unclear ,how important two-Way potential i8

*Two-way here refers only to a "talk-back" capability, not two-way video.
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served .by the cable and mailed materials for the remaining.40%. Another
,

option would be to use.direct satellite,broadcaSt to the. uncovered 40%

plus using satellite tO interconnect all the cable headends by placing a

low-cost receiver at each' central Cable station., Mternatively. satelitte -

could beused to broadcast-to all schools. Comparative costs arhe estimated,.

below for the satellite-cable hybrid and the mailed materials-cable:hybrid.

fiotl that each'hybrld'has vertical and horizontal aspec*ts.

The scenario is built around a region With 3,000 schools-.

Some multi7state.agency has decided to ensure each sdhool of "-

18 broadcast hoUrs of ITV 'daily, representing some combinatitim

of first-ruh,and repeated programming euch that, overall, each program

is repeatecEtwice. Three Options axe:open for the. region; a cable-mailed

materials hybrid,a, cable+-satellite hybrid, and a pure satellite.system:

The first hylj'rid suggeststhat videocassettes would be mailed to those

schools not covered by cable and that'the casSettes would be.Used to
,

issue the prcgramming to the cable headends with 180"heaaends in the
4

state. The second'hybrid suggests the use of.satellite direct broadcast

from a high-powered satellite to low-cost receiving equipment located at'

the cable headends and the. schools not overed:by.cable. -The,third-
.

.

"pure" system implies direct satellite, rOadcatt to all schoolS: Using

the.cOmparative equations of the prece ng section allow's us to make
.4

cost comparisions. Table 11 contains the comparative cost,estimates

plus informatiOn surrnarizing the scenario. The results c'lhe preceding

section would suggest that satellite.would be cheaper than mailed

materials for Providing the service to.the.40%sof,the schools not,

covered by cable, and Table 11 suggests"that the mailed materials-cable

'hybrid would be a considerably more expensive 'choice than the other.
A

twci options . jpwever, the satellite-eable hybrid is a less2expensive

alternative than the pure satellite "syttem. This 15 a case in which the

additional cost of using a secondary ',delivery System, the cable, is more

than:offset by the savings of reducing the. 6mber of receiVing sites.

This result raises some very important issues.
;
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for satellites in mass educational uses. Telephone calls could turneut to

bvheaper if only because busy Signals are free. Thereare'other -circumstances

in which a kind of twoway potential for satellite could-be important. This

would be. the case for interactive computer/Satellite systems such as. PLATO

(see Perrine, 1975). However,:thf.s goes beond the scope of this report.

Computerized 'Cost Model

The complete and comparative cost models developed in th& preceding

sections can be "extended" in another se4s6--they can .be.put on a computer.

Given the slightly informal treatMent of the cost models of this chapter,:

a computerized model was nbt necessary tl lughone was developed to see if .

advantages could be gained by, using.a highspeed'data'processing'inachine.*

However., the simplicity oftheCalculatiohs made a computerized treatMent

unnecessary. ,Thiscoricluding portion of Section IV sqggests how a

computerized model, coUld be utilized to good advantage,.
,

'CalcUlating cost estiniates by hand (i:e.,.blectronic:calculator):may

be.tedious, but alloWs theindiVidualtaking theestimates to be stir& that ,the

...'peculiarities of the region in question are fully taken into account. .A

prepackaged computer program generally lacks the adapta6ility:to be'all
s

things to all people. Of course, a program can be writtea specifically for'.

a regipn and for theproblemto be addressed. Aloweirer, unless theicost,

calculations are long, or complicated and repetitive, .it'might beeasier-

.and cheaper tuido the COmPutatjons manually. .IThere are three cases in which

ageneral computer model CoUld be useful'.

First,/ the'case of hy6rids mentioned above, finding the,beSt (i,e.,

least tostj.system can be likened to a mathematical programming problem .

ComputerS are Well.,shi.ted to solving problems of this type. A,difficulty

would occurin attempting to'proVide a "prepackaged" program generally
.

applicable to many regions, since thereiis a eradeoff With eStimating accuracy.

*
A program listing ol SRC's.model written in Fortran IV is'aVailable at our
reSearch corporation in Syracuse.
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Subroutines, generally, are a second instance where a computer

model would be necessary. An example makes the.point. We use a very

simple "high-powered satellite" mode of delivery in our comparative'
0

analysis. However, just how "high-powered a satellite should be from

a 'cost perspective is, in effect, a cost aptimizatlon problem. Several
.

computer.programs,have been written to cost optimize the number, place-

ent,.power, and other aspects of satellites.for different usen

requ'irements placed upon a satellite based \commUnications system.*-
D \

The driving factor in the.optimization problem:is the t e-off between'

the cost Of receiving staEions which varies 1nversely W. h the broadcast

vene.
a

.

powerof the satellite andthe cost of the satelliie which varies direct-

ly.with broadcast power of the satellite. The determining factor tends

to be the'number of receiving sitestqough other complicating factOrs inter-

The third instance where a zeneral computer model is useful is

when a local educational_planner gains information he otherwise
\

would not beable to obtain or.titilize without'the Model. For-example,

1f-the model turned out to'be the best source,oi equipment price infor7.

bation available to him because'of the.expense of collecting such

information, a prepackaged4,m6del would, be desirable, although information

of this type becomes date8 very qatickly.'

Generally, the point is this. A compriterized model Is necessary to

answer questiohs-complicated.1)y,cost interactions among, user requirements,

local commniCatiops infrastructures, system size, pOpulatiOn distribution,,

and technological'reqUirements. A.Omputerized model is unnecessary to

make first approxiMations:and to find generali,zed "lessons," even if the

latter are somewhat oversimplified.

. *
for examplp-, Stagl, et al,. Computer-Aided Communication Satellite

,System Analysis and Optimization and the Teferences therein.

;:ir
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V. SELECED TCPICS'

This section presents three additional, topics for discussion.

Addressed are different problems of format cost mOcieling and cost optimizing.
z.

Formal CoSt Modeling ,

This subSection outlines a very general and abstract introduction to

cost:estimating from a formal perspetive.

The complete-cost estimating model of Section 111 of this chapter can

be expressed as a-vector of m components:

Each cOmpOnent 'is a numerical value, (;orresponding to a component
,

or cost conter in a Planned Rroeram Budgeting'System. As long as each

Compouent's.cost estimate is independent LroM ail the others, Chen, total4

cost is simply the sum of the components:

:.

HI

Total Cost = C.= 1,C,
1.

i=1

.116
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Each component is estimated.from a set of data or.variables. FOr

example let N represent a seL of demographic:- variables, Q a set of user

requirements; T, technical factors; and, P, Yinancial factors. Then, the

ith compoPent,can be written as

C.=c..(N , P).

In the complete cost model in Section 1I and the comparative model

of Section',III,,.the cost components were linear i any one Variable. In

such a simple case:.

C = c
1
(N,n,T,P) .. c

m
(N,Q,T,P)

.

= f(N,Q,T,P).

This formulation works in making comparative estimates as.long as ta)

tL cost estimate for each, component represents ap optimum cost arrangement
,r

and (b) the estimate for each component is.independent of the estimate

for every other component; then the summation of the cpmponent estimates

yields an optimized cOst.to'r r2he -total systeiri... This dlloWgforthe coMvrisoa
,

of cost estimates for different systems defined over the same set of var',ables.

If tne f.7.omponents are not:independent; then there is no guarante0

summation of individually optimized cost estimates yelds an 'optimal e!cimate

for the entire system. The' importance of the simplifying assumptions .use4,

f

inconstrueting the, complete and compArative.models is now clear. If they

are not made (or are not valid), then the comparisons between delivery.syst2ms

based,on differentomodes are not valid.

Two basic.: methodS are available for making cost estimates. A

deterministic orpanstochastic technique was used in this. report. For A

delivery sY'stem of a certain size and.description, a technologically.,

determined amo unt of equipment is required (for example,. each s'chool

has 0, receiver.terminal), so given the price of thc=equipment, a major

parL.or the .t,.osts or the sy:-;tem is ..readily computable: There was no estimating

. -
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of.Parameters using statistical- techniqueS. This stochastic approach.isthe

second wethod; however, the'data 1-1.2cessary: for employing this Ilfgthod were

not availdble.

Shareblu Costs and Optimal System' Size

Sectiori ILof this chapter andAppendix suggast that cjttain

Costs will be l'elatively iffsensitive.to the number of users or schools

-
'being served hy e delivery system. As a result., this class of'cbsts can b'e

termed 'she'räble.". The larger thq system in terms of number of schals,
A

; 6
the' lower each school's share.. *Figure AdemonStrates the effect of

0
"addinr schools to a system. For extimple, let 0 .reOresent a fixed numbe

c,

r,/
,

of. llours of.programming owned by the delivery system. .An irrcrease in
/ b'

the number'of schools could lower the share of this cost for each school '

from P to P
1

. All savings of this sort cgn beplotted against the total:
0

number ofi users or :.;chdo,Cs in thesystem. ThiS is illustrated in figure B

with Ole vertical axis measuring dollar savings and the horizontal axis

the nuaer of users. Thq curve S depicts the savings. S flatxens out since

;the total: value mf the_sharable cost... is fixed. Figure B indicates that the

larger the system, the' heter.

HOwever, increasing the nUpber of schools in. the system can also in-
,

crease certain types of costs. For example, if7schools."have schedulitg,pre-
,

A

l.:iterference with these. preferences repreSents a cost, Figqtc. C

contairts.a curve labele6 C whichshows costs of 'this sort incteasing with systgm

sig.', The vertical distance between the curves and'C.provides a

measUre of net welfare gain. from increasing Sstem size. The optimal '

size qf tlie" system corresponds to the point Lir. maximunnet welfare. The

curve U duplica-xes the vertical distance between S and, C and demonstrates

e maximum at' lNL Clearly, the way t,he curves are drawn illustrate that,'

4
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Q =dloure,of programming
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A

"1.afige" may not be. th.Li Ilest.tylie of system: issues of local col.Lrol Of

programming A:hLschuduling And Cho pOssiWility of a LarRer system heing

441:1,-)1 -Vilseusitiv CA user preierenc,es than a smalfor system have suggested
\ .

the.way
.

that 'the cutvq C should he ',drawn. rhe exact location of the curves
..:.

.
.

, is not the point., i'flit rathcr. that hesides.economies of scnle in medip4,
.

,

systems thexe can occur disecOnOmies of scale..*

Costs and kc,vels of Deciion-Ma4:ers
_ _

2

e

D1Tending np?nn tle decisidn-mn his perspective,-different
.

Alternatives car; lppear cost-Optimal. Take for example.the case where

stat s 'made accurate cost estimates for a v6riety of ITV delivery

s....stems aad has hit ul-min a -cost_ optimal way of (holivering services. The

sf_ate planner. may tind that some local sOlooldistrict will cdis0gree with

his choice because,. For !lie loc.01.,distriet, some Other option 011 provide

.-
.

the sery ice at lovr cost. Perhaps, the state wants to-,g.o satellite dirert
i 1

hut one local district can fill the cable traasmission capacity it,wants
.

Lite. local cabfe operator has .execS's channel space and iS
k

Ccopera'tive. Of cour,se,some compromi se could he reached between

!or .tree because

the state and locrT1.'district,,bn,t this example illus.tiate thot incompati-.

.
. . . . .

oilit i es cnn,ariso.

,

e
.other circumstances can arise so.that optimal'ost solutions to ITV

delivery problems do not suddenly seem'So optimal. 17,,or instance, .the

Ic.:ast cost way of providin,Y, I TV t.,0 1 school district.is acthatly by

mailed videoca,sse,tte!;;; however, the local'elistrict would. have to'pay

Cor the 01)1 ire videocassette system itself' ,ind has found that if h relative-

ly'more ,expensive FITS syStem was to be installed, .0 lart...r.share of.the

cost would'be paid for bv".either state or federal mpney. The optimal

decision f(s)r the schaordi!-ftrict, would, be to go TTFS:, although in terms of

total cost, the mailed materials4sYstoiT wcinld hi )pt:)tlal . 'This illustrates
, .

an.imortant point,i. Dollar and cents decisions ar,:. not hasd upon what the

,:ost 1 Icc ision is to so2..h.t_v. at 'large, hut rather what'the cost

See ihove, the disco.ssIton on floxihility.

1.20
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is to a subset of the total population which hAppens to contrc

decision ,There is oftena Eveence between what economists

socPal cost and the costs tnfluencing pec.ision makers.

/

4
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

_The .preceding sections.were
Concerned almost exclusively withIconsidera-

tions. of the.cost of ITV.delivery systems. RemeMbering that the issues
/.

examined in this chapter have.been treated with this Cost perspective, here

are some sumthary'points:

1. PrOgramming costs are a dominant feature of ITV systems, the degree

of aomillknce depending upOn the quality and expense of the individualprograms

and upon the level of --ccimmitment to ITV in terms of hours of.non-repeated

programming.

2:- Of all available delivery modes, high-powered satellite direct

broadca-St to schools 'appears to possess ttie hlghest degree of sharable costs

--those costs that can be spreap over large user populations., Satellites

are mciSt competitive with other delivery modes when.the'number of br.adcast

hours iS large, the number of scheols served is large, and the geographical

area is large.
t.N

3. Very'few other general,conclusions can be drawn froth the analysis

1becqUse the costs incurred by most of the delivery modes re highly.senSftive-

to localized varidbles such as population distribution and the topography of

the coverage area. If the population is,dense with a flat terrain with few

obstrUctions., ITFSI might be the desirable deliverY *lode. However, if cable

systems are in place and schools have access,to channel space with only

nominal charge, cable.could be a better choice.. Generalizations cannot be

expected to'apply to specific areas.

4. Hybrid systems which employ more than one delivety mode to serve

a User population can provide cost savings and re as likely to develop as

-are pure s'ystems using only one delivery mode. Tiç existing communications
H

infrastructure in' a rvgion is highlyrelevant in det training the choice Of a

delivery Mode.
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5. Scheduling flexibility and :Local and teacher control overthe

media's use are central factors that are likely to influence both the cost

and acceptance of ITV. The larger the system, the aess local control and

_flexibility (or the more expensive it is to provide those .features). The

inherently most flexible system which offers the most local and inclassroom

control is mailed materials.

6. Perhaps the most impbrtant issde surrounding the development of ITV

delivery systemS, especially large scale systems, may not bt total cost or

comparative cost.,- but hbw much they cost whom. Ldcal school distris will,

faVlior services they can receive at little direct expense so A not t trnin

their already aching budgets, while other decisionmakers will 1ikv,:w2se be

aware of the possibility of funds coming from,other levels of govertc.;:ent.

The Federal Government.can very much influence the future of ITV in th:5,

country by making aid available to states and school districts for ceitnin

types of systems based upon particular delivery modes or by making or not'

cking aid money,available at all.
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CHAZTER THREE

A C6ST-SERV10ESTUDY OF NINE SELECTED ITV SYSTEMS

a
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I. INTRODUCTION

BdckgroUnd

The distribution and use ofJTV in the United States today is at a cross-
.

rdads in'its evolution. Revolutionary technological advances over the past .

decade--ones whiczhareeverywhere affecting our society--have also radically

changed the "state of the art". in ITV,distribUtion. Prices ef.standard-equip-.

ment 'have plummeted, making it more affordable,*whiie innovations such as'

small videocassette recorders :for student and teacher use. haVe,openedup

opportunities'that were unthinkable a decade ago.' These--advance$!have,also

vrompted changes in the legal restrictions. on ITV_distribution.andVideotape

copying.

Thip progress in the affordability and availability of new ITV teCh'dology

and courseware -over the past ten years has been paralleled; however, by

deteriorating-budgetary condiLions in many schools due to inflation, taxayer

revoltiand falling enrollments..

A new factor is the Cbrporation for Public BroadcaStines pdssible

iftterest in gradually releasing-Public TeIevision.statione 'frot their

ITV.duties in order tdincrease Services d the'larger hoTe market. This

could eyentuallY ffedt more than 90.percent ofall ITV-u$ing schdols who"

de'pend .on Public Television to mdet their ITV needs.

ITV'S future will be,determined'in latge part by whether the legal -

and echnological'.progTess will improve the availabiljty, affordahility,-and

ualized'learning quality of,ITV ehough to-off-set its disadvantages..

'And-alternatives to VHF/UifF mass-media may have t- be found which-distribuEe

ITV in better and sheaper ways.' Meanwhile,. thete are,many peopl_e who have

,experience in the advantages and problems of ITV. 1That'experience-should be

available.to decisiou=makets.
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,Selecting The Case Study Systems':

A desire to coMplement-our analysis of'the Educational Satellite Communica-

tions.Demonstratioq (ESCD) influenced our-initial criteria for selecting tase

study sites: 'The!ESCD had been built exclusively around a satellite-based
?

distribution'system. 'Since:neither institheional users nor student participants

paid,for the services they received, the emonstration'prqvided little basis

for discovering user preferences among alternatiVg program formats'.

As a tv--.y of enhancing our.underg-tand ng of ITVAeliverysystem alternatives,
0

the EPRC decided to look at nine existing ITV systems that do not use.either

sateollites or traditional Public Televisio\. These.inClude non-traditional .

Public Television, school district-owned-iulti-channel, broadcasting, two-way.,

0

"live" interactive broadcasting which simulates the c011ege classroom, distribu-
. . .

tion via cable, and:the transporting ofl Videotapeg thatStudentS and teathers

can use in their,own ways. Besides. tHis general "diversity" criterion, four

other more speci4ic selection Criteria were used:

pe,
nine systems are all bperati#ital, uot experimental;

2. The nine systems are successful and self-sufficient. and

have proven .their.abilities to meet enough of the needs

oftheir educational cqnstituents to survive and grow;

3. Each c) the.systems dttempts to use its' ITV conveyance

techndlogies to meet the specific needs of., its.assort-
. ,

ment af cdhstittlents at the least Cost; and

4.

r

The nine systgms,spah d range of slzes from 12 ITV

'receiving Sites in the University-of Southern

Cal,.ifornia system tO 700 sites in the Cleveland,,Ohio
.

system.

- o

The Data Base

The data base for.thastudies consists of some quantitativeitiformatioq

about (a). user demographitTs, (b) technical system capacities, (c) the ITV

programs and servicesedispensed to-uSers, and (d) system costs. It'alSo

includes quafttative judgments about 'the most appropriate.'applications of each

,
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V
.

teOlnology. That 'data baAe;has been established.through the cooperation of:

the,administrators of.'the riine.systems,

These administratOrs have displayed suf creative -4esourcefulness.

to keep their systemsimprOVing and expand' :itheiut relying on Public

:Broadcasting's financial support. The.EPRC, uafortunately, did nothave

the time or f(esources to survey.teaChei-s'and students to find out aboUt their

att4tudes toward,theJTV avstem-they use. Instead, we had to rely ,upon the
.

..ddministrators' judgments of ttteir Constituent's needs and.the technical changes

in theirsystems recidired to meet thoSe needs.,.

Purpose and Structure of the-Study

, .

The.purpose of the study.is to compare the costs ancl servicas ofdifferenE ,

ITV syst ms. Estimates of the y4lues of.the services are dependent ori,,both

the cOntexts,of eaWsYstem and on the attitudes of its administrator. The

analytical goal is therefore. (1)- to describe.each system's serVices and how

well it meets the needs of its constituent's (as perceived by its chief,---

adMinistrator)- and (2) to'associate these descript.ions and ,evaluations of the'

services. with differences in the costs of providing them.

t7
Thestudy is,therefore divided into two parts. The first, part contains

.,.

the case-studies.. Here emphasis is placed on identlifying he things. 'about'

each.system that are distinctive and notable. The caseostudy approach majces
\

it possible to think offeach,sysEem in terms of its potential as a model for.'

othdr ITV systems in the future.-

.. The second ana bri'efer part compares the.systems to one Another in terms\ .

\of the thingsthey have in common. Here emphasig ig placed on ebe general

cost and service advantages or disadvantages of the conveyance technologies

used in the' Separate,syseems desctibed. in the first patt.,

4.
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The Basis for Cross-Systeb Comparisons

Cross-system comparisons df costs and expenditures are relatively problem-

free in the.fol owing case studies.' The budgets of different systems vary

CO iderably in ow the elements and- activities of each system are classified

but Conversations with administrators have.enabled us to develop common cost

categories that indiVidual budgets can be translated into.

'.Comparing the serVices provided by these systems has proven more difficult.

COst-effectiveness evaluations4f each service require measuring quantities of

service,.'in terms of common utits that are applicable to all of the.case study

systemS. Usually planners and,researchers evaluate ITV systems in terms of

how much the consumption.of the system!s. services cost. The most popular

unit of,measurement is.the 6student-Contact-hour.ThFinal evalvations are

then framed in terms of "costs per student-contact-hour."

However, only two of the case study systems have surveyed their teachers

to find out how many students are using and consuming ITV. This has forced

us to develop new measurements'-of service that are based on data that most

of.the systems (seven of the nine) do have available.

.Two kinds of measurerients are used,in the case studies. The basic unit
1

of measure for both is the "potential Classrolil contact hour." This unit

differ$ from the "actUal student.. contact hour'.'! First, it does not take into

account whether there are any students in the classrooms or whether the TV set

in the TOOM.iS turned on. It measures only potential consumption.

Second, this-unit is based on the Ty-equipped clas,sroom, not the-Student

. consuMer. This is because mo'St of the systems studied here did not know how

many students are in the average TV-equipped classroom to which they conveyed'

i ITV.

The first of.the'two kinds ot measures is called "Volume of 'Service.".
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It measures how much service each system provides and i)a function of ;1)

how many clasgrdoms in the,system are equiPped with TV sets,. and (2) how Many
_ _

atal hours of ITV are conveyed to thos clasrooms.

.The second kirid of measurement i. i11d, "Potential Classroom Consumption."

It measures how much ITV-could realicicaLLy be used cir.consumed by the TV-

equipped classrooms in thosystem. '71iis.measure' modifies and detreases,t

"Yolume of Service" measures in twi ways:

, 1. According to the Iwplume of servicvmeiasure, if an 1TV
.distributor.bonveys 4 channels of programs to a class-
roz4N's TV set simultaneously, it recorbs.thiS as "4
,potntial clagsrOom contact hours," But, since no TV
setban display.4 channels simultaneoUSly, "VolUme Cc'
Service" does not'realiStically measure how much ITV
tould be consume8 by.anyone.in'that classrobm. The
'potential classroom conSumption" measure corrects thig
by recording pnly P1 potehtial.classroom:'contdct hour."

However, this more realistic.measure of potential consumption
ignores the important.'fa,a that rhe 4-channeI system,is
providing the classroom with A alternative programs to choose
from: Since freedbm of Chbice and program.variety are consld,
ered desirable by educators, "Volume,of Service", is not discarded
in favor of jus "potential consumption" as the only measure of'

.:a system!sofferings.

2. According to. the "Volume. of Service" measur'e, high school
.programs can be bonsumed by elementary classrooms,
vice versa. The "potential classroom consumption" measure
corrects this unrealistic assumption by decreasing the sfze
of the measurement td exclude high-school clasgtoom contacts
with elementary programs.land elq.mentary-school classroom
contact with high school programs.

Because there are so many exceptions in which programs
primarily intended for classes at one level are used by
classes at another level, 'Volume of Service!" is not
discarded. °

To sum up, Services in seven of'the asestdy systems aTe measured in,

these twg ways:

"Volume of S,erviee" (ND, potential classroom consumption
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the "ND" indicates (a) that the meaSure Is non-sp4cific
in regard to the consumability of different types/of programs
_by different types of .classrooms; and (V) that it is sensitive

to the divelsity of channels-the system offers the classroom.

2. "'Potential Classrodm Consumption" (I-S, potential constimption)
where'the "I-S" indicates.(a) that''the measureIs instittition-

.
specific (elehtentary/high school 'classrOords'arid programs), and
(b) that.it counts.only Once programs that ,are'simultaneously
conveyed-to the same TV set.

L
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CASE STUDY
ic

-INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION.CENTER,"ARCHDICCESE OF NEW YORK
.

Overview

The outstdnding feftures of this system are aS followsv

1. Its annual operating budget has been kept remarkably Small in

,. comparision to other-systems largely beeause of its comparatively .

small outlays-for IT'V programming and adMinistrator salaries

and because of the dedication and energy of'its supporterJs.

'2. The unusual geographical and population distribution7feat4es

of the system have Made'necessary the creatron of a large'and

elaborate ITS transmissibn System, This system provides.data

for estimatirig the capiTal,costs of-an ITFS system in a setting

that is adverse and unaccommodaTing:

The ITV conveyance capacity, of the system is large enough to

permit five telecasts of each Program, a frequency level that

teachers indicate is adequata'for scheduling convenience.

0

Introduction .
*

'This first of the case study systems is-a member of the rathelic: *.
,

Teldvision Network (CTN),,a loose confederation of ten inst uctional tele-

vision fixed service (ITFS) '.systems serving:mainly parochial chools in

eight metropolitan areas in he U.S. 'Three of the ten CTN ITFS systems

selve the New --York metropolitan area (New York,',Brooklyn, and Rockville

Center) ., The others-are located' in,Chicago, B.:)sto9., Detroit, Mia

Milwaukee, Los Angeles, and an Francisco--the confederation's headq rters.

R aching.1748 receiving sites daily over 32 channe)s, the,CTN ha's striven

)f. r ten yars to Teduce expenses fOr its. Meitersby sharing costs for'
..

Program acquisition and for new equipment. She CTN cic:tes the following
. .

as ITFS techdology's advanTages over normal ITV broadcasing (from tne
- ;

,

CTN public information brochure):
o

. 1



A

t Four channel& can broadgast different,programs simultaneously.

ITFScan target smaller audiences with specialiied need.g.

Individuak calk-ins can be served:With "special reqUest" pregraMS.

ITFS transmitting equipment
-
costs ConSiderably less.than standard TV.

.. , ,

Geographic&l Features_ c',.::',

'

- Since this Archdiotesdigis composed of ten Counties located-in a 4d17

,

square mike expanse, severa1.300 foot towers. wete.erected to transthie threqc

channelsof ITV to more than 230 parish sohoolp,and hospitals. The originat-.

ing signaliat. the New York Instructional Teleyision Center (ITCY are.sent
, t

' by three high frequency (12 GHz) signals over.distances ranging from 14
,

to 38 miles to tbree translator transmitters in Mgnhatten, Cheescot (Rock-

land County), and Beacon (Dutches'County). The anhatten signals.are

retransmitted 12 miles to Staten Islând. TheBeadon. Signala-are retrans-

mited 28 miles to Rhinecliff (northernDutchess COunty) and. 49 Miles

westward across.the Hudson Rivet to'Liberty (Sullivan County).-

-
The ffrstAproadcast of the New York Nrchdiocesan Instructional 1ele-7,

vision Center'took place on May 17, 1966. 'An October,1466, the ITC began

a complett broadcast schedule on..its. three,Channels 4', 10, And 12.

. ,

One of this.system's interesting'aSpects is that-it conveys ITV to

both densely-and slarsky populated areas mithin,a large re ion equivalent.,
I.: . -,

to one having a 1-adius of nearly 39 miles. The 'Irian 1)elom'de cribes the

--.

geographical gonfiguration of the system.. '

', ,\ .

.. \ l

s c <S. ''

Detailed cost and-technicar data on 'five of the.."reMpte relay statiOns
. 6 ., .

.

. are not available since the data mere stored away lp yeax-s av.'- However,
...

.
.

cost and teAnical information is available for the:two most imi3ortant
.

,
.. .

, .

,
.

,
.

and expensive stations; the Yonkers 'origination .Station and the Beacon .

, . ,.
.

relay 'Station.
1?4

I
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This system is coMplicated by the fact thatmnidil
. a

massions to other relay stations occur in the 12.5 nHz

directional transmissions,to receivingterminals at pc;
,

the 2.5 GItz band. This means, tor anstarice, that"the

on top of the Empire State- bu lding has three.12.5J;Hz.

Channels. cdminp from Yonkers, three 12.5.r,Hz trnsmit,

'going to Sta,& Island, and th ee omnidirectional 2%.5

..fo'r three' channel's' going to user 'receiving.termihalsA:

arca.

The whole.tcansmissidn systeml7as-built in one pi
. .

ofigiation stationin Yonkers cost $177000,.(1966 dol

13'eacon Statiein cOst $235;0.00 (1966 d011ars).. :The Chie

jor the-éranSmitters ($75,000) and the 300 foot.tower

,($99.,000). The Beaeon Station'S costs were identical

Yonkers Station e'xcept tor an-additional $)60000"for 1

We may es,timate that, the other stations cost apprnxima
.

$786,000, for a total transmissi!on system.cost in 1966

-(not_including costs.at'user sites for miefrowpve recep

'equipment).-

The entire transmission system cost $254 Cper. qua

covenage area and'$5,357'per average site (elementary

However, thes figures mask the great disparities betw

to tr:ansmit to the average remote site 4n the sparsely

.and'what it.cost to transmit tO the average.site in th

regions. Thetable below displays these,and other dis
.

noti,inaude foUrt,colleges'and nine bOspita1s.).

*
The individval costs of'all.the. transmitters but

.are uncertain, so the amounts in No. 10 through No. 1/

the subsystem columns.

1 3 6
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TABLE I-A!'

SUMMARY DATA:

INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION CENTER, ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK

1. Area (square miles

2. Student population .

3. Number *of reception sites

4.,NuMber Of ITV classrooms

5. Number of rooms per school

6. Number of students per school

7: Number of sc'hools per square
mile

8... Number of students per

square mile

9. Number 'of rooms per square.
-, mile

Sparselya
Populated
RegionS

4,162

1.4,900

39

525

15

382

.01

3.6

.13

Densely
b

Populated
Regions

555

83,104

185

2535

14

449 .

.33

150

4.6

WhOle
System

4,417

98,004.

224

3,060

14

A38

.05

20.8

.65

'lg. Transmission system'capital
costsc (approximate, in 1966
dollars)

.11. No. 10 per square mile

12. No: 10 per school

13. NO. 10pdr classroom

14. No. 10 per student

$687,000

$ 165

$ 17,615

1,310.

$.' 46

$513,060

,S 924 ,

$ 2,773

$ 202

"$ 6

,$1,.200,000

254

S 5,557

392

12

a
Rockland, Putnam, Orange, Sullivail, and Ul_Ler Counties.

Westchester (Yonkees), Bronx, Manhatten, and Richmond (Staten Island)
_Counties. ,

c
These are absolute costs that have not been amortized.over,the subse-

quent 10 to 15-.years. Since thiks equipment. is expected to last until 1981
or after, 'Ne. 14 is highly mis141ing"and the costs there should be
amortized and distributed over all students from 1966 to 1981.

.
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A fourth ITV 'channel is presently being'added to the existing three

channel system to provide medical programming to 11 'hospitals.. The'exist-

.
ing three ITV channels will be usdd in the hospitals by young yatients,

/but channel sp ce is needed for special professional medical programming.

for hoSpita staflf without- crowding the eXisting capacity that bas always,

been reserVed for elementaxy and secondary ITV, The fourth channel will

probably only be received by the hosPitals.

The capital.cost (in 1976'dollars) for adding the extra channel to
,

the whole system iS$304,000. This includes$110,000 for 12.GHz,etnitplient':

and $156,000 for 2.5 CHz equipment. Amortizing this capital cost Over 15

yeats yields a per.annum figure of $20,000.

The per site cost of this, tranSmission equipmelt is high'(almost $2,00(

per.site per annum) considering that it buy,s only a single channel. .The

per site.annual share of the amortized cost for the,original three-Channel

ITV transmission system is only about 357 (1966 dollarS).per school per

annum. However, the Archdiocese believes thatothe ITFS systemcan groW

into the chief multi-functional communication hub for the whole area,

thereby enhancing community bonds and links throughout the Archdiocese.

Capacity and CapacityAllocation

A) ITV Supply and Potential Consumntioll. The volume of services

provided to this system's consumers can be measured; but no data. exists

on actual consuffiption of ITV in'the classroom. The New York ITC's pro-.

gram evaluation survey instruments agk teachers ,about4.thich programs .they

liked or did not lik'(; and about which 'programS,theY wcul ,! like to have

repeated the f011owing year:, but they do not ask teachers for the number

of hours their TV sets are turned on nor for viewer attendance numbers. ,

It is therefoTe impossible o determine the total 1975-6 con-
4.

sumptlon of ITV in the New York system in terms of actual student-contact-

hours. Nevertheless, the.l'volume of service" and the "potential class-
,

room consuMption" can be.estimated.
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In. 1975-6 the New York fiTC, conveyed (transmitted) the equivalent

of 1750 continuous hours of ITV to the elementary schools in the Arch--

diocese and the equiValenc of 250 continuous hours of ITV to the secondary

sChools for a total K-I2 transmission volume of 2,000 hours% ,Since there
.\

are 3066 elementary classrooms and 530 secondary classrooms that-are wired

for ITFS reception, the 1975-6 K-12 "volume of service" was 7,180,000 s

potential classroom contact hours (pcch.). The "potential claSsroom con-

*sumptaonu volume was 3,201;000 pech.

New York fix: trhnsmit td students for .about seven houns

per day 169 days.yer schA year. This gives' the system a K-12 TTV capacitY

of 3550 continuous hours per year over lts three TTFS Channels. However,

it actually transmitted ohly abor 2000 continuous hours of progfams during

1975-6 for a capad.ity utilization rate of 57 percent.

1

It should not be inferred from this that the system could compress

all of its transmission into two 'channel's. If 15 minutes of each hour

are reserved for recess, changing classes.; etc. then the-utiljzation rate

'rises to 76 percent. _Scheduling flexibility is an equally important faC.tor.

ft is u,suallv the case that all three channels are in simultarieous: use

And that, Eor instance, two channels are needed when one 15 minute program

'has to begin before another 20 minute program is finished.

The extra margin of capacity in thi!-; system can be regarded as

providing the traffic sChedule flexibility needed to. ensure that the timing

of ITN/ transmissions can be determined according to criteria'of educational

excellence and user preference instead of according to criteria of traffic

compatability -Imposed by technological "onstraints. The Center was rarely

forced to reject an tnportant program having valuable educational content

just becluse its .lenT,th,did not match'existing gaps in the schedule.

For a discu:2,H.on ot these concepts, -;t.'e the Introduction to the
Crist-Service !-7ftudv.

1 '3 rJ



Dn,the other hapd, the 57 percent (perhaps more realistically,

76 percent) capacity-ntilization Ate may say Something.about ad hec

short lead-tiMe'transmissions in. response.tO indivi'dual telephone 1:special

reques'tS." GaPs did exist in 1975-6 schedule ana coUld have been. filled

-if users h &chosen to receive transmissions at those times.

There are several possible explanations of/why users,did not

try to take.advantage of these schedule gaps. The most PiauSible explana-
,r .

tion is that the popular high quality programs were already aired so often,
,

s
that.extra. repeateettansmissions of ;hem were unnecessary. The'Arch-

diocese has been unable tO purchase a large library of high-quality elemen

tary programs to supplement the programs already included in the forMal.

schedule. So an'individual request for a special ad hoc transmission of

a program during a gap in the schedule is usually a requet for a trans7

mission of the program that is additional t8 the five, repetitions of that

program that have already been scheduled. This may suggest that the Center

needs, not less caracity, but greater financial Support to acquit="e 'sup-

plementary high-quality programs aimed at serving individual needs for a.

wider range of diverse programs (not a wider range oCf viewing-time oppor-

tunities). It also' suggests that five repeeitions per program are suf-,

ficient to meet individual user needs for scheduling flexibility and con-

,: venience.

Mass Scheduling and Indlcividualization. The ITV Center reserves

about sic hours per.day, or 30 percent of its absblute capacity, for re-:

sponses to individual requests for transmissions of programs on a "call-ini!

basis. This 'Crrvice is called'"Dial-a-Lesson." The rest of the absolute

capacity is reserved.in the more conventional mass-scheduling way for

transmissions that are scheduled well in advance of their transmission

dates on a system-wide mass popularity basis. The utilization ,rate for

mass-scheduled transmission is fair-H high at 69 percent (90 percent).

0

TheN76 percent" in parentheses is a reminder-that' the 56 percent .

is absplute and does not take into account Ole fact that student% are not

really able to vdew ITV for more than about; 75 percent of the60-minute

hour. 140
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TABLE I-B,

SYSTEM UTILIZATION:
INSTRUCTIONACTSLEVISION CENTER, ARCHDIOCESE IV NEW YORK

\

1

'

Total, Scheduled Sclieduled Unsch6du).ed

Numbqr. ; Utilization's Repetitions Transmissions

of HoUrs,

A: 1975-6 Actual ITV Capacity,

in ContinilouS Hours

1975'776 'Ac'tu'al ITV, Utilization 2,000

Scheduled'Original ITV
H

Transmissions

,

D: Scheduled Repetitions 1 376

E: Unscheduled Transmissions 280
1

344

F

EstimaoldToteltial VoluMe of Services:

('/., of) (% of) (% of) , (% of)

577'

1007

I

107

'807

100%

19°/, .

20%,

7fr''I

f!,.4

8%

mm.

n,a.

.,Voi.i,Me"oi Services: .

7,180,000 per classroom contact ))our

Potential Classroom Consiption: 3,201,000 per clasreom contact hour

100%

100%

a

J
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So the,lower 57 percent,(76 percentY4OverAll utilization rate noted in

the preceding section is obviously due more to the Under-utilizatiou.of

the individualization Capacity than it is due to the underrutiltatiorl

of the mass-scheduling capacity.

Both elementary and.high schools in. the Archdiocese can. take 1

advantagr of "Dial-a-Lesson:" But the. ITV Center conveys se&ondary level.

ITV tO secondary schools in the'Archdiocese Only on an individual "special

.request" basis. .Here isdhow the Center presents this program to the teacherS!

Realizing thht the Use of television at the secondary school
level requires a different approAth from the one Used successfully
with the elementary grades, ITV will offer bigh school progrhms on

-
a call-in basis.

To use Dial-a-Lesson, the teacher surveys the contents of the
Broadcast Manual and'selects the.programs from'fiarticular series
that he or she wishes-to use for student instruction. Having .

selected the lesson, the teacher then writes ors telephones.the '

ITV stodio and makes known the request Stipulating the desired day
%and time of broadcast. . .

,-

Priorities,sof course, must.be established by selecting for
telecast those Programs receiving the most requests and for special
programs that must be broadcast.

It.is hoped that high school teachers, will view Dial-a-Lesson
with.its request feature as being more useful than the rigidly
scheduled broadcast ofh regular ITV Series and 'an easy Method .
for obtaining lessons on.a "what-I-want-when-I-want-it" basis.

The New York ITC possesses 27 series of programs for secondary

Studes. in 11 subject areas with an average of 16.5 programs per series.

Since the average length of each prograM is 25 minutes, this library col-

lection contains nearly 190 continuous hours of programming tailored to.

the secondary classroom. To this must be added 31 hours of Other sPecial
-

programs that are not arranged in series and are targeted at seI condary,
-

college, and adult viewers. Altogether, "Dfal-a-Lesson" contains 220

continuous hours of programming.
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As promisIng and progressive as this program appearS to be,

it is less well4Utilized than one might expect( The New York ITC reserves

almost 31 1/2 hours of its"total weekly transmission capacity for "Dial-

a-Le;ison." This means that a total of more than, 1,000 continuous hours

of capacity are reserved for "Dial-a-LeSSon" during the 169 day school

year. Yet the Center reports that.only the equivalent of abont 280 con-

tinuous hours were actually trans'mitted on this basis during 1975-6. This

'represents a utilization rate of about 28 percent (37 percent) of total

reServedz capacity.
0

There is no questIon that the prime target of the overall system

is,the elementary school child. It is therefore understandable that

priorities for formal scheduling favor.program popularity rankings by

elementary school teachers. That the utilization ratefor "Dial-a-Lesson"1

'is only'28'percent, may indicate that "call-in" individualized scheduling
%.

of,single programs is suited to one set of.teachers while mass7popularity

scheduling of semester-long ITV series issuited to a different set of

teachers: On this hypothesis -"Dial-a-Lesson" Would seem to attract the

teacher who'wants both the ontrol and the responSibility for the organiza-

tiorvof his/her course. It might tend to discourage,the teacher who ap-:

preciates the outside help in structuring his/her course afforded by text-

books, departmental exams, and semest-er-long rigidly. scheduled ITV courses.

) ITV Utilization in the Schools. In 1975-6,,the New York TTC

deyoted about 9 percent ($25,.000) of its,operating budget to providing

ITV utilization support to the schools. This component appears to-be,
. -

vigorous, well-planned, and highly cost-effeCtive (especially giventhat

one-third of the utilization7support budget went to printed teacher

supsport materials_for the ITV programs);

Utilization-supprrt services-fall into two categories: "Teacher

Education". and "Service's." Teacher edncation'activities include visits

to most of the schools each vear.to rliruss prngramming and ITV utilization

programs with teachers and to providd information to school fticulty meetings.
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The purpose of these visits is both to give and receive informs-.

tion. Currently, thd ITV staff is recommendi division. of each'ITV

class into groups in erder.that.one group (equ d' with individual head-

gets) can watch program transmissions at'the ame time,that other Aroups,

are receiving face-to-face instruction from the cllb..ssroom teacher. The

ITV sta,ff is alsotrying to.persuade,teachers to overcome semanticppre-

judices by recognizing that programs&abeled forcertain specific sub:pet

areas can be effectively used in'Other.subject areas. Finglly, the ITV

staff is constantly trying to gaiher information from theschool staffs

about their/needs, the qualty.of the programs, and scheduling probleMs.

The ITV staff hopes to be able to use profiles of teachers and students

to increase intereSt an&support for JTV in those who have been unen-

thusiastic in the past.

The second "Services' category of aCtivities inelndes (1) an1.

ITV newsletter'and the sale of guidebooks and schedules, ,(2) sale and

installation of headsets fel- individualized%student use,:and (3) the

collective coordination of service contracts for maintaining and repair-

ing receiving equipment in the.schoels.
.

In. early 1976, the.utilizatien-staff (Suzanne,Rothenberg aided

by SuZanne Berard).-designed and implemented a survey instrument.to serve

the needs of the Archdiocese., .Thesresults of this survey appeared in the .

New York ITC!s "Study to Determine the Teacher Attitudes and Utilization

of Television in thecClassroom.", The general goals of the study were to

.derermine "(1), the frequency of viewing according to subject area-in grades'

four through-eight, and (2) the correlation, if,any, of specific teacher

attitudes and experience to the freqd6ncy of viewing." (p. 1) the focus

of the analysis was on detecting positive correlations.between frequency

of teacher use and resporilses to statements/questions about tactors that

/were suspected of being causally connected'to 'frequency. Over 700

teachers responded to'the survey.



The statement/question in the survey that issbf most interest

here was No. 13: "Scheduling is ,a major problem in using ITV." Teacher
. .

responses showed that in only. 47 percent of the cases were frequent users

of ITV correlated with schedule complaints'or infrequent_userS of ITV

correlated with no schedule complaintS. Sb, there was only a slight .
1

positive correlation between frequency.of use and scheduling 'complaints.

This iS exactly what one.would expecz if the system is doing an 'adequate,

but not a superlative, job in getting programs to_ users when they want

them..#.

. D) Courseware'. Nothi will be said here (or in any ofthe other

case studies), about the qualjity of programming that is delivered by the
3

.ITC tO the schools in the New York Archdib-CSe:.. .Something should be said,
t

hOwever, about the sources of the courseware,since the cost of the course-

,.ware'is one of the three factors that makps this system's operations budget

so remarkably low.

The ITV Center's two prinCiparsources of programming are the

kiew York State Department of Education and'the Catholic Television Network

(CTN). The New York State Department of. Education considers the ITC as

simpli a resident purchaser of its programs on.a par with any.New York

State school, school district, or New York State citizen: The State buys

and leases.programs'from the major venaors either on itS owvor as a member

of,buyer-consortia. It then makes these available in,most cases to any

resident of New York State foi...only a small business operation fee plus

the costs of dubbing the programs on thejwyer's tAligs. (The buyer can /-
..o

do his own dubbinitand"not pay the State for this.) In any event; the

buyer:oust supply the tapes. No fewer than 20 full elementary school ITV
or

cours'e'S Were qcquired from the Su:te.in 1975-76 on this basis.

, The New York Archdiocese also joins with some or all of the

other members of CTN to purchase programs on an ad hoc consortium basis.

Different vendors have different cost-per-Liember schedules. Generally,
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;if all ten members of CTN agree to join together in a temporary 'ad.hoc

consortium to buy,A certain ITV course, the p ofthe cour§e for each

Ilrmember,will be anywhere frot-20 percent to 75 ,e;cent lower than the price
..

!
the member would have hpd to pay if it had purchased the catirse separately..

This per-consortium-member price reduction shrinks as fewergtTN members
t-

are involved in buying the course.

.

Costs.

k4, Capital Expenditures. In order.to compare this ITFS system both
,

to ather ITFS syStems and to ITV delivery systems based on other,kipds.

of conveyance technologies, the cOsts for building the micYowave trans7

mission/reception syStem are.separated from capital and other expenditures

whicll would be inLurred by anyITV delivery system.

This ITFS system's principal capital expenditure was for the
< .

.

construction of the microwave transmisSion'
,

System. A larke initial ex-

penditure was.required because (1).the system as a whale has a relatively.

ow student population density therAby requiring mu4iple translator-,

transmitters tO achieve adequate coverage, and (2) the Manhatten area has

tall'buildings, thereby requiring an extra tra4lator-transmittér

perched on top of the Empire State Building.

The transmission system start-up capital expenditure came o

$1.2 million..(1966 dollars) for one maln transmitter and 'sixtransiator-

transmitters. Given that most of this equipment will last for 15 years

(1966-81), and since the average annual, enr,ollment ir the syStem is

around 100,000, the annualized per student cost of this basic, transmisSion

equipment 4s $1,200,000 * (15 k 100,000) = 80 cents peetudent per.year.

IC the annual pot.ntial consumption (1-S) is,3,201,000 pcch,then the

arinu4ized per .poeatial classroom7contact-bourpost of this transmission

equipmenCis 2.7 cents. 1
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By comparisbn, total reception equipment costs came tb.around.- . - -. . -

$600,00.0(1966 dollarsi, half the srze of the capital coscof the trails-

mission side.

The entire conveYan9g.system" (transmisddoh and reception .com-

bined) cost a total of $1,800,000 to construct. For purposes of comparison
A

'to other kinds Of ITV oonveyance systems, this cbst ambunts to'$8,036. per

school and.less than 4 cents per annualized potential classroom contact hour.

TH.se figures do not,ihtlUde the cost of building the main pro-:,

'duction studios and the control robms at the Yonkers facility wAich come

to a total of afbund $2 million, Thus, the total initial capital inyest-
.

ment in this ITV distribution system came to $3.8 million ($2.51 per

student.per'year, .7.9 cents per pcch). However, since most of thiS money

was spent ih 1966-.67, .this estimate°may be.considered misleadingly low

since'it does not rc±-lett.the effect of inflation...To state capital eosts

in terMs of 1976 dollars, the estimat,' can be multiplied by an infliation,

factor of 1,65.toyield the corrected estimate of $6,270,000.

Although this number is technitally suPerior tothe,1966'figure,

it May actually,be more misleading incertain respects.since thd,ITV
/

electronic equipment.needed for both conveyance. and program production

was, in constant dollars, far more expensive in 1966 than it is,for a-..

tompaable facilitytoday.. The ArchOiocese of Chicago', for example,

needed only$2.3 million to equip a very sophisticated modern fwirity

for program production and control-room functions,, and.$1.7 for

z.v,LtonYeyance system that is roughly comparable to New York'i=,. 'So it seems,

4,
-that technological' Progress m this area Was kept pate with,inflation.

The New York ITC reports that no significant capital extehditurvs

were made between 1966 and 1975 when $700,000 was (and is still; being)

spent on convertlig transmiSsions,from black and white to 'Color. r
.-,o,, -

(excluding the $300,090 cost for-adding O'n the fourth Oannel) we can,
, ,

, 1
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.

estimate that the grand ravaT4capitaloutlay, for this ITFS system is in:
:the.,neighborhood of $4,500,-.600 (una'djtisted dollars) or $7,000,000 million

(1976 dollars).bver the 11 year ptriodfrom 1966 through 1977.
V .4

.;

Bp. Operating Expenditures. On the face of it, the moat remarkable
\2.

feature of this system is:that its annual operating budget for 1975-6 was

'only $288,000 ($2.90 pet--.stUdent, 9'cents'perpcch).. The primary reason

for this low figure iS,,the extreMelY small pertiop of the budget that,4n
AO .

is devoted to'prograM-aCqnisU1on.and production: $36,500. . ,One,might.
:

have expe( ted a figure 'an!brderof.MagnitUde greater.' Secondary explana-
_

,tiOns,lor this.low figdreare fa),the absence of salaries for the chief

administrators ofthe sySfei0.4ho are meMbers of rhe ArchAlocesan Sister-
. .

-hood, and (b) the dediCared, and pelf-sacrificing support from the staff

and the Archdiocesanmiity. This programming expenditure'acCoaied
1

for only 120ercent of the_otal operating budget which compares to 14

percent .($39,.000) for equipffient maintenanCe and repairs'and 16 percent
.

($46,000) fOr building 1.4enaland utilities,.

Three hundred thirty7six hours of eleMentary programs, and 120

bouts of high school programs were acquired "out-of-houSe":(mainly from

,
the State of New York) fov $12,475 and $2100, resp.ectively. To this must .

added approkimately $6,000 that the ITC -paid'for dubbing its own copies.

Also ocquired. "out-of-house" were apprOximately 200 'hours (82,000) of
. .

college Programa and 100 hours .($1,50e) pf reacher in-servlce programs.

Sevent.y-one, hours of.elementary programs, and 68,hpurs of 'high school

programs, were produced "in-house" for $2500 and $12,000, respectively.

,
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CASE.STUDY II

THE CATHOLIC TELEVISION NETWORK OF CHICAGO

Overview

The Catholic Televisicn Network pf Chicago (CTN/C) began serVihg the

Archdiocese of Chicago with Iry and other televised servicesin 1975776.

This ITFS system is discussed for two reasons:, (1) it prbvides 1975 informa-

tion about the initial capital casts needed to launch a large ITFS distribu-

tion'system, and (2) it illustrates the potential_of this multiplechannel,

technology for dispensing closed-dircuit'services to meet the'needs of a

wide and diversified range of audiences..

704i'

eographic and Technical Features of theConveyance SysteM*

The CTN/C and the Archdiocese of Chicago are coterminous with COok and,

Lake counties' and have an area of 1,411 square miles; the ITFS transmissions

actually extend beyond the perimeters of theSe counties to cover a potential

viewing area of 2,520 square miles. Since metropolitan Chicago has a popula-

tion of 5.9 million persons, the density of the area is 4,200 /person per

sqllare mile.

In 1975-76 the Archdiocese enrolled approximately 14P,000 elementary and

junior high school students at 363 parish schools giving the CTN/C system

a student population density of about 100 students per square mile. The

average parish school has 17 classrooms that are wired for ITV reception

for a total of 6,170 ITV rooms in the whole system. This. gives the system
2

a high potential 4assrooM con'sumption density of .about 4.4 ITV reception

rooms per square mile. Given the high aggregation level of 17 rooms pei.

reception site, the ArchdioCese is ideal.for ITFS ITV distribution at least

as far as the demographic distribution of ITV consumers is concerned.

These features are"summarized in tabular.form at.the end of the narrative.
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The Chicago area, however, does contain enough microwave signal obstacle:

to require sophisticated transmission facilities.. The main transmission

tower (WAC-262) is perched.on top of'the Sears Building in Chicago's "Loop"

district and #-eaches an above-ground height of 1,460 feet. Four channels

are transmitted to theSears Tower ar 12 GHz from the main studios a quarter

away. The Sears transmitter broadcasta ITFS e7group frequency signals

'to. parish reception sites in a 44 mile radius. The Sears transmitter cost:

about .$150,000;

A second transmitter (Schaumberg) is located 4 miles to the north of

the Searg transmitter frOm which it'receives 12 GHz signals. These signals

are Translated to ITFS F-group;broadcast signals that are picked up by Parish

receivers within a'35 mile radius. The Schaumberg signal( is also picked up

9 miles away by another transmitter. (Mondaline)twhich translates the F-grpup

signals to( C-group broadcast signals that are received within a 14 mile

radius. The SChaumberg transmittencost about $145,00 and the kondaline

abOut $05,000.

Finally, a rransmittersouth_ot_the_Sears Tower in Orland Park. picks up

C-group signala from the Sears transmitter and translates them to F-group

sifgnals for broadcasts to parish receivers within a 14 mile radius. This %

transmitter cost about $120,000; the extra costs being for a 440 foot tower
P

and associated installation fees.

.
Altogether, the entire transmission component of the CTN/C ITFS don:-

veyance system cOst about: $500,000.

;

Turning pow to the 1TFS reception component.of the conveyance system, :

there are a total of 419 sites altogether, 363 of which are parishes with

schools. The receptfon apparatus at the average site Cost around'$1,600

broken out as follows': mast ($350), ntenna ($240), down-converter ($325),

amplifier an J-S converter 0190)., and installation ($500).
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Internal closedcircuit dfStribution wiring costs in the'parishes wiEn

schools averaged close-to.$1,400 for'wiring 17 rooms and 22 outlets. Hence,

*.the reception. costs at the.average school site totaled approximatefy $3,000_
' or $176 per viewing room. If the costs for the system's transmission com-

ponent are istribUted among just the parish schools, then they come to $81
4

per classroom. So the cost for the whole conveyance systet was only $257

per root including internal wiring "costs. The start-up capital reception

,.osts for alI,the 363, parish schools totaled $1,090,000.

The other 56 non-school sites,include 28 parishes without schools, 16
,

parish r,?.ctories, 2'colleges; a hospital with 125 wired rboms, and a cable

headend serving two outlying school sites.. Since wiring costs were less

for these non-school sites'; the average per site.capital cost for reception

was about $2,100 for a non-school systum total of $118,000. This brings the

total capital costs for the reception side of this conveyance system up-to a

little m9re than $1,200,000, almost 2.5 timeS the cost of the transmission

side Of the conveyance system.
1

.
7

Defining the "ITFSconveyance System" as all the hardware betweea,the

signal or'igination control room.and the TV seEs/tonitors in the classrooms.

and other viewi6g rooms, the CTN/C sYstem's total capital expenditure for
-;

the ITFS conveyance system amounted to approximately $1.7 million. This

figure averages out to about $4,100 per receiving site.

,
For.4 system this large, one might conjeCture that the conveyance System

costs would constitute at least Ilalf of 'the total capital costs for building

the .system. HoweVerl the whole'CTN/C.sysrem-actUally required a start-up'

capital expenditure of around .$4 million. 'Forty-three percent of this Went

toward the constioction of- the conveyance system. The other $2.3 million,

or 58 percent, went toward building sophisticated progratproduction s,tudios

and broadcast control room equipment and facilities. If this cost is dis-
.

-5

tributed among jUst,the schools in the. system, it comes to $373 per classrOom.

Combined witfl the .$257 per room cost of the conveyance system, the total

system cost. was $630 Uor classroom. -;t

1
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Capacity and Capacity Allocation

ftN/C repOrts that 58 K-..8 series (ITV courseS) were scheduled-and aired

during 1975-76% the average series had 30 programs or installments% Th-:

average program was about 18 minutes long and aired 3.5 times. MulEiplying

these factors by one another to determine,the.total amount of actual ITV

service,to the parish schools, we find thet.the equivalent.of about 1,800

continuous hours of progr'amming were scheduled and delivered to consume:s'

; over three channels (8, 10, and 12).

,

Since transmissions:can occur from 8:45 to 3:05 p.m. every school day

for 169 days per school year, the portion of the ITFS system devoted to .

grade-school-level ITV-service had'a capacity of'about 3,200 Continuous hours.

Therefbre,the dTN/C's utilization rate for scheduled. K-8 ITV service

in 1975776 was 56,. percent (1:800:4- 3200).

,

TO this must be added those transmissionsof programs that occurred on

a special request individtal "call-in" basis, CTN/Q repOrts that-Chert Were

. 570 transmissions Of.this type during the year-which-is-equivalent to 170

continuow:. hours or 5 percent of the 3,200 hour capacity. Thia plus all

,
other 1(8--ITV-serv-ices raises-the 56 percent utilization,rate to a grand

total of 62 Vercent. Tiiis implies that'CNT/C's 7potential consumption". can'

be calculated'to be: 1980.
hours x 6170 .rooms x 6.5 million potential

.

.62

classroom contact hours This utilization.rate has been calculated on the,

,

assumption that the system has only' a three-channel capacity. Actually,

CTN/C can transmit over 4 channeTh; it simply did not use the fotn.,:h channel

-during 1975-76 for K78 ITV_services. If therourth channel is.addeo .1.nto

the calculation of CTN/C's total capacity, then the total utilization rate

of K-8 ITy drops to 46.5 percent. This underutilization is predictable:for

the first year of operation, and it may be that the tbtal.utilization rate

will climb into the 60 percent range .when teachers get used to ITV and become

better acquainted with individual "call-in" special-request possibilities.

It may-be that there will be opportunities for other Chicago based non-pro2it
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educationai organizations such as Chicago TV College to lease portions of

the fourth ITFS channe

During this first year of operation; the CTN/C concentrated its energies

'on organizing and consolidating its services for the ITV cOnsumer group whose

needS *ere best nown and most urgent: the parish.sChools. From 1976 onward,

the CTN/C plans to devote much more of.its attention to the improveMent 'and

expansion of service to other groups.

The most impprtant of these iS the group of lay adult p-arishi.oners.

It is, hoped that ITFS *ill be able to provide-this group with access to adult

education'at parish Sites which might be mord accessible than other existing

institutions. The CTN/C plans to devote much of,,its resources in the future

tothe development and prodUction of TV -programs fOr this audience. It is

expected that these can_be best made available n an individUal request baSis

to parish meetings and study groups that would occur,whether the ITFS system

'axisted or not. "The equivalent of about 630 continuous hours of Programs

were aired in 1975-76 for alio audience.

Another important group that the CTN/C thinks can benefit from the ITFS

system iS the Archdioce-,!'S instructional staff. The CTN/C furnished tep.chers

-With the equivalent of about 230 contiauous hohrs of in-service programs

"7
'during 1975 -76.'

Outside the parish reception sites, CTN/C also serves two colleges and

a. hospital. The latter consumes prograr9s intended fOr the audiences that '

have already been mentioned.. But the colleges in 1975-76 did receive two

'college courses Ovec the ITFS system or the equivalent of so continuous hours

of programs. Five courses are-planned for 1976-77.

Altogethet, these non-K-8 groups *ere.furnished with th& equiValent Of'

.abouI 1,080 continuoushours of televised programs over CTN/C's ITFS system..

When combined with the 1,992 hours inten9ded for the K-8-audience, the'sys-
,'

tem's total supply of televfsed service's to all groups. amounted to the
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equivalent of over3,000 cOntindOus hours of programs in 1975776 .(see Table II.C:

Support Services for the Schools. The CTN/C prOvides substantial utili-
.

.
zation and other services to the schools. Four staff Members are assigned

to inform teachers about programs and about how they can'be beSt used in the

classrooms. This utilization staff also acts as a conduit from schools'to

the CTN/C for information about classroom utilization problems and 'needs.

It is estimated that the average cost of CTN/C staff consultations in the

schools averages $19 per school.

Equipment maintenance and technical consultation support are also pro-

vided to the schools on a request basis.. CTN/C's total expenditure for this

kind of support in 1975-76 amounted to $18,728.

Finally, the CTN/C makes program guides and materials available to

teachers for all 57 .ITV serie-S. The schools pay for these on a cost-plus-

.

-handling-charge basis. Beyond making these printed program support materials

available to schools, the'CTN/C expended $8,000 in 1975-76 for program sched-
.,

ules, TV coordinator bulletins-and preview'information, andyrogram evaluation

materials.

ITFS.Programming. It is.CTN/C's belief thai the educational "goal of
-;

indiyidualized'instruction Can best be served in the.ITFS ITV strActure.by

stressing the delivery of mini-series instead'of one or two semester.long

ITV courses. It is also expected that this stress,will make it possible"-

tor the IT'FS system to serve a far broa er range of classes thanscoUld.be

served if only ,semester-long courses w e aired..

Of the operations budget funds that went for programming, most were

spent on programs that were acquired "out-of-house." These costs were kept

low because of CTN/C's affiliation.with the national Catholic Television

Network, the confederation of 10 ITFS systems described in Case Study I.

CTN-originated programs tend to be less expensive than the ndtional average

E 7
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because the costs for the-ITV talent are often nominal or non-existent.
a-. J

MoYe importantly (because most programS are acquired from non-Cathoiie

vendors), programs are made available to CTN/C by the national ITV vending

libraries (AIT, GPN, PTL;, and so on), at reduced, pet dopy rates when,CTN/C

joins with other CTN mem:ers into purchasing consortia!/
Altogether, the costs in 1975-76 for the ITFS programming for all groups

.totaled around $41,000 br about $100 per .receiving site-for the 419 sltes.

t

Total start-up capital expenditures are summarized in'Table

i 5 8
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TABLE TI.X

GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES: CTN/C

1. Area (square miles) 1,411 (2,500)

2. Student population_ 140,000'

3. Number of reception sites (schools odly) 363

4. Number of rtv classrooms 6,170

5. Number of rooms per school .17

6, Number of students per school 386

7. Number of schools per square mile .26

8. Number of students per square mile_ 99-

9- . Number oriqoms per square mile 4:4

. TABLE. IT.B

COST DATA: ',:;TN/C a

b
Amount:in Amount pet

- k975 Dollars' Square Miles
-Amount per

.School
Amount p r

Claisroola

0200..00)
Transmission SYstem 500,000 $ 354.36 $ 1,377 ( $131 .

($436.00)

Reception System. $1;090,000 722.50 $ 3,300 $177

Total Conveyance , ($.636.00)

System '$1)590,000 $ 1,126.86 $ 4,377 $258,

Central Studies and
Control Room Capital '($920.00)
Cost§ $2,300,000 $ 1,630.05 $.6,336 , $373

Total System ($1,556.00),

Capital Costs $3,890.00 $ 2,756.91 $10,716 $631

a. The costs here are calculated/in sdch way as to tell the reader what
the system.and its compommts wpuld have cost if it had contalned only, the
363 parishes with schools. The,other 56 sites haVe been ignored In these
calculations as have the cOsts for their reception equiPment.

b. Figured on both the atea in which the Archdiocesan receiving parish.'

- Sites arg located (1,411 square miles), and, in parentheses, the total 'area
reached by the ITES signals: 2,500.square Miles.

4

I E 3
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*TALE TI.C'
A

CAPACITY AND CAPACITY'ALLOCATION:'CTN/C

.

Total
Number
of Hours

1975,7.76 Actual ITV Capac-

ity in Continuous Hours, 3,200 '

(3 channelS) I- ,

1975-76 Actual ITV
Utilization--- -1,992

Scheduled 0r4ginal -,

ITV,Transmissions 514

Scheduled .

Repetitions 1,286

Unscheduled
T'raasmissions 192

Utiliza-
tions
% of'

i

62% ,
n

,
1

100%
.

-

. .

Schf.duled

Oriinals
% of

16%

. 26%

100%

-

Scheduled
Repet.ion's

. % of ,

40%

4".

. -65%

n.a.

1"

100%

'Unscheduled //
Repetition'

''/, of

. ./

6%t

e" 10%

n.a.

n.a.
'...

100%

Estimated Potential of Service Volmle
7-

V9tuthe of Strvices: 12,291,000.per clasSroom contact hours

PoLen*1 Classroom ConsumpLiOn: 6,542,000per clasSroomcontac't hours

//

Supplies of:Progrramming tso 'Groups,other than K-8/ Students

1- Adult Educatioh 630 coaiinuous hours
2.-. Teacher In-Service 230 /

n

1. College ,.. 50 /

4. Others' 170 It, II

TOTAL Other Groups, 1080 continuous houi''s

TOTAL TRANSMISSIONS SUPPLIED TO ALL,GROUPS: 3,072 cOntinuouS hours

:
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TABLE If.0

START-UP CAPITAL EX.PENDITURES: UNIC

,

,?

Cross

Amount
Per Year,

Amortized'

Over

15 Years

Per'Year

Per

' Stunt .

Per Ye:ar

Per

PCCH

Suliply

', Per Year

Pet

PCCH

Consuat#

.5C

1.1c

,,.

1.6c

2.3C

,

,

;Ca1ta1Tosts

.

Pocentage

of,Total.!

Start-Uli .

, I

13°/,

211

41%

,

'59%

100.

...

1: Transmission Systf;t1

2,, Receptipn System.

TOTAL ,CONVEYANCE SYSTEM

I

3., Central Facility.

TOTAL CAPITA!. OIALAY ,

' , $ 500,000

$1 090 000

$ 33,333

t 72 667

,

$ .24

$ .52

S. g76

,

$I.09

.3c.

'. .6( .

,$1,590,000

$2,300,000

$106,000

$153,000

,..9c.

,

1:3C

2.1c

1

$3,890,000 $259,000 . $1.85 4,0c
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CASE STUDY III

BROWARD'COUNTY, FLORIDA

Overviel

The Broward'County ITV conveYdhco system.is a classical a

instructional television fixed service, (ITFS) techholbgy that.

omni'directioUal over7CtieLair Iransmissions of- miCroWave video

county's terrain'; high populatipn densityi and-relatively wed]

'comb:in t. provide ide;fl c.ohditious for 1 FS.

-The system ajso illustratt.., (Ls well as ,any case in this

extent to which TTFS can-beused to individualize th6 Mass-mec
4

to achieve a balance,between'the delNery pemass-appeal prow

delivery of specialixedprogramming. to serve ir*iviOual needs

also illustrates the fact that 1TV distribution systems yhich

Cheir broadcast scheduLes n school and.classroom'schedules

4
more conveyance cApalitty thail they abscilutely have available.

This-Syste pro:te!-; ;mvidualized ad hoc transmission

system studied here, vL.t is tuch less'_user demahd tor t'

than is made_avil'alde. T':is'suggests that centralized distr'

much less c nvenicnL .1,1d flexible for users than off-air VTR

offset the Jattert s -greater. costs. (The implication 'of this
,

-

that systems shAld allocate their resources.to Centralized I

only for .tht :purpose of.' delivering popular mass-appeal progrn

times per week and that addiEional resources should be inve

controlled bv Q,e ITV consumers at. the' schools.)-

GeolLraphical, Features

firownrd.County has an ciohgated, Shape along the southeas

oast wit'.1 raigh dimeions of approimately 11 miles by 23 u

miles total area). "ihe ITV deli'very. system accordingly'uses

transmitter' eo rea(:qi,balf of the County and one slave translg
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SUMMARY DAM: BROWARD COUNTY,
)

FLORIDA

GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES

1. Location:

2. Area :

3. Shape:

4. Population:

5. Population Density:-

A. Student Population:

Southeast Florida

- 250 Square Miles

3 x 2:Rectangle!

887, 500 Persons

'3600/Squa.re M13.0

.140,006 Students

7. Studer: Populatiorf DenSity:
560/Square Mile'

8. % of' Students in the Population: - 167,

, 9. Number of Reception Sites:
: 148. SChools

10. Aver4ge Number of,Students per Site: !?!}946":

11. Total Number of- Rooths'idired for TV: 2716

.12. ITV Reception Site Density (#9' #2): :6 Sites/Square Mile

13.! Reception Room Density (#11 #2): )1, Rooms/Square Mile

14. Classroom Aggregation (Average

Number of Rooms Wired for ITV per Site: 18Rooms per. Site

15. Transmission System.Costs: $120.,000

a. per square mile .
'$ 480

b. per school !

$ 811

A

per classroom $ 44

d. per student $ .87 0)..

.
,

16.- Reception 'system costs. per Schbol (average)i $6,420

e
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other half. The population density in the area is nigh (about 3600 persons

Per square mi10, as is also Lhe density of schools (about One elementary

school for every 2.5 square. miles and about one' high/middle school!for every

'square miles). This high density combines wi th a fairly flat terrain.fo
t

.

,

make Broward County ideal for ITV distribution via the multipoint microwave

trarisMission technology.used by rru sYstems.

Tbe'level. of ITV reception-classroom aggrega0.on in the system's sehdbls

is .also comparatively high, with an average aggregation of 20 reception-

rdoms, per elementary school and 15 receptionrooms, per high/micldie:school.

Capacity and Capacity Allocation d

.mrSince 1968, the Intru.ctional Television Center of,Broward County has

pmvided ITV to all the 148 schools in the county via its 4 1TFS channels. The

Cen'teC also provi-des a videotape dubbing service for those.of its schools'

that are too new to have-been fitted with ITFS reception equipment pr that have

school-widescheduling problems that cannot'accomodate LON Center'sjTH

schedule.

Abouit 90-percent u: 'hi: system's transmission capacity is directed at

students in all grades N-12 for instructional.purposes. The remaining 10

Ferct:Ait of the capacity is used for in-service teacher training for all locations

throughout the school year, and for administrative and personnel service purposes.

The system's comparatively large, transmission capacity is illustrative of
-V

what makes ITFS so different from typical singlc-channel public television

broadcasting systems. The Center transmits from 8:00 a.m. in the morning. to

3:30 p.m. every school day throughout the 175 day school year. This gives Lhe

system a total transmission capacity of aBout 5,250 hours per school year over

its four ['ITS channels..

The sytem does not use all of its capacity. To understand.)ust. how

much of i t '(;fl)( I hi Cmini-..: does. ..,?ed and Itse reciti I rc,s br ief t seasA 1,)ri

ofthe Center's transmission capabilities.

165
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TABLE III.B

CAPACITY, AND, CAPACITY ALLOCATION

A: 1979-80 Absolute Capacity
in. Continuous Hours

B: 1975-6Actual.CaPacity'
in Continuous Hours

C: 1975-6 Actual Utilization-
in Continuous Hours

D: 1975-6 Actual ITV Utiliza-
xion fil.Continuous'Hours

E: 1975-6 SchedUled ITV,Trafts-
missions in Cont. 1,Iou'r

° ' F: Scheduleellepetitions of
Scheduled Programs in
Continuous Hours

G: 1975-6 Unscheduled ITV Trans-2-

missions in, 6ontinuou Hours

Tcta1
it of

hours

B's

of

C's D's

%

of .of

E's

of

F's

of

G%s

%

'of

5,250 67% 50% 45% 33% 25% 117

3,500 100% 75% 67% 50% 38% 17%

2,611 X 100% 90% 67% .50% 23%

2,350 X X 'AO% 75% 56% 6%

1,750 X X X 100% lf3 N/A

1,313 X X X X 100% N A

600 X X X X X .100%

NGLUME OF SERVICE (ND POTENTIAL CONSUMPTTON):.,
CO

6,383,000 prch

POTENTIAL CLASSROOM CONSUMPTION (I7s POTENTIAL CONSUMPT1ON):',1,240,000 pcch

TOTAL 1975-76 ESTIMATED'OTiLIZATION:'
3,500,000 StudentrContact-Hounl

e
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In tlie case of Broward Cbdnty, the limited number of expensive 2" videotape

re...orders (VTR's) the Ot-totter can use requiri-,.s thit the machines tIsed in a

pily-back mode for transmission mn--,; also be.iisf,d for rewinding transmitted
1

tapeS, before they (me machines) can again be used. fur .prhyback-ti'an'sMissi,,on of

new tapes. In pra..1 e, moans that one-thir..1 ov.ery transmission hour

mw-it be spent oh rewinOiag videotapes.

This situation'witl, gradually, change from 1977 to 1980 ,since the'2"
A

Ta,:hihe,: are being replaced,by a larger number of chapter 3/4" VTR's. The

greater quantity_of VTR-'s witOermit full utilization of the time periods

'available for transmission. '

For. .the present, however, although the absoltite transmissipn capacity

during 1975-6 was 5,250.continuous hours, the actual, capacity Was only.
. ,,

two-thirds 4.)f this amount .or 3,500 continuous"hours. To simplify matters in

the r,.,st of thiS case study, the yntinuous hour will be the standard unit

used fur comparison purposes. The 1975-6 levels of utilization of capacity

will be figured percentages of both actual 1975-6.capacy abd absolute

1979780. capacity. The reader should keep in mind that the 0 percent increase

in ..apacity between 1975 "aetua1" and 1980 "absolute"..levels will be cl'eatecl

,solely.by the replacement O: a feW 2" VTR's with A largeu numbec of 3/4"
/

VTR's.

Broward County did not fully utilize its actual capactty in 1975-6. TI!

^ County's tutal actual utilization of' TTV wasonly 67 perc.ent of its actu'al

capacity (and ,therefore'only 44 percent of its 1980 absolute capacity).

' Th,2 Center allocates the 'capacity it does utilize to three daferent

Kinds of functions: (I) original transmjssions of distinct programs in distinct

series, (2) repeated transmisSions of those original transmt'ssions, and (3) trans- ,

C
missions. on an ad hoc individur,11. request basis of either unscheduled pro'grams

or scheduled, ptograms,in ulscheduled time-sluts.
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The first two ofthese functions involve the transdissions'of programs

scheduled well in advance of their transmission dates. Choices of program.and

cseries tixles and choices Of transmission'time-slots are-determined from pre-
,t

season survys on a county-wide popularity basis.

Thv ratio between original transmissions'and repetitions is,significant

because,,to sothe extent, it.reflects. a policy choice between increasing selection

in. the program menu and increasing selection in%the access-time menu. The radii)
,

in Broward County is three repetitions for each original transmission (or
9

f)yr-transmissions for each program title):

Equally important is the ratio between scheduled transmissions and un- /

scheduled transmissions because scheduled'transmis'sions are determined on' al
a-

mass-popularity basis while unscheduled transmissions are determined on an'

individual-request basis. The Center reports that its policyhas.been to

allocate 50 percent of. Lts capacity to scheduled transmissions ond 50 pereent

to Unscheduled individualized transmissions. In 1975-6, exactly 50.percent

of actual tapacity was indeed devoted to cheduled transmissionsi,but only 17.
.

percent of actual capacity'was used by consumer§ for unscheduled transmissions.'

So, although the Center's policy and goal'is to divide the ITFS systeMls large

capacity equally between mass-determined and individually-determined accss to

ITV,-the edUcational consumers-have in fact changed theratio to'three to one
414

ia favor of moss access. yr'

The demand for individualizedtransmiSsions had been 26 percent in 1974.L5,.

The Center,,hopesto revei-se the decline, from 26 percent to 17 pertent by

PrOmoting the use of actual capacity for individualized transmissiOns above

the 2'6. percent-level' The Center's administrators suspect thatLthe explanation
/

_-

for the decli.ne in use is that local schools have recently acqUired 1/2"

or 3/4" VTR's for off-air recordings.of.programs they ca.n play' hack' at their -.

own convenience. 168
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Data on-User request patterns would have been very valuable.since.it is

pDssible that the scheduling flexibility provided by four telecasts of each

:
program is the only kind of flexibility.that is both feasible for delivery

'Systems andldesired by educational users. It may be that other conveniences

desired by users cannot be feasibly provided by the delivery systems,.but

only by the schools'/ possession of their own Videotape.copies...This might
.!

imply that the more desirable way Of dsing ITV transiiiission is in'a textbook

mode with.users.being given the chance ta-clreate local ephemeral or,long-tetm.

videocassette libraries as they please.

In CaseStudy I (ITV.Center, Archdiocese of New York); Ole cdricept of

"volUili& of Service" was equaterf.to tn, .oneet of."potential tonsumption."

Measurement or potential consumption was defined in terms of "potential class-

room-contact-hour (occh)." For tLis study, the Srdwatd County-ITFS system in

1975-6,had a potential claSsroom consUmption volume of 1,240,000 pech (based

pn 4.296 Continuous .hours of ITV for 1933 elementary classrooms and.1054.

continuous hours oCITV fOr 783 Secondary-classrm,is).

Jhe recourse to`the concept of "potential classroom conSumption" was
. .

taken in the first two case studies in yart:because-there was no data

on actual student contact (viewing) houri:. However, data on ITV utiliv)tion

volUme does exist Eor the Broward Countb ITFS system and provides 3 we)..:oI"
.4

complement to the foreg-) c nsumption meaSure.

The Center has r. consumption data for 1975-6 but none Loi

previous year,s, so i. noL clown whether the level''of ITV consumption is

increasing or decrea!-,r,g. .975-6, estimated consumption was substantial:

3.5 million studentto,:':-' .urs (7 million prgra-contact-.hours). This

.estimate'is based. on I ,timony of teachers who. have. been known occasionally

to treat the Center's -:stionnaires rather .arelessly. 'Nevertheless, the

"1.5- mllio.)" figure is :1-bez t.. number avr.il-Lle.

Turning to Lhe cour'seware used in ,the tie Ceni:r. transmitted !-48
. ,

series of prog,r4L; durAng 1975-76. Of ;:hese, two-thirds were produced by the'
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Center anth.the other 16 ser,ies were acquired From the State of Florida. There

is mo doubt tha1 this ITFS system is in a distinctive position relative to

tile rest 6f,the ITV:distritutions.and constimers, in the State pecause of its

exceptionally large trhns:oiSsion capacity. The-State uses its resources to

'purchasSe those progra 0lt are-popular throughout'the State,'so the Center is

forced toxely mainly its oWn resources for-new prog mming that Will meet

the broader needs of its own constituency.

Costs

In order to cL).ipare this ITFS system to LTV distribution systems based on

other-kinds of cc,.-eyance technologies, the.costs for.building-the microwave

transmrsSion/recion system art kepttseparate,from-capital expenditures which

.are also incurrec iv other kinds ef clelivery systems.

The cepii.al- m4.penditUre rep the microwave transmissdon system cathe to

.

$120,000 for or.:, oain transmitterand- for a translator to bring.the signals

to the loWer of the C,nty'. Given that this equipment will not have to

be 'completely repl.,:ced foi 5 years (1968-83), and since average annual -

nrollment in s.140,000, the hnnual per student cost of this basic
4.

conveyance eqoipment ,s. $1,44p,n0 (15x.140,000) = 5.7. cents.

41.

The ITFS principal.start-up capital sost was the construction of

148 microway( r(,ciiving.termlnals at the 148 s.chools in the County. The Centier 1

/
reports th.,A., u the average, each of these terminals cost approximately

otal of.$950,000 for the whole system. .Based on the assumption

above, t.- aunfial per student cost of-this 'teteption equipment is 45 cents, and

the.annua per student-contact-hoilr cost is 1.8 cents or nearly 8 times the cost

of the transmission equipment.

,2! th.coe start-up capital costs, it is estimated:that the total capital

06tlay during the.1969-83 period_ts about $2 million. This nfimber is hard to

deal witb in a cross-syste;-comparison analysis since some of the new equip-

ment will. .(, used for program production and videotape dubbing purposes as well

.1;;O "
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JOTAL ANNUAL SYSTEM EXPENDITURE (LOOSE) $ 995,000 $703 280c I5.4c 79.4(

EXPENDITURES'FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

Per Pet Per

\ Amortized.. Annual Stud, PCCH PCCH. .

% of Total

I,RELEVANT. CAPITAL EXPENDITURES Over 15 Stu* Cont. Sup- Consu- Capital Operat. System.

A. 1968 Start-Up Capital Expenditures Year Period Cost' Hour ply mption Costs Costs Costs

14 Transmission. Equipment' $ 120J00 $, 8,000 $ .0"5 .2c .lc' 6C 3% 1%

2. Reception Equipment $ ' 950,000 $ 63,000 $ .45 1:8c 1.6c' 3.1c 27% '6%

3. Center Facility Equipment $ 500,000, $ 33,000 $ .24 1.0( '.5c 2.7( 14% 3%

TOTAL -$1,570,000 . $104,000
44% 11%

1 .

iotai 1969-83 Capital Expenditures

Strict $1,250,000 $ 83,000 $ .59 .2.4c 1.3(' 6.7(

H. Loose ", $2,000,000 $133,000 $ .95 3.8( 2.1( 10.8C 56%

TOTAL CAP,ITAL'EXPENDITURES

STPICT $2,320,060 $154,000 $1.10 4..4c 2.4.0 12.4c

LOOSE $3,670,000 $245,000 $1.10, 6,8c ,3.8c 19.8c lop 25%

II. OPERATING EXPENDiTURES (1975-6-7 averaged)

1. purseware development and prod. $ 510,000

2. Maintenanct in schoOls $ 110,000

3. ITFS Op :ation. , $ 50,000.
,

4.' School Ulization (A 44,000

5. Dubbing Service $ 25 000

TOTAL $ '750,000

$3.64 4.6c :8.0( 41.1C

.79, 3.1( 1.7( 8.9C

;36 f.4c ,8c 4,0(

$ .31 1.3c JO\ 3.6(

$ .18 '7c :4 - 2.0(

.,_ $5.36 21...4c '11.8(", 600C

171

68% 52%

15% 11% '

. 7%, 5%

6% 4%

'4% 3%

100% 76%

100%
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as for ITFS transmission. On the or,ler hand, an ad hoc choice of a sizable

percentage of this cost to.represett rcentage of non-ITFS uses might not be

justified sinee it is plain that the S sYstem's great capacfty drives all

other costs in the system.

We have decideA to present both ' .ct".and "loose" estimations. Strictly,

we will say that 62.5%,' or $1.25 Millioa, 'of this total outlay is attributable to.

the ITFS system. -1,00sel..ywe will say that. 100%, or $2 ,million, of this total

'outlay is attributable to the ITFS system.. The Sum total of-Capital expendi.,,

tures over 1.5 yedrs yields d total.annual per student.cost.of from $1.10

(strict) to S1.46 (Loose).. The total.annual per student-contact-hour cost iS

from 4.4 cents strict) to 5.8 cents (loose). Finally, the total. annual per

potential classroom,-contact-hout coRt, is from 4 Cents-(sLrict) to 11 cents

(loose).

Tt-wqs impossibr to ascertain the exact start-up costs for.the control-

.
room and below-roof trhnsmission equipment at.the Center. An estimate of $500,000

may be considered .reasole. If-this investment is attributed_to the.ITFS

%system (as it should be iF the strict post-start-up costs are so attributed),

then the totalaunual per st ent costs increase to $1.34 .(strict) and .$1.70

(loose), the total 4annual-per t,udent-contact-hour costs increase to 5.4 cents

(strict) and 6.8 cents (loose), the total annual per potential classroom-
,-

contact-hour costs increase to 9 cents (strict) and 13 cents (loose).

All of Elle foregoing remarks about capital costs establish the following

.as the ranges of capital costs that can be attributed to'the Broward ITFS

A

system:

1) total annual per student costs: $1-16. to $1.70

.2) total annual per student-contact-hour costs: 4.4 'cents to 6.8 cen

3) total 'annual per potential classroom consumption oosts: 7 cents to 13 cents
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CA'SE STUDY IV

WVIZ, CLEVELAND, OHIO*

0

Overview

b-
The mot striking aspect o'f this system is that despite the avail-,

.ahilitv of many repetitions ef each school's 14FV programs on both the' UHF

and ITFS .channels over-the-air telecasts arb Used much more for'recording

conies of'progyams on videetapes than fer direct viewing in 'classrooms.

The secoud major source of ITV for classroom viewing' is WVIZ's serVice

.for duhking copies of programs and videotapes' which are then shipped to
i

schools. These two sources (off-the-air recorded coPies and. shipped-dubbed

' copies) are so effective that suburban schools hitherto unreached bv TTFS.

have now requested the,building of 'new outlyling .tranglater/repeater station

to extend ITFS signals out to them.

iwographical Features and Capa.city Allocatons__
i

i .

WVIZ, public television channel 25, CleVeland, Ohio, is the most c6m-
i

plex of the mediated instruction distributlion systems studied here. -!'it,

. I

serves many of the video and film needs or the area's magic elementary,

junior hi.01, and high schools, and acts ;IA an ITV conduit for a major '

medical center's broadcasts and those ef''a university to outlying.indistry'-
.. i. c

ki!-;ed adult students. In.serving all th.se diverse groups, WVI.7, utilizes ,

/

a diversity of cnnveyance mndes imcludin (1) single-channel UHF broadcast-

f

i

ing for viewing, '21 multiple-channel I FS telecasts for viewing, (A) UHF/

1TFS telecasts for recording programs oif-the-air in schonls for Oassroom

.playbaCk, (4,) shipments to schools.of ,Copdes of prógrams dubbed at: WVTZ

on both videotape and videocassette, arlid (5) shipments to schools .of fiilm

marerials.

I

,

*The EPRC wishes to express special apPreciatiou to Pr. Alan.Stephenson
of WVIZ, who supplied .the data-base fnr this report and ..oho-spent many

hours reviewing Arafts and Offering. invaluable aavice.

7 4
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From its inception, WVIZ's mandate has been to meet the educational,

needs of theCleveland metropolitan area. It has striven to AccomPlish .

this by acting as the cOordination hub of most of the,mediated instruCtion

distribution in the ,area starting An the middle 1960s. In 1966, a number

of independent educational organizations in the area developed separate

,plans for their own autonomous IyEs systems. WVIZ.coalesced these plans
-

into a single plan in which it would act as the ITFS,OlieratOr for all users.

ITFS broadcasti_ng began in01970.

Thc., Lerr,:tir of tL. ,,,Hand area is ideal for inexpensive IT.FS trans-

rt's,:j0n. !Ni.)t is the Hod generally flat, but the elevatibn gradualfy

and concentrically falls off ds-one moves away from the transmitter's locale..

For instance, the elevati_on six miles distant from the transmitter is in

some places as much as 1,000'feet lowerNthan isthe ground at the ITU

trasmission station. For thisreasdn, it was possible to mountthe omni-

directional ITFS antennas on'a 300 foot toweroWned by another organiza-

. tion but released for WVIZ use on a quid pro guo. basis. Because of this .

arrangement_and because there was no need to build'special repeater/trans.-

lator ITFS stations inside the M-mile radius.coverage area, the start-

,

t. up caPital costs for 'transmission in this system were compariatively'lower

than-were those of the systems described in case studies:1, II-and /II.

(See 'Table Di. A.)

The demographic character of this area'is alsil ideally suited xo ITFS:

Not only does the tentral location of.the transmitter permit it to serve

x..he Mosrdeqselypopulated portion'of metropolitan Clevelrid,'but schools'

in this sector (the "inner city") are less willing and/or less able than

are,the suburban schools to acquire expensive non-II:FS equipment su`ch as

videotape recorders that'can make 'c'opie's off-the-air.of UHF telecasts.

So the,ITFS:coveragP area both maximizes this teChnology's effcliveness

in reaChing the, largest number of schools reachable by A sIngIe trans-

mitter and makes this form of ITV distribution available to those whose

s

need is the greatest.

1 7 5
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G*,

1. Location

2. Area (i'n\square miles)

3. Total Population

0

TABLE IV.A "

GEOGRADHVAL FEATURES

UHF BROADCAST TUS DUBBIK SERVICE

,Greater.C1 veland Cleveland Greater Cleveland

,

4,Z05 1,257 4,405.
;

2,500,00 2,500,000

. 4. Population Densiv: ,.pe.,fsons per square mile)

5. Number of School:'

568

697
P

,

138

568

156'

6. Nunber of Receptim Rom; (wired classrooths) 5,670 Ei15 (est.) ?

Total NuMber of Students in". the Area 487,087 0 120,000 (est.) '

8. Student Population Density (per square mile)
,

111 96

9. Number o tudents eiposed to. an}JTV 305,564. 36,700 (est.)a

10. Aveoge Imber df Students per School 700 870

,

11:-Number ot Schools pertquare Mile
,lh .11

,

a
,.

, StudentS who diiectly view ITT'S telecats and Students who indiuctiv view ITIS telecasts via videotaped
.

copies of those teleosts ,:ecordectoff-the-air;

176 .0
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Only one ITFS channel,'A-3;.has,been'reserved for ITV distribution

to public.sch6ols, However, since WVIZ 'broadcasts during the day to these

schools ovee Channe1.25, A-3 acts ás a supplement to Channel 25 making
,

this systeM equivalent to a two-channel ITFS .Pystem. WVLZ,has the legal
,

-authority and capability of broadutsting ITV over two other channels,

A-2 and A-4, but there has not been enough demand to initiate their utili-
.

--zation.."

Two othet active. ITFS channels, C-1 and C-.2, been reserved fc.,

' telecasts. of -continuing prOfessiodal, education programming from ',age

Western University to working engineer's and other professionals who

teceive the ITV in industries in. the Cieveland area. This systum is yen'

similar toj:he Stanford sYstem'degcribed intase Study No. IX. WVIZ acts'
4

as .the souce of programming for Channels 25. and A-3, but it acts only

as a conduit for signals on C-1 .and C-2.
-

A fourth:active ITFS channel, C-4, iS used by a 1/1 al.medical center

for distriburionof medical training and information .pro2:.ams to hospitals

in the area.

The ,non-schoOl users of ITFS in Cleveland were not asked to

to the data-gathering instruments that we sent to WVIZ. All.attention, -

has been fOcused on WVIZ'os public School ITV gystem.

'WVIZ serves 524 eleme-ary schools and 173 junior high and high schools

in metropolitan Cleveland within an area of 4,405 square' miles. Before

1970, WVIZ.disPensed.ITV'to theSe 700 schoolg only.via its dia. Channel 25.

As the gingle channel capaclitj7 Was too limited to...meet the diverse needs

of'its heterogeneous consumer base, the ITFS channel, A-3, was added to \:.

.meet the spedial needs of one Sector of thathage: the 103 junior. higIL

and high"schools that lie in the most populouS part of the region. The



'be'reached by the signals from the 300 foot ITFS tower which cover only

a 1,2j7 squin- mile area having the lyivalent of a 20-mile radius.

THe UHF channel cumplements Channel A-3 by broaacast g programming

to the 524 elementary schools.in the entire 4,405 square mile area. A-3's

elementary grade telecast are received by only the 35 elementary schools

which have decided to huy the special 1TFS ....e.ceptiPd equipment. Conse-

quently, 'only 35. percent,of the ITFS telecasts contain programming that

is explicitly intende4 for 'elementary. classrooms. All of these elementary

ITFS programs are alsdibrpadcast over th,e UHF channel,.but each,is re-

telecast on k-3 an average of fout,time's compared to an 'average of two

broadcasts per program on the UHF channel. Additionally,'all ITFS schools

can call in special individual requests for re-telecasis of missed pro-
!

grams at unuSual unscheduled times, something that is not possible on the

congested UHF'channel.

Nevertheless, the ITFS system's main function. is ,to serve the junior

high and high s.Aiools in and around the City of Cleveland. As in the case

of the dlement2ry programs, all junior high/high schoql programs are'also

broadcast on the UHF channel sinc so many junior highs andhig0 schools

lie oursid: the 1TFS telecast area. But, on Channel 25, they are trans-

mitt.ed largely on aione-time-only no-repeathasVs. A-3 carried 85 percent

of these Channel 25, 6-12 grade programs, but they are re-telecast an

'average of'four times per program on A-3. These repetitions are believed

to be essential for,distribution to-Junior highs and high schools since,they

have a greater need for schedm4e flexiistility than do the elementary schools

(whose teachers can more easily,adjust their classroom schedules to WVIZ's

broadcast scheduler.

As already stated, ITFS serves Gnly the populous part of the metro-
.

nolitan Cleveland area whtch has a school population density of one junior high/



of. the junior/high schools)where the. school population density is one

school everv',Ii squary miles.

WVi Z. did, at one LiTe, consider the possibility oy, building trans-
.

lator transmissionstations in,the outlying areas to relay ITFS signals

to schools that could only receive one telecast per program on che 0117

channel. However, at that time these suburban schools wei7e already begin-

ning tr soi#1 their schedule
flexibility problems on their own by purchas-

iog'one-half incli videotape recorder's (VTRs) for off-ihe-aiftopying. of

programs broadcast, ovef the UHF chayinel:. WIZ aided many schools in this

effort by purchasinO/TRs in lots'and transferring the bulk-rate cost

savings to, the schools. The demand.for the multiPle telecasts of each

program on A-1 never reallY developed .to ..ciegree largeenough to justify

Ahuilding.outlying relay stations.

1

1

This raises the most interesting issue surrounding ITFS's potential

as an ITV distribution vehicle. Its economic 'virtue is reputed to be

that it is less expensive than UHF, off-the7air videotaping,'and video-.

tape-shipping to VTR-owning schools, despite ITFS's high reception

equi9ment costs. Its educational virtue is reputed to be that multiple

telecasts of each program provide the scheduling flexibili_y that would

ne educationally desirable but uneconOmical in an expensiVe UHF System.

ITFS' chief coMpetitors are the of-the-aft' vi4eotaping.and :the

shipped-videotaped-copies diStribution modes which are obviously'sUperibr

to LTFS asfar as .4Cheduling flexibility and conYenience go. However,

the lattet'.two modes al-e expensive since off-the-air'recording'requires

at least three VTRs at eac-li site (for record, pIaybaCk and back-up functions)

and the shipment of videotaped copies requires at least two VTRs (for

playback and back-up functions) plus centralized dubbing and shiliping costs.



Are these cost disadvantages of VTRs offset bv their educational:

ddvantages?

WM reports that.educational,opinion in: its area answers this lues-
.

tion in the afEirmative for juni_or highthigh school ITV consumption,

except for the lerger inner city schools that are peren,nially faced with

.relatively greater financial problems-and With higher theft and vandalism

rates. The inner city schbols want VTRs and arenot satisfied with the
7

four telecasts-Aper-prpgram ITFS service;,they,just cannot afford to do

, anything about this situation. -4Ehe suburban schdols have Cended to opt

for VTRs withouc hegitation.-

The 524 elementary'schools served by WVIZ may.need flexibility less

than do thenior high/high sOools since only 9 ercerip (49) of thpm

own VTRs; howe"ver, this low per(centage may reflect only a financial

resdurce differedce, not an educational need difference. FullY 62 perc'ent.

(107) of'the junior high/high'scools in the whole system had a per.chool

a-JerLge of-4.8'VTRs

Only ahour 60 percent'of the'videotaped copie.§'Use'd by the VT12-.owning

.schools are copied off-the-air.by (he schools themselves..AbOut 40 percent,
h=

are copied (dubbed) by WVIZ at ,xhe schools' requests most-often on the

.schools' own oneltudf inch tapes or three-fourths ihch cdssettes which

are sentto WI,: With:the recplests.'

WVIZ'g '-entrallzed dubbing service offersthree.ddvantages oifer off-

0 the-air recording to the ,sehools.. First, schools need to purchase VTRs

for recording purposes; in fact, off-the-air copying requires, besides'

'one ma:hin for playback, at least two pIayback-plus-reeord machines (for

r(!cord rric minimal backup functions)-whereas.WV1Z's centralized dubbing

minimally requires only two playback-only machines (for-plarback and back-

" ilntrina Yho



,

The 'Second advantage is .t,hat off-the-air:recording in the school

ties up a'person for operating the VTR during the rcording peryod Whinh

is not always.conveni,ent or inexpensive. The.rhird.anCi final advantage

of' NZ's rientralized dubbing service is that every program in WVIZ's

large ITV libilary is available at no-penalty at any time irrthe schdol

year. Off-the-air recording,requires that the copy be used in the same

portion of.the sthool year that it is telecast.on Channel 25; otherwise,-

'the tape.must be, stored forTh long period (if :me for eventual classrom

consumptic-- ff Ole school has.a limited :roc.1... of ,blank tapes SOr recording
4*

A '
purposes, .theh lont-rdn storage :Will exhaust this,stock .arsome!point, and

-sOme Programs will ha'Ve 'to he sacrifited that wOuld othetwise-hiave been .0
aVailable via WVIZ's ce:,-rall, zed dubbing service which. required nodong-

/
tem storage in the schoo.

a school's e-:::,c1c'v. ,-eliace on WVIZ'3 dubbingserVie 'has
.

two iMpe= .=mt drawbacks. an average turn-arodnd tin of

14 day... ween the.time 3r ti.e:sc!'tocl submits its request for a

copy of LI,T:Z ;.%cl the time !,c actual4rce1ves the cgi,)i. The school'Must

therefoci., 1:n,,W'in advance that-..t %,iaits a lial'ticular program and when it
77-

,
' wants to je ,11.) .to use it. in'somN c.=Jscs, this,wil,1 entail Consi,lerabre

/.. .,

plonn1ry4. In the off-th-air recoyding mode, an e'Valuation of tlie program.
,., ' ,

cqn occur ar. the igame time it is being recorded; if r',Ie evaluation is: .
.

..
.

negative, t!)e taPe can simplY. be treated.os, a blank tape Co be used 'again
- .

immediately for another of f-the-air recording.

Second, a \s,hool4hat\comrdts itself to the tentralized.dubbing service
. .

\

And-ccording does- not'buy machines with recording c:Ipabilities there-

by 6eprives Itself of acquiring a r,acher-stusient r-ogram production

for,the cosr of only asru'll TV cameraSuch a capability 'cOl.11(10/ '

result in substantial, ..ost-savings if, for:example, al. eXpensiver dangerous

laboratory experiment codld conductor', just.once and v''..otaped for later
-

, .

vilewing hy clasSes instead :Of betng conducted in every one nf many



In 1975-76; WIZ made appro. -itely 8,(000 videotaped, copies oe programs

for sbipment to schools for 1ln a -cage of 51 dubbed copies per VTR-owning

schoql., School-s kept the copigs :1 average of 21 days. WVIZ,has no data

on the number of these collies tj-hi uere, in ,turn,,copied onto other conies

for-use nt.later times, in othei' c..,nsses, or in other _schools.

VIVI?, surveyed: ae junior high and high schools to determine the ratio

betw,,en:-

7-)

sp.

StuClent viewings Of,playbacks of videotape'coples of,pxograms

recorded off-the-air in the school-.

Student viewings of plaYbacks of centrally dubbed copied sipnedt

schools from,WVIZ, -

Student viewins of ITFS telecasts over Channel.A-3

SUdent viewings lof UHF telecasts over Channel 25.
1

Perhaps Most signirficant.17 the survey.re'sults reveal the.differencf.,

between Student viewings of playbacks of videotaped copieS (No. 1 plu'.;

'No. 2) and student viewings of. ITS and UHF teleCasts (No. ..J,plus No: 4).

Rere are Che composite proportions that aye dehved

'
the survey results fr all juniox high/high schools in the 1,i1'.F cnverage

area Including oh schools.that do owl) VTRs nd those th;.:t do no.Cown

VTRs:

TABLE .IV.B

VIEWINGS" REL,ULTS

Student, Viewirr's uf:_ .

PliiyhhCks.of vldeotaded .copies.of

programs r-corded off-the-air fn.

the School

Playbacks of cu-ltr.111,y dubbed'

copies shipped to schools from

:.1\IT7.

%Percentage of All Viewings

5:17

0



9

t

.0

In brief, surVey responses from virtually all the schools indicated

that fully 88 percent of. all Viewings were not di"rect Off-the-air view-

in-of'either UHF or ITFS tel.ecasts but were instead viewings of'plav-

of ditbbcd videotnpe,copies. 0

, It.seemsclear then, that.telecasts we're used primarily for making

videotape recordings.for play,ba.10. at other times. .irect viewing of

telecasis occurred chiefly in inner city schools that do not possess

VTRs. The remarkablefact is,*however, that ,nly 12 percent.of all

viewings were of telecasts even' hough- 38 percent ' the schools have

no VCRs. Thrs iS partial evider that school control of ITV materials

increases ITV consumption However, the low 12 percent off2the-air

vtewing rate is partially due'to the.fact that inner city schoo),:s have
. .

few TV sets becausd they are stolen or vandalized so frequently.

a

,

,

TeleCasts were indeed used ehieTly for direct off-the-Or vrg-fing in.' .

_ r H .

the )24 efrit?iirar y-s-ftior) s) in WVJZ's service ares, but -Eh-Ts-audience re-.-
.

ceives only UHF (wit-b-- the. 35 exceptions noted earlier).. This
.

-

etementary school nuditTrce is also the 'biggest tonsumer'of,ITV.(in the area:

28 percent of all student viewings were of elementary programs.

'Cbnscquentiv, Jor the public school system as a whole, less than 22

-percent of all ITV consumption took the'form of direct Ii7FS Viewing (6

'percent of junioChigh/hi0 school ce,,sumpti.on pills 22 percent of toto7

consnmptipp).

The conveyance capacity of each of the two channels may be assumed t

.,be around' 1,350 rontinuous hours wer Pchool year (169 days .x 8 .119)1r4

-per davY. Both channels are utilized at virtually 100 percent cdnacity

(over 1,2; 'lours on A-3). The total sunply of ITV over Channels 25_and



TABLE IV. C

SURVEY OF PROGRAM VIEWING

CHANNEL 25 CHANNEL A-3

Elementary Programming

1. Scheduled Multi-
Program Series

,. . Scheduled Single-'

PrOgra:1 Specials

UnscheduledS,/eciall-
Request Telecasts

.

TOTAL ELEMENTARY PROGRAMMING

Junior/High School
Programming .

'

1 Scheduled Multi-
. ..

Program Series

2. /Scheduled Single-
13-rqgv.mil Specials

3 Unscheduled..Special-
Request Telecasts

TOTAL JUNIOP'HIGH SCHOOL
:-- PROGRAMMING

GRAND TOTAL.

No. of

Hours

Percent of
Total

No. of

Hours

Percent of
Total

942

.55

5.5

78%
,3

.5%

.5%

320

0

47:
......_

167

662

38

135

27%

0%

4%

953

. 244

,

12.

79%

20%

. 17

- ,

-

217,

____

31%

55%.

37

117.

259. 835 697

100%.
L---

1,212 100% 1;202

Some aggregations based on the above thble:
r

1. Tota-Elementaryecasts .(both channels): 1;320 hours 55% of total

2. Total Junior/High SA:hool. telecasts:

(both channels): 1,p94 hours 457, of total

'Total Both Pjpes of Programming
P.

(both chai...;Ials): 2,414 hours -1607 of total
)

1. Total Sche'uled Multi-P'rogram Series 2 168 h6urs ..,907, of total

/ +nta1 4grhodn1Pd Single-Program Specials 561hour 2% of° total



Repeated Telecasts of Programs:

1. Channel 25: .

430 hours 36% of all Channel 25'Telecasts

2., Chanel A73:. 607 hours 51% of all Channel A-3 TeleCilsts

3. Roth Cqannels: 1,032 hoLirs 43% of all Telecasts, both channels

INI'Ps.survey instrument registers quantities of ITV utilization for

e-ach of. the 'courses. it telecasts. Of the 487,087 K-12 students in the

697 schools served by WIZ, 63 percent or 305,564 wee reported to have viewed

at least one of WIZ'S p'rOgrams at least once, (hiring the school year (Table.IV.,(

The viewing-attendance questions in the survey were not articulated

in such a way that tHe total number of student-contact hours (student-

viewing-hours),can be. calculated. ,The*verage elementary series-contained

20 individual programs of approgimateiy 20-25 minutes in length. .The

average junior.high/high sshoplseries tontair 3 14.6 programs of approximately

20 minutes in length. But the survey asked only for "the total number of

students who have v-iewed at least one progtam in the INIZ series listed..

children viewing Several series should be counted again for each series."

Rut, clearly, viewing at least one program in a series doessnot entail

viewidg all-of the series' 14.6 to 20 component programs. .

The composite results of this survey for 1975-76 are contained in

Table IV.D.

TABLE'IV. D
COMPOSITE SURVEY RESULTS

I. Per series elementary program: 660,222.viewers

Per' serips jdnior/high program: 258,490 viewers,

a. Off-the-air, A-3: .15,369,Viewers
.

b. Off-the-air,'2.5:
16,244 viewers-

c. Copy taped by school: , 137,252 viewers

d. -.'Copy taped bY
89,625 viewers

.GRAND TOTAL:
918,712 viewers



,

Jf each viewer of a serieS viewed exactly one and only one prCigram

in eadl f the series for which he was counted,as a viewer, then the

numbers in Table IV. D wouldrepre$ent the total numher of students' view---
ings or szudent-contact-programS from which the'uotal number of student-

contact7hours, 340,000, can be easily deduced., If, on the other hand,

each of the viewers that have _been counted once foreach series did, in

fact, view every program in'the series he is correlated with,.then,the

tot.al number of student viewings-woUld be as in Table IV. E [with equivalent
'

s tudent-con Cact-hours . (sch) in. parentheses] :

'TABLE 1V. E

POTENTIAL STUDT COSSAPTION

Elementary pro ;ram vieithgs

Junior/High Sciool p ogram
yiewings:

I

a. Off-tIre-air, A-

b. Off-tile-air,- 25

.c. Copy taped by school:

d. Copy taped by WV17.:

GRAND TOTALi

, 13,204,440 viewingS ,886,000 schj

3,773,954

224,387

237,162

2,003,879

1,308;525

16,978,394

viewings

viewins

viewings

viewings

viewings

viewiclgs

{I

(,1,396,000 ch)

( 83,000' sclq

( 88,00.0 sch)

( 741,000 sch)

( 484,000 sch)

(6,282,000*sch)-

o

WIZ has since conducted another survey of teachers to determine what-

percenfages

to.

of the average 'series different classes of students are expos6d

Eight hundred

resUlts:

ninety-six teachers were survey ed with ehe following

1. 565 said their classes watched 90 percent or -.:ore of 'the programs
R

117 said their classes watched 75-85 perdent of the
the average series.

in the average.seriea.

3. 123 said-their classes watched 50774 percent of the
the average series.

91 said their clasSes watched 0-49-perCent of the
-

prpgrams in

programs in

programs%in



/

On the.basis of these results, it is catculted that the average

viever watched 82 percent of the programs in an verage,series. To get

dctual, and not just potential, student viewings and student cOntact

hours, the numbers in Table IV. E are multiplied by .82 to yield the

measurements in Table IV. F.

TABLE 1V. F

ACTUAL STUDENT'COnSUMPTION
4

L. Elementary programs

Junior High/High School programs

a. Off-the-Air, A-3:.

.b. Off-the-Air, Channel 25:

c. Viewings of Copies Taped.

by Schools:

d. Viewings of Copies:Taped

by

G.RAND TOTAL

Student
Viewings

10:827,640

3,094,642

183,997

194.,703

1,643,181

1,072:1)91

13,922.,283

Student
Contact Hours

4.006,520

1,144,720

68060

72,160

607,620

396,880

.5,151,240

It should be noted thaCthese results do not agree with WVIZ'o own

resuis which wer' 39 percerit greater thanthose presented here. However,

WVIZ did not supply a new data-base from which to derive the larger

figures, so Tab'e IV. F's eStimates must be taken as the\best available.

WV[7. and EPRC agree about Table.,IV:D figures, so the basic discrepancy in/

the data-base for the two calculations must 'concern the figures in Table IV.

even though WVIZ management was the original source of Table IV. C.

Table IV. F's five million sch actual consumption/utillzation quantity
n

compares with a supplylmeasure of.12,240,000 potential classroom Contact

hours (pcch). The largeness Of this latter number is because there are.

5,000 TVs in Greater.CleYeland's public schools. The potential consump-
I .

tiOn volume is
4,454,0001pcch.and is high again for the same reason.



This profile of distril)ution system has concentrated on the%.

services it'telecommunicates throughout Ats UHF.broadcast.area. Nor in-
,

cluded in the profile is the extension of the broadeasts via sev,.ral out-

lying cable systems which bring ITV to 30 elementary schools an, 12 junior

high/high schools that are beyond the reach of the broadcasts. Little is

known in -detail about- these schools sd they wefe ignored in the analysis..

'Of greater significance is the fact that:the ITV suRply and consump-

tion profile has not included either the supplyinformation about WVIZ's

dubbing se'rvic'e or both consumption and supply information about. WVTZ's

ditribntion of films to many of the schools in the.UHF broadcast area.

WIZ dubbed 3,672 elementary programs and 4,072 juni7,r/high programs

. on videotapes in 1975-76 for Fitotal of 7,744 dubb_d copies.! Approximately

88 percent of these weredubbed on one-half inch videotapWWhile the rest

were dubbed on three-quarter'S inch videocasettes.

"These Temarks apply equally to t4VIZ's filM distribution coMPonent.
7

It reports that it lends reel-to-reel films to 425 of the 524.elementarY
A.

schools and to 100 of the 173 junior high/high, Schools in its service area

Tn 1975-76, WIZ delivered-3,245 titles to the -elementary schools meeting

77 percent of their relyests and 4,304 titlesto the junior high/high schools

also meeting 77 percent of their requests/.. These schools-general:Iv TO-

cuived their reqUested films within seven days of the request dates and
. ,

were allowed to keep the films an average of five days. It is WVI7.',s

belief that its.general mediated.instruction services will increasingly

emphasize,film distribution because of the popUlarity of film's large screen

and because a wider spectrum of courseware is available on film than is-
permitted for broadcasting.

lt is noteworthy that approximately equal numbers (7.5 thousana)'of

films and dubbed videotapes were delivered 'to the schools. Unfortunately,

the obstacles,that prgvented educated speculation about the supply and



potential classroom consumption lev'els of the dubbed'videotapes aP4(,) pre-,

i

vents educated speculation about supply and potentfal classroom 'consamp,

tion o!' the films. Unquestionably, these levels are les., than half"the

Ibvels that have been assignedto ITV telecasts, but more accurate estim(ttes

arie not within our grasp.

Start=CT Capit'al CostS:-.:TTES'

LNIZ's ATES system f;erfectly exemplifies the'advant'ages of adding

mic,rowave te,chnology onto ah eXisting transmission svster. The 300 foot

Lower, .usually an expensive component of .the transmission system, was

nade available for WIZ use ,on a cost-eree quid pro quo'basis. The

multiple-channel antenna installed on this tower 'c.osts::S16,000. It
reived four ITEST.signals E-3,eand E-4) from WVIZIs studio 3.3

miles away and they are ,converted to A-3, C-.1, 0-2, and C-42 The four

down-converters cost $2,500 and the transmission lines also cost S2,500.

The'transt4itters constituted'the chi4f cost:. $80,000.,(520,000 oer.channel).

The final:expen'diture at this station was 51(),000 for. the'instrillatiOn:

of the foregoing equipment. All tOgether, these costs fAadding-on thc

ITT'S transmission.equipment. at this station,totaled st11,000.

, . 9
The other start-up capital 'costs-for the ITFS system,were

at WVIZ's Channel 25 central facility. These costs came:to about,$80,000

for an ITFS transmission systellL. The grEind total for start-up capital
c

expenditures.Was=S190,000,

4

The reception equipment at the 103 junidr high/hig. schools,and 35-

elementaryschools averaged $1,500 including Classroom wiring cOsts. This

number is low becausb ohly 2,5 rooms'were wired on the ,average; Lhis 'is

consistent with the laets that (a) mealthier ITFS schools intended to .use

itmainlY for Off-the-air recording purposes, and (b). the inner citycschools

strove to keep their coscS down to'a bare minimum. So the receptIon side

6f the adc.17on rrFs system.cost about as much as the transmission.Fid,

namely,$207,000.



i.The combined tr.ansmissiou and receptionsstart.-up.-_ca

for 61'1174-4,.c school FFFS came to $400,000, or about $1. 900

/
., If this coSt if v' zmortized over 15 years, it amounts .to $

. ,

'\.

sz\tjper.year. ,

These.and-other iMportant proportiOnal. amortiied co

capital investtent in the. ITFS conyeyance system are sum

L. G).

TABLE 1V: G

I7FFS: ,START-UP e:APITAL C6STS

,Transmission
i

.

Rec'ept

CosEsa Cost:

Amortized Amorti!
.0ver'. 'Over

15 Years' 15 Yea

1. Per year -amount H$12,.667 S14,1)ni
..

Pc'r student (120,000 students) S .11

3. Per" ITV Vlewing tudent.
t .

6,,700 in.815 w.lred class-

Por school (138. l'FFS Sites)
,

I

5. Per 'student cont:ct hpur
(O0a,000.

,

sch)
,

.

0..,Per Sopply Potenli;f1 class-
room ci)nsumpticin/hçur
(980,000 pc.ch) !

..: 7. Per potent-Cal c(ins'Ymption

.pcch,(5',0,000 pvch)

a
-41-4?--4 int rate has been taken acCount O.r in these cal-----

, -, ,

.

.
-----...

. . ---,... .
.

Thy numbers fii--parentheses in Table IV. G are based
, . .

lecture6. data as on hard'.iata since WV tZ has supplied th

oly svstem-wiae composite answers to its. surVey and stn

..'

. rJoiTts) $ .35 S, .3

-8
"' S. LO

$ 2 .0

.,...:.

$ .01 .0

S .02 $ .h

I 9 I



ment COSES. --,____

asts of each program provide the scheduling flexil

lucationally desirable but uneconOmical in an expel

ITFS' chief competitors are the off-te-aft vicieo

)ed-videotape*-copies drstribution modes Which are

fFS as- far as .4Cheduling flexibility and cohvenieri

Lattel'.two modes al-e expensive since off-the-air'r

a.st three VTRs at cac-h site (for record, pIaybaCk

the shipment of videotaped copies requires at leas

back and back-up functions) plus centralized dubbi

1 (t.
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that would
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.deotaping.and :the

are obviously .sUperibr
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ir recording'requires

)aek .and back-up.functions

Least two VTRs (for

ibbing and shiPping costs'.
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Altogether, ,hese programs account for only 18 percent of WVIZ's

telecasts during the school yeAr. We have obtained detailed program-

by-program information about only the junior high/high school programs

WV1/. al:red, but this intormation sav be tr.insferable to grades K-b is

well.

Mncn ot the .1,AI:tired-out-of-house series,were made available to wrz

cftirg,e from the Ohio State Department of Education. Onlv throe series

e least-d t lv from commercial vendors for a ..otal of s1 A7n.

1,'S t_t l.S in Merl t: et 7:ducat tlp second Illaior source of

pro ram; was ...XL:Ts own past productions. Since these are completely paid

:or 90 of the budgets for the year in which they were produced, their

st; .tro not in..lued in the 1q75-7i:) budget.

s

,r1p or the purpose (,f 1)00V it; np: ITV ot 1 7 t:;1

sert..i,eh to the Creater Cleveland schools. dheir tasks include visititW

schools every to gather information about program popularity and about

the ,dvantlges and drawb;i-ks el the different convvance modes and to ir-

Horn school staffs abour new courseware possibilities and offerings.

Altre.efber, spont Jhout $125,00n on !hese utilization Ictivities.

of this imouni, S)',,000 went for staff saliries and S-i),000 went for

hrinte, ,:upport moerihls for the ITV progrhms that k..tere telecast.

LI 0- tatitly Costs: '

1:11k.

buLLet 1:; ,?yce,.,.din!gly difficult to analyze since most of its

.ost.-; shared bc both CHF and ITFS services. Table

IV. 1 breaks out I/,':-;11t1(q_ as it was reported to ue .

pt.rycnt tota3 op(3-...tt inna 1

Sub t r .52.1 million. bl percent not hccoehted for here is attribute!

puhlic t:e 1 i 5 Itt b t 1 homes in r;r0.1 I ,!"

C I v till.



TABLE

1975-76 TOTA1, DUCATION MUTTONS EXPENDITURES

Amount

Per

Student

Per ITV.

Student
--------

Per Student

Contact

Hourl

Tier PCCH Per PCCH

Consumptiond

Percent of

Total

---------

1. Courseware $299,800 $0,2 $0.98 $0.058 $0.025 $0.067 37%

2. Engineering $172,890 $0.35 $0.56 $0,034 $0.02 $0,038 21%

3. Utilization Salaries $ 35,000 $0.11 $0.18 $0.011 $).005 $0.012 7%

4. Printed Materials $ 30,240 $0.06 $0,10 $0.006, $0.003 $0.007 4%

5. Other $255,541 $0 53.
$0.050 $0.02 $0,06 31%

TOTAL $813,471 ' $1.67 $2,66 $0.16 $0.066 $0.18 100%

a
Total potential supply (Potential Classroom Consumption):

Total potenLial consumption (Potential C1asroom Consumption):

Total Actual Consumption:

12,240,000 pcch

4,454,000 pcch

5,151,240 sch
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Since, as we say before, expenditure:i for courseware amounted to

$299,860, they a,:countcd.for 37,:pereent of this mediated instruction

l'ne net larest item ;(21 percent) is the $172,800 attributed

to "ouineeripg."

The tinal signiCicant quantity in this WV/ educ.attonal budget is

the 50 p'ereent oC the "management" and "general and adminiL;trativo" boxs

which come to 5100,153 or 1.7 percent of the educ;Itional operations budget.

one final re,mark :ibqut a special.operational cost, WV.IZ's dubbing

,

service. In 1071, /Cried out the (adaver:4 Tele:merry System wh.ich

enabled ',NG!. engineers k.) remotel; signal, :ind activate special VTRs in

f-or recording clopies on tape between 12 a.m. and 8 a.m. over

riuinel. 25. Consnmers'liked the fact that their sp'ecial requests could

he me,,. within 24 hour on VTRs they leased from WV1Z for $200 Rer year.

llowe,,or, WVEZ f Itind that it had to pay for three highly trained

and high cost engine rs to operate the expensive and complicated telemetry

sys.:tem. The system's volume rapacity was inadequate for the demand for

the service and the engineers had to work overtime (and be paid for it)

on weekends. Bee:use of the high salary costs, WV17. decided it would

either have to cha)ge schools for this service or have to move t,c a

centralied dubbin( and mailing system. The schools decided that the

i
advantage of immeciatedelive.ry wat:-; not worth the cost. The dubbing

.4%stem was built n 1972-73 at a capital cost of $30,000, less 11 the

Iprice to:- the engineers for one year.

I

At present
I

, a staff of two relatively unskilled persons operat,.s the

dubbing t in a small room a WV1Z at a labor' cost of only 5I0,000.

Output' is aroune, 8,000 dubbings per school year (three per hour on each

of three machines operated by two persons) so the labor cost for the service,

which is the Ma n cost, h; oAly S1.25 per dubbing. If the $30,000 capital
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.

investment: is nmorti7ed over 10 years, then it arncunts th\mbout s'n.:-=0 per

Jubbing. S. rhe co,;t eer dubbing is under .f)r) and\probnb1v

S1.50.
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CASL STUD',

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE CENTER

SCHOOL BOARD,OF WASHINGTON COUNTY, MARYLAND

RAG.ERSTOWN, MARYLAND

Overview

After 20 years of experience with intensively used 1TV, the Hagerstown

sm-:tem has radically altered it.:; educational philosophy. It has.shifted

awav from a centralty-conLreil i List met ion approach that to a large
L.

Lend,*d to replace student and teacher instruction in the Classroom.

it has instead embraced the concept of classroom-controlled individuaLi?ed.

learifing.

C,_,ntralized, cabled, And intensive ITV,is giving way.to (1) dubbed-
.,

videotapes bicycled from school to school, and (2) reel-to-reel films,

film-strips, slides, overhead-prolector transparencies, and other venerable'

but more individualized modes of-mediated instruction.

In sum, Hagerstown is opting for school-controlled mediated instruction

th:It teachers and students can get their hands on, and apa is I centrally

.0mr1-011(.d di:-;triHu1ion (see Table V.A).

For eworcl

Sinco its inception some 18 years ago, much has been written about

Hagersto.n .as a mo(!el of the intensive use o instructional television, on

mul'ti-school region-wide basis. These studies have.plotted this system's

historical developm.72nt, analyzed its educational impacts on residentstudenls,

:4crutinized its -costs, estimat'ed the, costs and benefits of intensive ITV,

and extfnpotated recommendation'to benefit future intensive 1TV systems.

This cae sludv does not recapitulate these studies, nor does it

)urport to examine comprehensively the.range of factors examined by those

studies. As indicated in the introduction to this study, only a narrow range of
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phonomena are rfocused on, including system costs and conveyance technology.

Ceograr)hical Features

The sh:ipe of Washington County bears a strikingresembiance to that

()I the State of Maryland itself. It has an area of .468 ',;quare miles and,

a Npulation of 104,00 persons. The student population 'In the county'.s

school ,:vs:em is ahoat 21,500, with a student density of 46't:udents per

square mile. Below is a map which displays the_development of rho system,

Yhe "Hagerstown" system serves 37 elementary schools. and 15 middle and

hi11 schools in the Countv,.for a total of 52 lIV receiving sites. The

numher of elementa rv ITV classroothsjs 519, while the number of.middle and

hLglI school rooms is 710, yielding classroom densitie:: of 1.1 elementary

rooms per square mile and 1.5 secondary rooms per square mile. 1TV rooms

per squre mite over-all number is 2.6. Classroom aggregation levels for the

system are 14 per elementary school., 47 per middle/high school, and 114 per

schoo 1 over-a11.

2

Table V.B summarizes the geographical features of Washington Cou:11

Capac.itv. and Ca Vac icy Allocation.

The ITV conveyancsystem that has..been used since 1956 is unique amon

all the systems lOoked at in.,this study. it consists of tvre than 115' miles

or simplified coaxial cable developed by the Cheapeake and Potomac Telephone

Company (C&P), wilh technical adviee,..from Bell -lafr.)ratories. Up until 1976-77,

the cable has carried 6 channels solelO-Or ITV purposes; tvo of.these will

henceforth be e'Liminated.

The hub cf r'e system is OA! Instructional Resour,:es Centr (ERC)'

in Hagerstew), w,Lc:., in 1.975-76, transmitted to elemer-Ary schools over

chann 9, 4, ,-,.:Id 6;- to middle schools over 2, 4, 6, and 7., and to hip,11

schools over 2, 6, 6, and 11.. The IBC has a two-way link with the Maryland
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TABLE V.B.

GEOGRAPHiCAL FEATURES

1. Area (square miles) 468

2: Student population 21,500

3. Number of reception sites 52

4. Number of ITV classrooms 1,229

5. Number of rooms per school 24

6. Number iqf students per school 413

7. Number of schoOls per square mile .1

8. Number of students per square mile 46

9. Numbex of rooms per square mile 2.6.

10. Lease costs for transmission/reception
system, 1975-76 $183,817

--14X
a. per square mile 393

b. per school 3,536

c. per tlassroom $ 150

d. . per student 9

201
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State Department of EduOtion (MDOE) via the Maryland Center for Public

Rroadcastin in Owilis Mills from which the IRC receives and retransmits

about 15 hours of ITV per week. Although these programs are broadcast

over the HaAorstowu Public TV 'UHF stati,on, the hilly terrain in the Count.;

pro':_.nt. S the latter ;rim reaching the outlying schools; hence, the need to

retrin-xtit the MWE's programs over cable. The 1RC is capable or trans-

downstate into the state-wide Maryland network and does occasionally

community-oricated programs over the Hagerstmsal Public TV station.

In rcgird t t t 1 1FV transmission cnpAcii,: t ho I s tvpical tLlecast

1. lasts !rem :1:00 a.m. to almost .1:00 p.m. Assumini:, a 3. wouk

'AV, LW odp;Wity is therefore (7 hrs. 170 days x

cnann,..kt - Val continuous honrs.

IRC reports that, in 1975-76, it telecast 15 elementarv series

averAge at' :l)5 programs per series. Each program was e;iblecast in

,....1.4..ruaL time-slots on thc average. Since the average program lasted

approv.imAteH Minutos, elementary school transmission:4 equalled the

eenHalent ot 600 (,)nt hours for the whole school vear.

in 107)-76, tto.. IRC telecast 12.middle/high school series havins; iii

(,1 Io pro.;rims per -;(2ries, each of which was retr;Insmit[Od AH iveras;e

i times. Sinco the aver:eyo prygram lasted approximately 30 viliuites, middle/

hi.;11 sc'tool trAnsmissions al.-;o totaled Ihout 900 continuous hours for the,

whole vear.

414.'

:II I h.'d Logo r tot al cd 1 000 tonti

,n I ,Ottt) hour t pat' i t y

n.,H)ci.nt Li I Lontily t hitur" wiu-; sI i;Itt ly ok)rt. thin

1,loo,o0o yle-,otit.irt..: 000 hours 113 middle/hi;!h; 900 hours

H11)11: V.L ii:r.,-,!cri,t.to...)ti ITV i t ;Hid I 1 h(wat

2 0
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TABLE V.0

CAYACITY AP CAPACHA. ALLOCATION: ITV

A: 1975-76 Actual ITV Capacity
in coutinuous hours

B: 1.975-76 Actual ITV Util-

ization

Scheduled Original_ ITV

Transmissions

0: Suheduled Hepititions of
Oriindl Transmissions

E: Unscheduled Transmissions

'Total B: Util- C: Sche- 0: Sche- E: En-

Number izatjon duled duled scheduled

of as % Originals Repet.i. Transm.

Hours of as 7 of as 7 of as 7 of

7,000 27% 67 197. 17.

1,870 1007 24% 727 4%

450 X 100% n.a. n.a.

1,350 X X 100%

70 X X X 1007,

Poto.nti,A1 Consumpt iou): 2,:!9H,000 pcch

i.HL\I. (1I.A1)o!.1 (1::!-..II!.11).1. oN: ( I -S I Cio(,umpt km): ,01,4,000 prch

'2 0



Given Hagerstown's reputation as the classical case of int,msive ITV

distribution and use, this Low ITV transmission capacity utilization rate is

both remarkable and unexpected. It has no doubt been one of the reasons

for-the elminatton of 2 channels (9 and 11), after 1976.

This shififrom centrally-controlled distribution has resulted in a

reduction of the number of hours per week of ITV exposure, for those

students who rece ive any ITV at all. (This does not necesarily mean that

thv colal number of,student contact hours in the whole system has diminished

since some students may now be exposed Lo ITV who would not havel)een

under the traditional philosophy.)

The shift has also resulted in a move toward the bicycling. of video-

tapes and videocassettes whose playbacks can be controlled inside the

school. (For instance, the teacher can-not only control the time during the

day and the time during the class-period at which' the rape is played, hut

can also interrupt, skip over, (c,-- re-order the sequence br portions of the

program in a way that more closely resembles student classroom exposure

to a textbook.)

And finaliy, the shift in philosophical. stance has also resuited hi a

move away from Lrv in general, to the more venerable audio-visnal techno-

logies that are less modern and sophisticated but are also more easily used

and controlied by students and teachers; technologies such as 16mm reel-to-

reel film, Super-3 film, film-strips, slides, and various transparency

technologies. The IRC reports that the move to smaller classroom technology

has been inspired as much by teacher-student demand, as by economy drives

by the County School Board.

The IRC's view is that each kind of technology should he used to do

what it does best and that no technology can substitute for iictive student

participation in the learning process through interactions with the

Leacher and other student!;. TV dnd other media are more sharply defined :P-;

learning enhancers that are not genuinely essential to adequate learning.
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The only exceptions to this policy are cases in which ITV is much'

more cost-effective than paying for classroom talent. One exception iS using

highly specialized ITV talent, plus classroom teachers who can teach in

more than one subject area, instead of highly specialized art and music

teachers for each of the schools in the system.

The IRC has launched a project that will almost completely transform

the County's ITV conveyance system by replacing coaxial cable transmissions

with shipments to schools of dubbed videocassettes. Different segments.of

the County's cable system will be sequentially phased out until only Hagers-

town itself will be distributing ITV via cable. Each school in a segment

being phased out.will be simultaneously equipped with facilities for

playing videocassettes over its own internal closed-circuit system that

reaChes every classroom in the school.

This plan will be implemented in five Stages from 1976 to 1981. Equip-

ping the schools for videocassette playback mode will be financed from

savings from reductions of the cable lease with C&P. The savings will he

reallocated to coyer costs for. (1) a gradual conversion from black and

white to color, and (2) the installation of videocassette recorders and other

headend hardware in each school's ITV center.

The 15 middle/high schools are already outfitted for'clubbed videoca:..!,;ette

reception and, in.1975-76, were shipped over 1,000 dubbed copies of pro-

grams that were also concurrently telecast over the cable system. The

IRC plans to bicycle 2,160 dubbed cassettes to certain recently equipped

elementary schools during 1976-77. A total of 1,350 blank tapes are

currently in use for this purpose, a quantity TRC believes to be adequate for

.future needs.

Film materials of all types and transparency technologY have the advan-

tage over even the internal school, distribution of ITV of bejng autonomously

usable !_n the cla'ssro.)m bY Leachers and students. it is; unlikely that
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the 1RC will be, able to afford a videocassette recorder for .every ITV

classroom, this advantage of non-ITV materials should continue into .:10 fore-

seeable future. But perhaps the greatest advantage or non-1TV over ITV

forms of mediated instruction is that many .programs on film arc prevented

from being delivered ViA (TV video bv royalty Tight restrictions. If

there ,:ere enough c,yies ot ea-h film title on hand in this system, there is

no question that film would be overwhelmingly preferred to ETV if only hecaus

Hi' the expansive selection of programs afforded in the film lomat.

IRC invt. over 5200 requests for film materials ill 1975-76 (2576,Crom

.01ementarv shools, 2655 from middle/high schools). The,IRC's reel-to-reel

film library possesses about 1000 elementary level titles and the 'film-!-;trip

libr.:rv About (100 elementary level titles; it: also possesses about 600 of

each tyre for middle/high !-;chool students. The IRC expects to expand this

collGction from 20 to 60 percent in the very near future.

Consum'ition aid Service Volnme

li.other case studies, it vas noted that rarely liave the systems

tudied been able to supply any .data on ITV consumption aod utili.eation in

the i r seitoo 1 iligerst Hi) except Lon.

There are, however., indications oi a shift ill teacher .111(1 ,:tudent media

demand. For instance, the IRC has had to move its graphics department's

activities ,n.my from fabricating film and other materials for use in ITV

productions to meeting requests from teachers for these items for direct use'

in their classro(r,s. Previously, 90%. of this department's output went for

1TV. production support.
Presently, 75/ of the output is uSed in clas-srooms.

A (orlf:uarahle uncertainty surrounds the available indicator:s of non-

ITV media service volume. In the case of ITV it is known how many hours *of'

proramming are aired annually and how manv cdassrooms could receivi! aiid

consume ITV it their TV sets were turned on. Roughly annlogoos data are

'2013
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available far filM hut not in a form that lends itself to developing a

meaningful measurie of 'potential classroom contact hour" volume.

The IRC shipped and loaned vsbont 6,000 film items to schools i,t1 1975-76.

It estimates that the typical i_::em was shown an average of three times.

during each loan reriod for a toLal actual consumption estimate of 18,000

actual classroom-'coatact-hours. Mit the IRC has r9 hard evidence on ;.:Ilich

to base this 3.1 ratio between showings and loans. 'Tt iS.even Less clear

how the potential consumption rate of film materials should be estimated
_

since the items
I

re loaned to each school for a period long enough for each

loaned item to hc shown 24 or more times per loan:period. This would ptovide

an annual potential consumpti(,n estimate of, say, 250,000 potential-

cla.-;sroom-contact-hArs to compare with the ITV potential consumption'

estimate, but Lt is not obvious w'aether such a 'comparison could be very meaning-

ftil,.or,use:ul.

Pexhaps these problems can be ignored since the most important aspects'

of the Hagerstown syStem are the sweeping changes it is now undergoing that

are transforming it into a radically new type of system; Not only has.the

elimi.nated two of its six transmission channels, but it is also reducing the

number of courses that are produced in-house every year and is increasing

the propo.rtion of its transmissions that.are originated by the Maryland

State Department of Education.

Ln the 1960's, the IRC telecast only "live" classrbom-like programs, all

of .,:hich were_ produced "in-house" using outstanding residcnt teachers. For

1L.,76-77, there are no "live" telecasts and, exl-ept for art and music programs

designed'for different grade levels telecast from 2 to 8 times a month, the

IRC is telecasting only 6 series that have been produced "in-house." its

major pv-oduction goal now is to repm)duce old(.r black and white program!--; in

color. ihe rest of the schedule is filled with 22,series/mini-series

originating f-rom the MbOE. So, except mainly for art and music, thc

transmission component of Chis system is becoming largely ,1P ITV redistribution
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Linn -of the MarylaLl Public TV Network. It should be noted, however, that

the 1RC reschedules And repeats most of .the State programs, so it is not

merel±.. an ey.tonsion of the State system.

of greatest interest to many .readers are the-changes in the systiim's

financial picture brought about by the poliey changes:that have been discussed.4.

Somecost dat:l.have been unobtainable either because thq were Video costs,

but Hot isolated as.such in the 1RC budget, or because they Were more general

media costs, but not isolated as such.in thp Washington County School Board

huildin.; rentats, costs for telephone and'other communications, and

cost:: for utilities are examples of the latter..since the IC shares its

phYSical plant with other School Board-departments.. Similarly, salary and

personnel compensation -data were not clearly attributable to the ITV coMponent

'of the. "IRC operatfons.Since most of the 1RC staff perfo-rm functions related

to the acquisition, production, storage,-or distribution of film and other

media mater'ials as well as of ITV. Where posible, we have estimated. the

pneoyrrions of these costs that can he attributed tc the. 1-TV coilponent.

Ihe data that have neeli acquired are interestingAntheir-own right

even though they do not together provide an exhaustively complete'

picture. Tahle'V.A outlines the IRC's 5-year plan to transform the

traditional e6nveyance system from transmission to shipments bf dubbed tapes.

The second column in Table V.A concerns ITV ,distribution costs and indicates

cates what'IRC did pay in 1976, and would have paid in each succeeding year

from 1977-82 to Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Compapy for leasing its

cable lines. The second rowof the fourth column represents savings e;Itned

from eliminating channels 9 and 11, reducing the total number of transpission

- channels from 6 Lo 4. The Phase V S24,907.05 in the fift.h.column, is the

the_remaining eable lines used only in Hagerstown itself. The

2 1 1
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seventh column indicates annual expenditures ior equipping schools with head-

ends for their autonomous int.,?rnal closod-,jrcuit distribution systems that

will playback tapes shipPed to them from the 1RC. The eighth. coluMn indicates

the S2=40,000 expenditure for converting the system from black-and-white to

color.

from Table V.A are exp::nditures for the equipment, tapes, tabor,

and shipping/biclin.g charges to be.incurred by the new dubbed-tape shipment

system that will replace cable delivery in most of the county. The fRC

(!xpts that these will not be countable as extra add-on costs to the whole

systom, as the tapes and dubbing equipment were.already in use in the

transmission system aUd the increase in dubbing-shipping labor will be

matched by decreases in transmission-related labor.

The most salient and remarkable feature of this plan is that, simply by

rcducing 1.0114-1 ine. transmission charges, the Hagerstown system will be able

to pav for both (I) the conversion Crom black-and-white to color, and (2) the

installation of all internal distribution equipment at all the schools to he

served by the new dubbed-tape bicycling system.

Figure A depicts Cie reductions in expenditures for programming tal.e.nt

from 1.973, to 1977. ft is expected that this t,rend will Fevel. off after

1q7.1. fhe 1KC believes now that repeated uses of taped -high-quality programs

are more edUcutionally worthwhile than single=use "live" programs. Inter-

viewed production staff say-that it now takes only one year to generate a

ter coqr!-;e that has "all the bugs worked out of it.Y
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TEj.,EVISION TEACHER'S SALARIES
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The total "IRC Capital Outlays Budget" came to $59,000. It will be

assumed here that this 1976-77 total iso-.7% larger than the 1975-76 total

for the same items making the latter about $55,000. 1TV's share would then

be around $14,000.

The IRC's "Instructional Resources Center Budget" for 1976-76 totaled

$125,741. This expenditure was for the materials, not the capital equipment,

needed for producing and distributing ITV, A-V, and printed products. -ITV's

share of this expenditure is estimated by this writer to have been $52,500.

Other (osts reported by the IRC but not included in either of the above

budgets arc summari?.ed in Tahle V.D.

9 1, 1.
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TABLE V.D

EXPENDITURES

the original capital expenditures for the conveyance system in the county

twenty years z..go were quite high largely because large-scale closed-circuit ITV

was a technological nov4ty. Since these capital outlays could have only historical

interest and could not b meaningfully compared to the other systems studied here,

they are ommitted.

The onlY capital expenditure over the past few years that should be mentioned

here is the IRC film libraTy's purchase of $433,000 worth of reel-to-reel

films, film-strips, and sli,des. All other expenditures included in this table

occurred in 1975-76.

Cost per
Student

Cost per
PCCH
Supply

Cost per
PCCH
(:onsumption

Percentage
of Total
1975-76 Costs

I. COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE CONVEYANCE SYSTEM

1. C&P Cable Lease $183,000 $ 8.55 8C 17C 28%

2. ITV Engineering
Personnel Salaries 63,600 2.96 3c' 6q 10%

3. ITV!s Share of the
IRC Capital Outlays 14,000 .65 2c 2%

TOTAL CONVEYANCE-RELATED $260,600 $12.12 Ilc .25c 40%

II. COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH
PRODUCTION

1. TV Teacher Salaries $177,120 $ 8.24 8c 17c 27%

2. TV Directors and
other Personnel .

Salaries $115,649 5.38 5c Ilc 187.

3. ITV's Share of the
IRC Materials Outlays $ 52 550 2.44 2c 5c 8%

TOTAL PRODUCTION-RELATED $345,319 $16.06 15c 33c 53%

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH
OTHER ITEMS

I. ITV Administration
Salaries $ 35,478 $ 1.65 2c 3c 5%

2. Printing and
Publications 5,000 .23 .7%

3. Travel 3,500 .17 .5%

4. Library(non-print) 2,000 .09 %.3%

TOTAL OTHER $ 45,978 $ 2.14 4c

TOTAL OPERATIONS COSTS $653,000 $30.37 28q 61c 100%
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CASE STUDY VT

THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERqALS SERVICE
TNTERMEDIATE UNIT #14

BERKS COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA

Overview

During the late 1960's, the instructional Materials Service (TMS)

experienced increasing difficulty in meeting the request for'films from

its constituent school districts. The IMS film library contained mor,_.

than 5,000 film prints. But, as the ratio of copies to titles was 4:1,

dematids for programs often exceeded the supply. The demands themselves

vere rarely spread nut evenly over the school Year but rather displayed

an up and down character.

For instance, requests for films about Daniel Boone (who was born in

the Berks County area) tended to inundate the IMS around November 2 (Boone's

birthdate) hut would then taper off to a trickle at most of the.other times

in the year. Teachers frequently had to wait weeks or months for their

requests to be fulfilled and would consequently be forced to use the films

at untimely poir , in 'Llicir courses or not use them at all. Fi Lm Liclino

1or. was cl-early not appropriate for the large-scale distribution desired

hv teache rs and students.

Since 1970, the IMS' "Operation Cooperktion" hns striven to overcome

thea' distrihution problems hv resorting to the mass'-distribution vicleo

technologies of cahlecasting and the dubbing of films on multiple videotapes

for shipment to schools with VTR.;. Teachers and students are now, able to-

view i_ndirectly Films via video simulations when they want and need them.

The 'success of "Operation Cooperation" has been due to the IMS' ability

tn engage the collaboration and support 6f both commorcial film vendors and

local cable companies in the herks plan to onblec;ist films at a price per copy



that seldom exceeds the price for the four copies that the TMS traditionally

purchases anyway. Most of what follows will concentrate on this unusual

.-c.!:.qii.irinifLlt Arrangement.

The System

Borks County 'is a rural-suburban, sOmewhat hilly Area of 1264 square

miles in the southeastern quadrant of Pennsylvania. Pifty miles northwest

of Phil.adelphia,.its Largest 'city is Reading .with a population approaching

Pl0,000. The Berks County Intermediate Unit (BC1V), located a few miles

:11.:;2y I
Leesport, is one of twenty-nine regional facilities established in

1970 to serve as intermediatc. agencies iietween school districts and the

Pennsylvania Derartment of Education. One of the BCIU's major operations

is an instructiOnal Materials Service (IMS) which maintains and distributes

a library of approximately $1,000,00 worth of films. The library contains

approximately 2,900 film titles and a total of 6,000 prints. he IMS is re-

sponsible fo: serving all-of che county's elementary and si2condary schools

in ei4Olteen school districLs with a total of 65,000 students. Just to the

northwest of Berks is rural and mountainA Schuylkill County which has,

elevn ,school districts and 30,000 students which are also served by the

Brks 1MS. The 1MS is the sole source of educational films for the 3,800

tachers arid 95,000 students in these two counties.*

Most of the sc.hools can receive programming from Public Television

:;ta:ions in neighboring counties, Because these stations are 1.1cated outside

the service area, however, their telecasts reflect the curriculum

docision.,: of other school districts. The districts in Berks and Schuylkill

Counties have therefore had to rely on the IMS for their own special needs,

p.r'at c- ft a lendim, library mode. Holdings are circulated to

er;,,.s and L.nqie each have distinct Intermce,c,,

ilky,:occ.r, does not have ;in Instructional !'lat!:ri:ils Service :Ind

proc,r1mmi,,x.
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users c. request basis. But before 1975, the TMS was unable to adequately

meet teachers' needs. Seasonal films were the biggest problem. The scarcest

with respect to peak demand were films appropriate for use on days surrounding

Washing'ton's Birthday, Columbus Day, Tharsgiving and so forth. During these

periods, a host of teachers would request the same film at the same time.

However, the IMS has traditionally had no more than four or five copies of

any one title available for distribution, and the purchase of additional

copies was not cost-effective because these,films are expensive and are not

used throughout the rest of che year. So the BCIU sought cost-effective ways

to make its-TTivary holdings more available at the times when they were needed.

Since 1971, four separate entities have collaborated in planning efforts

aimed at solving these problems: the BCIU, the local school districts, the

Berks County Educational Television (ETV) Committee and Berks. and Suburban

cable television -companies. The ETV committee acted to improve media utili-

zation countywide by calling on school districts to purchase standardized

videotape equipment to ensure county-wide compatability.and by recommending

the joint purchase of equipment, tapes, and other materials to reduce costs.

The joint purchase of materials and equipment and the purchase of compatible

equipment may have other implications than savings in cost, time and effort.

It may insure a continued cooperative relationship as institutions must work

together to coordinate their efforts in order to maintain a successfully

functioning system.

The ETV Committee also began negotiations with the Berks and suburban

cable COmpanies and with vendors of educational films in order to add on to

its bicycled..film system a telecommunicated-film system and a bicycled video-

tape system. The negotiations resulted in the following experimental -arrange-
..

ment. The BCTU contracts with the vendor of a .film for either the rights to

make duplicate copies on videotape or the right!,; to cablecast tills film to

schools that have a cable hook-up, or both duplication and cablecast rights.



public service. The BC1U is therAy able to provide necess to high demand

films in three distinct ways for little additional cost: (1) original 16 mm

film prints for those schools which do 'not receive cable do not have video-

tape players or simply want the program on film, (2) videotape copies (on

reel-to-reel tape or videocassette) for schools not on the cable, and (3)

cable distribution of films for the ever increasing number of schools able to

receive this medium.

The Relationship Between the BCIU and Madia Distributors

The agreements worked out with several film distributors are interesting

because they represent a step toward a more favorable utilization policy

for educational media. It must be emphasized that only a few vendors have

entered into this,arrangement. Coronet Films, BFA Educational Media, Benchmark

Films, and a few others have agreed to experimental contracts whereby the BCIU

can make videotape copies of particular films or transmit them via cable tele-

vision on a closed-circuit channel. The 'closed-circuit' designation is

critically important because moSt vendors do not themselves'have the authdrity

to grant rights for the distributiOn of their programs in modes which .can

be received by the general public. Vendors must respect contracts with the

producers of the films they sell,and these producers in turn have contracts

with the actors appearing in the films which require payments of royalties

to the actors for every open-circuit showing to the general. public. BFA

Educational Media, for example, cannot give the BCIU the rights to open-

circuit distribution of the Dr. Seuss films. In fact, Dr. Suess films are

regularly leased to commercial television networks by 'Walt Disney Productions

for open-air broadcast. (Royalty fees are paid in this case as with all other

broadcast programs.) Obviously, periodic transmissions by organizations like

the BCIU to the general public would seriously diminish network revenues for

Disney.

The ability to duplicate films and to transmit via a closed-Circuit cable



willing to Ery these experimental arrangements to find out how they may affect

their sales. The BCIU continues to purchase foilr prints of each title contracte

in the arrangement. The vendor knows that the BCIU can buy no additional copies

so there is no sales revenue to be gained beyond the original four. The vendors

have been persuaded that they will not lose money by granting distribution or

duplication rights and have therefore temporarily given them to the BCIU gratis

or for a small-annual fee.

There is a difference between distribution and duplication rights. Both

kinds of rights are not necessarily available 'for each particular title just

as neither of these rights is available for some titles as mentioned earlier.

At the present time, the BCIU mut negotiate each separately. The BCIU can be

faced with various possibilities when considering the acquisition of rights,to

a film.

1) The rights may'not be available,in which case nothing can be

chine to obtain them.

The rights may be available but may be so expensive as to

preclude their purchase by the BCIU.

3) The rights may be purchased for a nominal fee or one within

the range of the BCIU.

4) The rights may be given free for a year to the BCIU on an

experimental basis.

The designation "experimental" is used frequently by the parties involved

in this arrangement. The reason for this caution is that the vendors are

unwilling to leave Lri:: impression that these rights are .obtainable by any

agency similr to,the BCIU, or are perpetually available to the BCIU itself.

While similar organizations are invited to negotiate for the rights, the vendol

reserve'the privilege of refusing rights to those whom they feel may abuse

them.

At the time of thiS writing, the BCIU has acquired the duplication and

distribution rights to 100 films. Of these films, the rights to about,twenty,



State of Pennsylvania, and forty or fifty came automatically with the purchase

of the films. These are total figures.. covering both distribUtion and duplication

rights. While an exact breakdown is not available, more.rights have been ob-

tained for cable TV distribution than for videotape duplication..

The Relationship between the BC1U and Cable Television Companies

At the present time, three cable companies have agreed to transmit the

BCIU's programming. Six ore companies are expected *to follow soon. The

cable companies involved have provided the BCIU with sole access to a channel

which can only be,received by those persons equipped with a channel .converter.

The, cabl e. companies have supplied these converters to each school within a

close proximity to the trunk cables which run the length of:the streets on

.which their customers live. The channel converters have been supPlied only .

to schools; they are not provided to regUlar cable subscribers. Although'

someestablished cable systeMs are designed with channel converters in 'every

home, many others throughout the country are siMilar to the Pennsylvania

systems just described. In these siMilar cases, there exists the possibility

.
of cooperative efforts like those found in Berks CountY. The companies

have also connected these schools to the cable at no charge, with one exception.

In one case it was necessary to install wire in many rooms in.one building

which was not previously wired for television. The cable company involved

charged a nominal fee of forty dollars per room; this charge included the

cost of the wire used.

The BCIU uses the cable channel to transmit only those programs for which

-it has obtained distribution rights. A master copy of each filmhthus cleared

is made :on a videOcassette. :(The.film itself is then free to circulate directly

to schools.) Programs are transmitted according to schedule. on a video-

casette pIayer,suppli?d by the cable company at its transmission facilities

Ahe h 1 e "heajoud.". Hcir ,taft member watks at the caHL

nd :,:here he '.)r sne.does the actual running of the machine and changing of

the tapes. Pro:!rams are scheduled and transmitted six hours a day four days



a week, Monday through Thursday. On the fifth day the BCTU staff member

works.at the IMS production facilities transferring films to.tape and

generally preparing fo the next week's programming.

It is important to point out that the cable companies involved in this

operation were not required by law or charter to go as far as they have

in meeting the needs of the Schools. They have provided this service as

.a measure of good will. One must not be so naive as to think that the

companies are not benefitting from providing this service. All cable

systems are expected to, and frequently charged with, serving the public.

By provicting Berks County schools with a free exclusive television channel

they are enhancing their image in the community. Maintaining good

public relations is sound business practice. One would suspect that

similar arrangements can be worked out between educational organizations

and cable companies throughout the country based on these principles.

How Proaramming Decisions Are Made

The Berks County Educational Television Committee.is an active

group of concerned individuals.. .This group includes curriculum and media

specialists as well as representatives from all levels of the educational

community, civic organizations and businesses such as the cable companies

discussed above. The committee meets monthly to determine which programs

will be shown the following month and on what days and what times of

day each program may be seen. In arriving at these decisions, the

Committee solicits and considers scheduling requests from each of the

school districts. Typically, a teacher will receive from his/her,district.

a "feedback form" on which are listed the programs to be shown the following

month. The teacher may list the times when each appropriate film would be

most conveniently viewed by.his/her clasa. These opinions are synthesized

at the.school district level and forwarded to the ETV committees. A

schedule for the month is printed and distributed to all teachers.

-1,9



Also included on the schedule are times when new films may be previewed

by teachers. These films may be under consideration for purchase or for acqui-

sition of distriilution and/or duplication rights. Teachers are;encouraged to

submit their recommendations regarding these decisions.,

At this time t.eachers do not formally have input into-Which programs will

be shown each month, only when they will be- shown. The reason is,that the

selection of films from which to choose is relatively small. Certain

seasonal films and continuing programs in a series are essentially self-

scheduling. The others are decided upon by the ETV committee. As the

number of programs for which transmissionS rights are obtained grows, a

mechanism for teacher .input into program selection will'be necessary.

A New Wrinkle: A Microwave Link

As of this writing, the BCIU was awaiting installation of a point-to-

point microwave transmission system which would permit the IMS to originate

programming at its own production studios for transMission Eo a school

district in the northern part of the county (see map). The signal will be

picked up there-by a cable company and re-distriibuted to area schools.

This is of particular interest in this study -since it is only because

the microwave is point-to-point and not omnidirectional (as is ITFS) thatthe

new transmissions wilt not jeopardi.ze the "closed-circuit" designation deemed

mandatory by vendors in suspending roS;alty requirements. The single microwave

beam is awarded the same status as a single cableTline.

Apparently, vendors stress how the signal is conveyed from pli:ce to place

(single narrow beam versus 3600 wave-front) and not how many sites are equipped

to receive the signal. Thus, many ITFS systems are denied the "closed-circuit"

designation even though special equipment is needed to,receive the super-

high frequency low-powered Signal.

The most interesting aspect- of this new step is that it is a harbinger of



what BCIU hope's will be a complete two-county microwa:,.! network. 'As more and

more 'cable companies must join the existing system to extend coverage to all

schools, the project may well becomE cumbersome and unmanageable. The neces-

sity.to have BCIU staff persons at each cable headend may be unfeasible. It

is unlikely, however, that a "pure" microwave network will emerge, unless

costs can be minimized. (The first system being installed costs approximately

.$56,000.) What is more.likely is.some combination of microwave network.and

the existing cable structure which is serving so well at the present time.

and_Allocation

In regard to the IMS' cable cast mode of ITV conveyance, the single

channel system has an absolute capacity of 6 3/4 hours per day. 3/4 hours

'per week, and 1140 3/4 hours per school year. 'However, since the channel is

dark on Fridays as previously explained, these capacity values should be

reduced to 27 hours per week and 912.6-hours per school year.

Actual transmission schedules vary-from week to week, but a typical

weekly value (April 5-8, 1976) measured by our staff was 17 hours 22

minutes.for a capacity utilization rate of 64%. Nearly 1/3 of these cable-.

casts were Treviews of the new programs or of candidate programs that the

IMS was considering purchasing.

Little can be'said about,the supply and consumption sides of this system

becauSe the IMS does not tabulate disaggregated data about the ultimate

potential consumers, the teachers and students.

The IMS acts chiefly in a brokerage capacity between the schoOl districts

on one hand and the Pennsylvania Department of EduCation, the local 'cable

companies and the vendors of film on the other hand. Film utililation on the

school district level amounted to over 80,000 prints in 1975-76. However,

the IMS has no idea how many schools, classrooms, teachers and students used

each print on the average, so this has little utility for cross-system compari-



Few other:less disaggregated data have been made available by the IMS.

What information has been obtained is sutmarized below.

Of the 95,000 stud-vlts in the 1,264 square mile area, about 35% or

33,000 received ITV in.19_75-76 either via cablecasts or via dubbed videotapes

that were shipped, to them. Films, on the other hand, continued to be sent to

all districts in the area. Presumably, this means that films were distribOted

to all schools. However, the INS does not know what happens to the prints

after they are received at the school district offices which have complete

control over how'IMS materials are hadistributed to schools.

A total of 125 schools aro hooked into the main Berks cable system cover-

ing a 200 square mile area. Another 25 schools are served by the suburban

system covering an 85 square mile area. The IMS-expects that 6 cable systems

will eventually collaborate in this IMS program. But it is interesting that

the two cable systems just mentioned together reach only 16% of the total

area over which films are distributed.

The total IMS budget for 1975-76 came to $261,700. $55,000 of th'is went

to the construction of-the point-to-pbint microwave link that has already

been mentioned. So the operating expenditure.s totaled $206,700 or 82.18 per

student for the 1975-76 school.year.

The IMS reports that a surprisingly Small portion of this total, namely

$8,600 (4% of the total) , constituted ITV costs and that the reSt were film-

related expenditures. it is probable that the -$8,600 was restricted to

dubb'ed-videotape costs and that the costs associated with cablecasting (e.g.,

salaries.for INS staff at thecable head-ends) were absorbed under the "film".

heading.

46% of all expenditures .($95,000) were spent on the acquisition of new

Films. However, this wal,paid for ultimately by the Pennsylvania Department

of Education and dot the school districts.



CABE STUDY,VII

THE CLARION MANOR SYSTEM

Overview

The Clarion Manor, Pennsylvania, system makes televised media available

to the classroom teacher upon request through the use of videocassette record-

ings,of films. Based on the Clarion Manor idea a :;ystem of locally maintained

libraries of videocassette materials can be envisioned. Such a videotape

library coU1d be a part of a school district's library, tabus making available

televised instructional materials to each classrOom teacher--and tr) each

student--mucb like ordinary library books.

The primary difficulty encountered within such a 'system would be the

copyright laws preSently governing dupliCation of.films. Under present laW,

fees paid to film producers, to duplicate their films, as well as restrictions

on longevity of use of tapes, may make the conept of local videocassette

libraries prohibitively expensive. However, the success'of the Clarion Manor

system indicates the possibility of solving this problem. The long term

adVantages which would aCcrue to the film industry if such a system were

widespread might make chAges In the copyright laws practical.

Clarion Manor Instructional Materials Services distributes a variety of
;

.educational materials throughout 17 school districts in six western Pennsylvania

counties. This 3,000 square mile area has more than 45,000 public school stu-

dents. Prior to the beginning ofan experimental project using a videocassette

library system to stimulate utilization of instructional.materials, a teacher

who requested a film from the regional materials library had only a 50 percent

chance of receiving it. Consequently, many teachers became discouraged. The

result was that far fewer requests were being made for films' than were actually

desired. Even so only about half of all requests could be satisfied. Despite

having 2,300 titles in its film library, the regional material library had to

deny requests for films 26,000 Limes a ye:tr because of the logistics of4p1m

usage. 97R



Wayne Goss, the director of the Clarion Manor Intermediate Unit,

Instructional Materials Services, and Michael Vereb, who is in charge of

Special Projects for the unit, developed the idea of -replacing the central

library of film reels with 17 videotape libraries, one fdr each schc-)1 dis-

trict. Continuing the central system of film titles and prints to ::eet a

growing demand posed insurmountable difficulties in booking, scheduling,

delivering, retrieving and maintaining films. The more'convenient,videotape

system offered a solution.

The plan that was developed envisioned each of the 17 district videotape

libraries being supplied with 1,000 identical titles on videocassettes. In

time, it was anticipated, the local libraries would becothe customized to meet

'speCial local needs and philosophies--a flexibility'impossible for a regional

facility.

The regional instructional materials service provides coordination and

development services under the new arrangement. This coordinating service

, includes acquiring new titles for the master film library, making videotape

.masters from which videocassettes can be dubbed as needed, and maintaining

dubbing nd repair facilities for the district.

The start-up costs of the new system, at about $500,000 (or about $11

per student served), were met when previously impounded federal funds were

released. With funding approved in December, 1973, the logistical work began.

'One thousand titles were to be duplicated on videocassettes and cataloged

so that teachers could use the new district videotape library the following

September. Formal agreements with the producers of the first 1,000 film

titles had to be reached in order to get permission to duplicate their copy-

righted:works.

The Clarion Manor system requested permission from the producers to

..duplicate specific,titles, 17 copies each, at an annual per title fee, and

to handle the duplication and distribution themselves at no cost to the

copyright holders.



Currently, controversy surrounds the duplication of legally protected

works by schools, libraries, and other non-profit institutions. Slome pub-

lishers and producers are wary of permitting any kind of copying, preferring

to supply film prints or videocassettes themselves. However, the Clarion

Manor proposal's advantages were appreciated by the producers of educational

materials. The film producers realized the potential benefits that Would

accrue to them with greater utilization.and availability of their products,

so they elected to keep their duplication fees reasonably low--$7 per title

annually up to a flat 10 percent of the film's list price, plus the purchase

of one copy of the film to serve as the videocassette master. This arrange-

'ment both increases use and availability of the material to the classroom

and increases profit to the film producer. The fee structure will be reviewed

by Clarion Manor and the producers in tWo or three years in order to.see if

the agreements shculd remain as negotiated or adjusted.in some way. But it

is already clear that the Clarion Manor -plan could become a model for other

educational systems.

Fflm Tran.-.;fer Technology

The Clarion Manor'region was fortunate to have locally aVailable quality

duplicating facilities with the capability to undertake major communications

projects from conception to completion. Such a capability reduces logistical

problems and consequently reduces the costs of quality videocas§ette duplicat-

ing. The availability'of suh a full service quality production company

facilitated the smooth development of the experimental and Pioneering Clarion

Manor system. Especially during the start-up phase, ongoing cooperation

between the regional materials library and the localcommercial quality

duplication house was essential. However, this duplication could also be

accomplished at somewhat greater cost for regional school programs not

located near such duplicating'facilities.

The technology involved in the film transfer and final,post production

of videocassettes for the Clarion Manor syStem links Bauer 16mm and Magnatec



35mm film projectors with individual interlock systems in order to project

the material thronc a Rank Cintel film chain. This proceSs actually results

in an improvement hi the images being transferred to the tape and includes

Color correction and masking. The master 'tape is then dubbed into video-

cassettes via Sony's DPR-100 duplication system. The finished cassette is

of equal or better'quality than the original film.

Several films of 10, 20 or 30 minutes are combined on one 60-minute.

videocassette for economy. Sixty minutes of programming on one videocassette

coS)t about one third as much as six 10-minute cassettes. When possible a

10-minute film, a 20-minute film and a 30-minute film of related content are

combined on one 60-minute videocassette. The originally projected 1,000 film

titles are-contained on 250 videocassettes.. During the academic year of

1974-1975, the first year of operation of the local video librasu system,

the master libraryadded another 300 titles.

At the beginning only 14 of the 17 districts choSe to participate.
A

-Some ,listricts tested the idea in one school, others imPlemented the System

in each cchool in the district. Between 125 and 130 videocassette players,

recorders, TV sets and projection stands were originally purchased for the

cooperating schools. This number doubled during the second year of operation.

Using the local school district's videocassette library and in-room equipment,

teachers now havequick and sure acccss to many titles.

Utilization Results

The immedite result of the local library of videocassettes was the

greatly increased availability of film titles to the classroom. The establish-

ment of locally maintained videocassette libraries has meant that 95 percent

of teachers' requests for materials are now fulfilled. During 1975-1975 twice

as many requests were fulfilled under the new system as could have hen ful-

filled under the regional film reel library system. More importantly, teacher

satisfaction with instructional aidp. (IN enormously increased. The more

tJ



convenient and easier use of the videocassette system encourages the teachers

to utilize their district's c2iutte library.

Discussion and Comments

The Clarion Manor regional facility created 17 district videocassette

libraries from one program collection. Precise cost data ;Ire not available

but improved material availability and the related advantages of the Clarion

Manor system are obvious. Multiplying librarice.s Of educational materials via

videotape presents an autonomous, locally controlled program of instructional

aids that can be selectively utilized by individual classroom teachers.

User access on deMand is the obvious functional advantage a system (If

locally maintained videocassette libraries has over the technologies H--viot.

'discussed in this report. in t.his sytem ot videocassette libraries there

no necessity for central decision making regarding what is to be progrmed.

Imdeed, videocassettes can be made as available to teachers and students as

a book or microfilm in the school library. This technology is easy enough

to operate that students can be assigned homework films, or even follow their

own interest in a broad range of directions. Video library systems are lim-

ited only by the availability of videocassettes and equipment. A local library

system also allows the Flexibility for local interests to be served.

'
The flexibility of programming, ease of use, and user access on demand

coupled with a relatively low-cos't makes it easy to envision the Clarion Manor

system be.ing used as a model nationwide. A system ran be imagined which ties

each local distriCt into a national library service of videocassette iristruc-

tional materials. Local school districts could order,v.ideocassettes directly

-
from a central (regional, state or federal) library, thus selectively serving

local needs and interes!Is with quality instructional materials.

tJ 4.1



Accurate cost data are unfortunately unavailable for the Clarion Manor

system. But even if the instructional costs per.student hour Of use were

greater than ,that of the other systems previously discussed in this report,

the functional advantages of a system of local videc,ssette libraries are

compelling. User access on demand coupled with the immediate availability-

of selfselected materials results in a system which can be tailored to 'local

education requirements--a flexibility missing from the centrally programmed

systems previously discussed. At the very least adequate cost data should

be obtained for a Clarion Manor type of system of instructional aids before'

a decision is made to implement any of the technologies discussed in this

report.



CASE STUDY VIII

THE STANFORD 'ITV NETWORK

The Stanford ITV Network is an ITFS system designed to proVide ad-

vanced technical courses to a special audience--professionals in Bay Area

industries wfrh limited time to devote to school work. Unlike the pre-

ceding seven cases, atmost all programming is provided live (by professors

at Stanford's School of Engineering).

The system was th,2 first tr, install microwave audio uplinks to allow

students to interact with professors "in real-time."

Backeround

The Honors Cooperative Program at Stanford University was begun in the

mid 1950s to allow Full-time employees of companies in the San Francisco Bay

area to earn graduate degrees in the School of Engineering. By bringing the

instruction to the students via broadcast television instead of bringing

students to the instruction, the SLanford ptogram has sought to substitute

communication for transportation for students whose professional time is ex-

pensive.

The program was attractive to the companies because it allowed employees

to enhance their professional capabilities (and credentials) while staving

on the job. Stanford was interested in attracting professionals to its

courses who aro not releasable from their jobs for long periodl,. It saw

that this ma'rket promised continued growth as the number of Bay area in-

dustries which use large numbers of engineering personnel vas increasing

exponentially.

Prior to the creation of the TV system, companies were usually willing

t.c) allow on employee to tommute to the University tu take a course--or even

two if one followed the other--three days a week. But if the desired i.ourses

were soparated by an hour ur au employoo could easily be ahseut from his



job 12 or 14 hours each week. The need for a cooperative graduate engineer-

ing program and,the need to mtnimie time away from the lob were the major

considerations which resulted in the creation of the Stanford ITFS system.

The system's planners studied the ITV systems .at the University of

Florida and the TAGER system in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. A feasibility

study indicated that, in addition to paying for in-house equipment necessary

to receive-and display ITV, the companies participating in the Program would

also be willing to help defray Stanford's initial capital investment and

op._u-atiag costs.

The graduate faculty was amenable to participating in televised ins,truc-

tion, hut with two important provistos. First, they insisted that'a class-

room atmosphere he maintained--that is, that- they continuo to teach "live"

students in a classroom which is only incidentally a studio. Second, they

insisted that remote students.in the TV audience have the opportunity to

interact with the professor and all other members ot the class in real

time. This proviso resulted in a study to determine the most cost-ef,fective

option for providing the requisite feedback; microwave FM or telephone line

rental. it was estimated that'telephone rental scheme would cost more than a

million dollars over a ten year period and that the microwave option would
**

cost only half that much. Accordingly, Stanford petitioned the F(

permit the installaL of FM talk-back transmitters at each TTV reGeiving

terminil. The FCC re Aed favorably by granting the right to use a portion

- * .

Although this rule was adopted by the faculty as a necessary con-

dition for receiving (redit from Stanford, it has lately been relaxed when

special conditions obtain. For example, at the present writing there are

four companies participating in the Honors Cohperative-Program which are

outside'the range of Stanfor.d's Cransmitter, and thus receive 1/2 inch

cassette recordings of the day's lecture. Ninety-five percent of instruction,

however, continues to he live and interactive.

**
See Martiti-Veque, (1971; Reference 1). All references are

listed at the end of this appendix, in fact, Stanford has recently retro-

fitted its network with a "time-haring" talk bark system (described in

tilt, following se, HU) whi,.h is even more cost effective.



of the ITFS spectrum at the high end of the band for EM talk-back. This set

the stage for Stanford to develop the first ITFS system with a microwave

.interactive capability.

Engineering Features

The Stanford system was engineered with a great_ deal of ingenuity and

attention to detail. Instruction.can originate from any of four 50 seat

classrooms or a 200 seat auditorium. A Toom with monitors is associated

with each TV classroom to accomodate overflow or for. r...losed circuit TV

lectures. Each classroom is equipped with an overhead camera which can

zoom in on objects as small as transistors on the instructor's desk. A

second camera is mounted in a wall in the back of the classroom. The

cameras are not obtrusive and yet are fully functional; since they both'

have remote-controlled tilt, pan, and zoom capabilities, a single student

technician can handle the entire production. A professional engineer

\works in the master control room from where he can supervise all four

,lassroom productions simultaneously.

Each classroom has 25 TV monitors, one for every two students. Uni-.

versitv of California investigators report that even in-class studenis

tend to make s!xtepAve use of the electronic medium, especially for de-
')

tailed note taking. A Stanford student can address both classroom and

remote students by pressing a b-utton on the monitor and speaking normally;

his remarks are heard on speakers on either side of the room in the front

of the class, and from speakers associated with remote TV receivers rooms

throughout the network. The situation is virtually identical for students

in remote company classrooms with two exceptions. First, in order to

cure a feedback problem, it was found necessary to disenable the speaker

system in the company classroom for the period of time the talk-back micro-
_

phone was in use. Unduely lengthy remarks on the nart of a vociferous

student in the televisthn audience ran be thwarted by appropriate gestures

from the podium. SeCond, with time-shared uplink transmitters at each

company in th.., network, it is possible that two students at a given company

VI I



may want to address their separate .classes simultaneously. Since the

transmitter must shift carrier frequency as a function of video channel,

it can only talk back to one classroom at a time. Hence, a simple device

has been installed so that if the system is in use, a red light appears

by each microphone in the company to indicate to other potential users

that they will have to wait. But sinCe the average total number of students

taking courses simuYtaneously'in a.given company is only two, this time-

sharing arrangement rarely poses problems. Finally, the difference between

the pric6 of a talk-back system which uses independent, transmitters,

antennas, and cables for each of four classrooms and the price of one

which employs a time-sharing system is claimed by Jamison et al_ (1976)

3
.

to be $12,640 vecsus $6,520.

Normally, four classes are conducted and broadcast simultaneously

throughout the network-over four distinct channels. The four composite

video and audio signals are run through a master switcher in the control

room and then modulate a Lenkurt microwave transmitter at 12 CHz. The

signal is received seven miles away at the top or Black Mountain, converted

down to the ITFS band, and used to modulate standard Varian 10 watt 1TFS

transmitters at 2596, 2608, 2620 and 2632 MHz '(ITFS Channels E 1-4). These

are engineering features which are shared by most ITFS systems. The

antennas and their feed-structure, however, are different from the standard

and represent interestihg solutions to several prohlems of coverage.

The accompanying figure gives a view of the pattern of transmitter

radiated power as a function of distance from Black Moutain as the system

was originally configured. Seven of the total of ton watts of transmitter

power per channel are sent through a horn'antenna which has a coverage

of 160 degrees of azimuthal arc, enough to cover all network companies

within 25 mijes. This antenna is tailored to radiate very little above

the horizon, and its overall gain is 17 dB. As a result, companies in

the area can get very,adenuate signal strength with moderate sized receiv-

- ing antennas which range from 1 1/2 to 5 fcet in diameter and (ost rr;
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little as:$300. 'But the system was also designed to reach both San

Francisco and Berkeley. Thus, in the case of San Francisco, 33 miles

from Black Mountain, a watt of power is used to radiate from a ten foot .

diameter parabola, with an eight foot antenna at the rec.eiving site. For

Berkeley, 38 miles distant, a 6 1/2 foot antenna is driven with two watts

of transmitter power to a ten4,foot antenna at the receiving site. This

results in very adequate (and virtually identical.) power received in both

San Francisco and Berkeley. Audio 'uplink signals from the distant sites

are received by parabolic antennas on Bjack Mountain, but their polariza-

tion is orthoganal to those carrying downstream video and audio to avoid

any possibility of interference.

There is one other engineering feature of the Stanford system which

varies from the norM. Most 11-Fs systems convert the four received channels

doimi to VHF channels 7, 9, 11, and 13 with a single local oscillator (since

all ITFSchannels-are authorized ip grOups separated hy 6 MHz). However,

since strong over the air signals already occupy Channels 7 and 9, con-

version to other'channeis is necessary. For the receiving system at

companies in the Stanford network, therefore, a local oscillator frequency

is used to mix the signals down to VHF frequencies corresponding to Channels

8, 10, 12, and 168 to 174 MHz. This latter corresponds to the high.end

of the portion of the VHF spectrum between Channel 6 (82 to 88 MHz) and

Channol 7 (1.74 to 180 MHz) . in consequence, a second conversion at VHF

is necessary to mi the 168 MHz signal down to a channel which may be

selected on a standard television receiver. in this case, Channel 3 (60

to 6(, MHz.) is used becauge of its relative freedom from Interference.

However, the VHF to VHF converter adds an incremental cost to each re-

ceiving system of approximately $200.

-----------
*
fn commenting on an earlier draft of this case study, Kenneth Down

indicated that the map and accompanying description of power distribution

of the signal from Jflnk Mountain are somewhat out-of-date. There are
-

presently two other antennas which beam approximately 1/2 watt of power

apiece in the directions of Ric.hmond and Mount Diablo. The feed structure

was modified so that the main horn antenna which serves the mid-penninsula

preSently radiates 6 1/2 watts and the dish serving Berkeley 1 1/2.



Though using a supplemental converter is not the only option avail-

able td solve this particular problem (excellent shielding of the tele-

vision receiver's front end being another), this problem may be expected

to occur with any ITFS system operate.d in an area of strong VHF signals

on any of Channels 7, 9, 11, and 13. Of course, any solution is likely

to add to the cost of each receiving site within the system.

Utilization and System Costs

Radically different constraints govern the production of an hour of

.a graduate engineering course versus an hour of Sesame Street. The pro-

fessor is at once the source and producer of every program put on the air,

and since his,salary is paid out of another pocket, the StanfOrd ITV Net-

work merely pays for a student technician for each classroom plus one

engineer to produce four hours of instruction per hour. Even when ad-

ministrative salaries, maintenance costs and costs for a delivery service

are added (a courier goes by each company each day' to pick up and deliver

notes, homework assignments, and exams), the Stanford ITV network broad:

casts 150 engineering courses in 1974-75 at a total operating cost of

$173,857 (see Table VITT-A), or the cost of .producing two hours of Sesame

Street.

TABLE vrII-A

1974-75 OPERATING COSTS OF STANFORD TTV NETWORK

Administrative Salaries $ 50,374

Engineering Salaries 45,436

Part-time-Student Salaries 27,195

Delivery Service and Mailing 21,367

Equipment Maintenance 13,163

Offic:.! Supplies and Expenses 8,.359

Travel 2,363

Space Rental 600

Videotape 240
TOTAL $173,857'



Since underutilized ITV systems have higher per-hour transmission

costs than do fully employed systems, Stanford has organized 15 of the
. -

network's companies into the "Association for Continuing Education" to

fill unused evening hours with a wide variety of spc.cial programs. This

organization pays Stanford for the use of its facilities for preparing

the prOgramming. If these evening courses are accounted for in the syStem's

budget, the courses offered over the network total 230 and operating costs

are increased to $221,000. But.the number of student contact hours is

135,600 (from 5,400 enrollments) yielding a net cost per student contact

hour of

These figures, furnished by the Stanford ITV Network for their 1974-

75 year Of operation, are consistent with those of Jamison, et al.(1976;

Reference 3). The results of their study Of the Stanford ITV costs repre-

sent by far the most detailed information available. As Table VIII-B

below indicates, all 'figures are adjusted to 1972 dollars.

Although the table is'largely self-explanatory, several items should

be signalled. abception equipment.costs, Item 15 in 1968, are for the

initial group of approximately 30 companies and average over $10,000 per

company. But only $1350 of this covers receiving antenna and mast, down

converter, VHF amplifier, power supply and cabling. The rest is for talk-

back equipment and TV receivers whose prices increase with the number of

in-company classrooms. Second, the authors have included total cost

columns that reflect teacher salaries. But instead of prorating pro--

fessdrs' salaries to indicate the percentage of their students that are

in, company TV classrooms versus those who attend at Stanford, a constant

$2000 per course to cover teacher salary and benefits is assumed as a cost

attributable to the Stanford ITV system. Since on the average less than

one-third of the members of an engineering class receive instruction via

the ITV Network, it would perhaps be more accurate to attribute only some

fraction (e.g., 1/3) of the $2000 teacher salary to the ITV system.

For in-house purposes, the Network routinely adopts what it calls

'anyhow' accountingsince engineering professors are holding classes any-

how, their alaries are not calculated in the Network's .r.udget at all.



Table VIII.h

Costs of the Stanford ITV System in Thousands

of 1972 Dollars (from Jamison, et al, Rf. 3)

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Adminiatration
a .

1. Staff - Stanford 69.5 72.2 74.2 73.7 87.0 104.2 109.5 115.0

2. Office and related - Stanford 8.5 8.7 8.9 9.8 11.5 9.8 10.0 10.0

3. Staff - ACE 21.5 22.4 , 27.4 27.9 30.9 35.9 57.7 59.6

4. Office and related ACE 10.3 10.5 '12.3 9.4 10.5 9-9 10.0 10.0

Pruductitvi.

5. Facility 482.2

6. Equipment 233.3

7. MaintenanLe 4.4 5.5 5.6 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.5 6.7

8. Instructora - Stanford 240 295 286 290 300 300 300 300

9. Technicians - Stanford 12.7 15.4 14.6 14.0 18.7 17.0 17.0 17.0

10. Instructors - ACE 48 68 106 120 146 160 170 180

11. Technicians - ACE 2.7 3.8 4.3 5.3 7.2 6.7 7.2 7.6

12. Studio rental - ACE 15.2 21.4 22.9 29.7 29.4 27.7 29.6 51.4

Transmissionc
13. Equipment
14. Maintenance 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.2 3.3 4.4 4.8 4.8

Reception
d

15. Equipment 337.8 35.4 15.6 15.6

16. Maintenance 8.8 11.0 11.2 12.0 12.4 12.6 Np.o 13.4

TOTAL

17. Stanford (no teaahera) 1187.3 107.2 116.1 117.9 154.1 139.5 154.3 176.4 182.1

18. Stanford (teachers) 1187.3 347.2 412.1 40.9 444.1 459.5 '454.3 476.4 482.1

19. ACI. Stanford (no taaahers) 1187.3 141.7 152.8 159.6 198.6 187.9 206.8 231.5 259.5

20. ACE f Stanford (teautiera) 1187.3 429.7 515.8 509.9 564.1 63.4.1 666.8 701.3 719.5

Footnotes are listed on '.:ollowing page.
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Notes for Table VIII,B

A

Administration. Administrative expenses fur Stanford snd ACE for yedrx; 1969 through 1974 were derived from budgeted expAses lor each organization,

Witte and related expensea,include paper, mailings, a courier vehicle for distribution and collection ul (nurse-II:hied pnpers, actnal office space rent

tot ACE mici MI imputed rent for Stanford: Projections were accomplished by assuming annual increaSea of 5.per cent In saleieti (which may Le high as this

mould be a real increase aboye int latiu rates) and constant atteams of $10,000 fur oitice expenses fur each organization,

b

hoductiutt. Mt initial expense foc the facility is the amount spent for personnel and cunatruction doing the planning and completion of the master

control rum, mid the studio complex. hie facility will.not need replacement. The equipment Includes a upecially constructed master control console,

cable, control consoled fur each of the five classrooms, 10 cameras, and 145 classroom monitors for use by' students in the classroom, It is assumed that

cameras and micas will be replaced after 10 yeara. Maintenance for yeard 1969 thruugh 19/4 is slightly higher than reported layounta 'and assumed to be

eqonl to $1 pei hour for the life of the projat, Instroctons are desired tu receive J Adiary ut $20,00 per course to over salary and. benefits, Thiu ls.

4 reasonable asaumptIon for the Stanford confses An prOfeb!;lqd At Stanford normally teach live courses per year and have other respunsibilitIrs. Technicians

are assnud tU Continue d eatery uf $3.18 per hour as 1., 1914. The studio cost to ACE is an internal accounting malionism between ACE and Stanford whereby

ArE has Indu chalged $11i per hour fur nue uf the syatem (inflation tetueen 1969 and 1974 has canscd this Note to be higher in thin table for 1969, 1970 ,

mid 1911 and lower for 1973 and 1914). Slue Studord pays all technicians thid represents a net revenue uf $11.10 per hour IA ACE bruadcast in 1914 and

If Oil, were included it would reduce the Stanford coot, 11 one were calculating costs to ACE the studio cust would be included and the teclmician,

L.) equipment mid facility cost excluded.

243

r

Transmission. Tranominsion equipment was putchatted in 1968 and is Assumed to have A 20-year life. Maintenance ie reported amounts for 1969 through

1914 nod an the moults did not vary in this period maintenance is Pinned to remain tunkant for the remainder of the project although ata higher Amount.

d
Equipment amounts for 1968 and 1912 are estimated amannts hoed on 1972 equipment omits from Teble VIII.1 and the typem of equipment

purchased by the companies in those years. From 1915 two comparles per year are assumed to be added Cu the nyatem; one with four claearnoma and no lalk-

hark AIN! nne with four classrooms and time-shored taltback. Thin may be a slightly high assumption as new cnmpanlea art often ntillcing preeilsting

(vilifies at nearby companlea And are tending to cpt for no talkbacit if they purchase equipment. However, there ii no coot included for arrangement of

viewing areas in the companies. It ie ansumed that confrtence room are nsed for thin purpose, Due co the varying use of the reception equipment, the

relative infrequent use of talAback equipment, ane, the long life of antennaa, cahleS, masts, etc., it is assumed that 25 per cent of the equipment is

tcplared (very 10 years. Maintenance ill Assumed to be $2 per hour for all reception equipment. Tu,

e
Total cosi, Total coat In calculated for the Stanford engineering courses only by assuming all equipment la neceosnry fur Stanford mums and

ignoring the possibility' of renting facilities to other mut when capacity is forailahle, Tho total for Stanford without teacheri Is the ea of item

1f2 f 5f6f/f9f11 + 14 + 15 + 16, When the tlyalem Is considered anawhole, fume 1, 4 and 11 are Alen added. If one were calculating the

coats for ACE only one would nee Items 3, 4 And 12,
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The network collects fees from the companies, part-time graduate

students. non-registered but grade seeking TV_ students, and TV auditors.

In addition to their own receiving terminalS, the comranies pay-part of

the initial capital development costs as well as a television surcharge

(typically $20 per student credit hour). In consequence, the Stanford

ITV Network was in the black within t1:70 years of going on the air.

Table VIII-C depicts both the growth of the system and the changes

in the mi..; of participants. Kenneth Down, Director of rhe Stanford Net-

work, has recently reported on the a.pparent causes of these shifts. In

"The Stanford instructional TV Network: A Survey of Its Students,"

(Reference 4), Mr.pown traces the development of the rapid increase in

demand for re esher courses on the part of. engineers"; A glance at Table

VIII-C revea s that the percentage of Honors Cooperative Program degree

\ seekers has iecreased from nearly 85 in the first year of ITV Network

TABLE VIII-C

STANFORD TELEVISED ENGNEERING INSTRUCTION PARTICIPATION DATA
(From Reference 7)

1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

Honors Coop Program 762 836 546 562 577. 685

(Degree Seekers)

Non-Registered 37 106 66 95 185 374

Option

Television Auditors 102 97 746 1,372 1,246 1,475
,.

Total Registrations 901 1,038 1,358 2,029 2,008 2,534.

Number of TV Courses 116 148 143 145 150 148

Average Per Course 7.8 7.0 9.5 ,14.0 13.4 -17.1

Number of Member 23 24 96 30 36 38

Companies

nearly e,5 in the first year of ITV Network operation to barely 27 in 1974-

75. A ver.: -1)-;tintial increae in anditors'nccurred in 1971-72--more

2 1 5
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in seven times the number in the preceding years. Mr. 11:wn

that this sudden rise was due to a reduction in the auditor fee from :;115

per course to $25. However, since then the Fe e. ha:; gradually increased

to an average of approximately $65 for auditor's, and the percentag of

their enrollment in the total TV student body has held toady.

The tables below, reproduced from the article, present results of

a short- questionnaire distributed Co 650 students caking TV courses in

the winter of 1975. The most interesting result is that auditors are

10 years older than the others, take TV eurses for professional develop-.

ment, and like them well enough to come back for more.

TABLE VIII-D

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
(From Down, Reference 4)

Questionnaire Distribution and Response.

Student Category Disirihuted Returned

flunor: Coop Provram 100 70

Non Registered ( )plion fi7 41

Television Auditor 463 201

Totals 650 312

Mothation for Enro Wog in a 1 elevised Course.

.Student CategorY

Honors Coop Program
Non-RewsterNI(lphon
Ielevision Auditor

Degree
Seeking

31

20

2

Convenience

34

IS
31

Prolesciunal
D.,ve1prrient

11

IS

189

Ages of Participants.

Student Categ,,,Y
Honors Coop Program
Non Registered 1/poor
Ielevision Auditor

Mean
27 9

. .18.1

Medum
27.0

V

27.5

16.5

Wing,.

20 .17

22.16

21 (-4



Summar, _Flytem Features

Tho Stanford ITV system is a genuine pioneer,; other un iversity ITFS

systems have.been tailored to follow the trail it blazed. An excellent

example c a system which learned much from the Stanford ITV experience

is the 1,v' network at -he University of Southern California (describeU

in the following case study).

Tne following is a summary of the main fca.tures of the. Stanford

system which account for its success.*

. NEED The Honors-Cooperative Program was.established and run-

ning years before the use of television was' consiAered.

The companies who sent their engineers to the Stanford

p'rog.ram knew the courses were valuable and perceivet!

the program as excellent. When 11V was propose

from the Graduate School at Stanford Universityft

immediately captured the imagination of engineer;

are themselves fascinated by well-engineered devices).

'It was also warmly greeted as an alternative to hours

on the freeway commuting from company to class

PLANNING Detailed technical and cost studies of all plausible

variations on the theme of the system Stanford finally

implemented were conducted. The planning process in-

volved a variety of actors from wit'tin the academic

community as well as fro the'outside scurces, includ-
.

ing participating companies. In.consequence the

\

The StanfoO)system, like others ,chosen for the EPRC'S case studies,

is sufficiently diflerent from most other systems to have been picked as

an interesting case to study in the first place. This simple fact has two

important consequences: the description of the . system is unlikel. y to fit

any other in any useful detail (though certain generalizations may be pos-
,_ ----A c,rctnm mnv wP11 hP in-



companies were willing to pay for the Stinford ITV Net-

work in three different wavs--capital equipwnt, operat-

ing expenses, and their .own TV classroom facilities.

But they are integrated into the system more thoroughly

by ' hg as members of the board or directors of the

ition for Continuing Education (whose membership

fj-om nine companies is elected for staggered two year

terms; Stanford appoints a terith member) . In brief,

there is a prevailing feeling among companies in. the

system that they have iece of the action. When it

was decided to petitiou the FCC to open up a portion

or the iTES spectrum for talk-back, outside legal

assistance was sought to ensure that Stanford's views

were adequately represented in Washington..

FNCfNEFRING The design of the network is straightforward where it

can be, and innovative where it has to be. From the

classrooms to the companies and back, the system is

marked by soundness of design that makes for special

ease in operation and maintenance. It would be a

mistake to claim Lliat the sv:zLem is free from frills,

though none interfere with system operation. There

are two cameras per classrooM (net three): productions

cin be handled by a single student. Most equihment is

solid state and unobstrusive, but when a better

alternative to the old audio uplinks appeared feasible

it was installed. The St-anford. system i-epresents the

hest engineering joh for the money one is likely' to.

find.

. MANACFMENT :he success of the Network is attributable in large

measure to careful and efficient management. The

..,lanae,; to mit (In J-:",()!.;! 1,0 hours of liV per



day more than 300 days of the year. The number of

students per class is growing'as well, with graduate

engineering instruction ,courses now averaging more

than 17 stedents registered in one option or another.

Frills are kept to a minimum; there are no plans to

switch color.

In th-e future the number of member ,.opanies, presently 38, will
4

likely be increased to 50. Taping courses for wider distribution has

begun and is likelY to be expanded.. 'Cooperation with other institutions

will no doubt increase, most notably with the'University of California at

Davis (via a microwave link) and with Carleton University in Canada (via

NASA Ames and the Communications Technology,Satellite). If patterns of

the past continue into the future services will be expanded only after

careful planning has assured technical, educational, and economic feasibility.
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CASE STUDY LX

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK

introdpc_tion

In the fall of 1972, the University of Southern California began opera-

ting an Instructional Television Fixed Service system which is organizationally

and technically closelY akin to the Stanford systeri.discussed in Case Study

No. VIII. The Southern California. system-iike Stanford's--was set up to

deliver live video (with interactive audio) engineering courses for graduate

credit to a number of companiek in. the LOG Angeles area. Accordingly, this

case study will concentrate on those features of the.Southern California

S)stem which are interestingly different (to the planner), from the Stanford

Svstem.

It As convenient to discuss these features under four headings:

.
Regional Classrooms, Special Effects, Repeater...and Taping.

Regional .Classrooms: In addition to the ITFS classrooms at the partici-

pating companies, the US.0 system has set up two regional classrooms in

industrial parks to make the services of the network convenient for'continu-

ing education students frdm companies too small to support reception facilities

on their own. Since students from the public at large 4re also urged to take

courses using these regional classrooms, it is possible-to study the demand

for various TV courses over a btoader base of deTographic variables than is

possible with the Stanford system. The regional classroom concept also

represents a potentially important mOcIel for more extended continuing education

networking.

.Special Effects: The USC system utilized a third camera in its classrooms
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which pans over the "studio audience;" that ia, the in-classroom students.

'

Other special effects such as split screen images are also employed, and

the system is equippe&to transmit color.

Repeater:- Unlike Stanford's Black Mountain transmitting site, the hills

in Southern California make it impossible to achieve line-of-site transmission

to all users. In consequence, a repeater is used to transmit to several

company classrooms which aro in a shadow of the Main antenna pattern. The

--Yeral! coverage which reF:',11- approximates what Stanford aillo-c,; with a

singie ttansmitting site. thit, illustrates a :Jimple tt-Ln whJcn Irastrates

attempts to construct universally valid cost analyses: Accurate estimates

of received power from a transmitter cf known oti(1, power aud antenna -

char,icteristro.s cannot be obtained for the general case unless the

trJusmitting antenna can be high enough to proriude shadotiing effects:

Since Jhts is usually the-case only when tkr .:ansmitting antenna is very.

high (as with a satellite), transmitter configurations for terrestial

systems' must he designed for th contingencies of each particular situation.

Taping:, Mnch more use of half-inch Video tLpe is made at USC than at

Stnford both at the companies and at the system front end. Tapes

ire 11,..d both to alleviate schedule Problems on the parts of professors

ind ,tudents alike, and to form the substance of courses offered by'

ipecialists who mav o far from the USC campur; for the academic year.

')peratjons

The USC Interactive Instructional Television (11TV) System

Dperates on up to four rrFs channels from early morning until 9:30

at night. :I* svstem ,currently broadcasts approximncel- 90 courses for

credit per .:ear. Certain non-credit refresher coure, are offer-

ed, and from time to time special lectures and conferences i)roadcst.

i [I (or ,a.rvice :Ire Almost exciw;ivelv high
I ,
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tochnolov industries in the Los lv,eles area (sec Tal'Ic I. A), mist course

offerings-are in engineering and mathematics. However, certain short courses

are broadcast which cover topics such as "Management by Objectives" and.

"Communications and Organizational Behavior." Soine of these special courses

are originated by the Association. for Continuing,Education and are obtained

taped and ready to run. Most offerings,'however, are designed to take

advantage of the live interactive capability of the Network.

Except.where noted in the introduCtion, the engineering details of

the system are not interestingly different from those of the Stanford ITV

netwOrk, nor are operating procedures. We therefore thought it more importani

to record the view of a customer of the system than to characterize material

which is readily.available in brochure form from the School of Engineering

at USC. Accordingly, the remainder of this section is based on infotmation

furnished by members Of the staff of the Aerospace Corporation at El

Sitindo

Aerospace Corporation was an original member of the USC-IITV Network

and has become one of its largest users. The Company invested in equipment

to allow for three classrooms to be wired, but the "classrooms" aye in

effect auditoriums which can seat from 35 (in the Case of the smallest)

to over 200 students. Although most classes have but several students,

ocCasionally the large auditorium is needed for special lecturers or, as

with a recent course on solar energy, for accommodatin over a hundred :itudents:

In the Fa11.1976 semester, the Corporation has 48 students taking

courses over rhe USC-IITV System; 21 are taking courses for credit, 25 are

enrolled as non-credit attendees, and two are auditors. The Company pays

all tuition and fees for successful student completion of both credit

and non-credit classes, but auditors must defray the $20 fee themselves if

they elect this option. This undoubtedly explains the relatively low

number ol :luditors At Aerospace.
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TABLE IX. A

ORGANIZATIONS SERVED BY THE

CSC INTERACTIVE INSTRHCTIONAL TELEVISION SYSTEM

Hughes Aircraft Company Culver City, California'

let Propulsion Laboratory Pasadena

Burroughs, Bell 5 Howell, Xerox Pasadena

Actron Division of McDounell/Douglas Monrovia

Singer librascope Glehdaie

Honeywell Covina

International Telephone & Telegraph Van Nuys.

Aerospace Corporation El Segund6

USC information Seciencos Institute Marina del Rey

Rockwell International Anaheim

Magnavox Torrance

USC Regional Cla.-isroom* El Segundo

USC Rvgional Classroom* Woodland Hills

:Regional classroomq have served empi.oyees of 45 additional organizations.

f:OMPANY LOCATIONS ( 1 9 7 4 )

*Reptonal Classroom
Woodland f-fills rr

Singer Librescope Mc Donnell DOUCjtlAC,,O

Bu . sops aod Bell &Howell

lOS ANCF LES
CIVIC C1601,1

Hories Aircraft
Company

Regional Classroom
El Segundo

Awe:Apace/Saone,

We:Swell International
(Autonetics)
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For regular students taking the courses for credit, the fee is the 0niverHty

,tuition of $108 -per unit ($324 for a standard 3 unit course) plus a $20 sur-

charge for being a "television" student. Non-degree students may take courses

at a cost of $34 per unit; their papers are collected and exams graded as with

the for-credit students, but they are not awarded credits for a degree unIF-5s

they petition 'the University at a later date. USC routinely allows for up

tc four courses to be allowed as "credit" toward advanced degrees if newly

matriculated students render the differential fee. Some Aerospace employees

who already hold Ph.D. degrees regularly take TV courses, obviously as "non-

degree" 'students.

The Aerospace Corporation pays all fees for degree and non-degree

students, and defrays the cost for books as well. In addition, the Corporation

pays the USC Network $225 per month as a flat fee for ITV "participation." (USC

uses a formula which reflects the number of employees at the company.)

AerospaceCorporation employees tend to travel a great deal, so arrange-

ments have been made with the Corporation to videotape lessons when a

student must be absent. The Network allows this with the provision that

users erase all videotapes at the end of each semester. Obviously, this

option precludes interaction with the professor and the rest of the class,

though it is clearly bet'ter than being absent altogether. In one case a

student elected to take an entire course by tape, but according to Eleanor

-Anderson, Aerospace Corporation's Manager of Staff Development, he found the'

course most difficult taken in this fa5:1-on and plans to take others "in real

time."

Ms. Anderson indicated that the talk back system is frequently used in a

oua,;i-delayed mode--i.e., frequently N Ludent will telephone a colleague at

another company after class to set41.1 he is "having problems" on a particular

poinr as well.. If he is, then one of them will raise the common question

at the beginning of the next class period. The feeling seems to be that

valuable class .time should be taken up only with questions shared by at



least several students--perhaps a pedagogical advantage of the ITV class-

room.

Ms. Anderson also reported on the variations in the4quality of instruction:

really good teachers do well on the TV; bad ones are verybad. At the urging

of students she has occasionally complained to Jack Munushian, DirectOr of

the USC Network. "Once in a while," Ms. Anderson reported with an air of

surprise, "we actually succeed in getting a bad teacher replaced."

Table IX.B gives a picture of patterns of grOwth of the USC-IITV system

since'its inception in 1972. Aerospace Corporation personnel enrollment

in USC telvvision courses appears to have reached steadY state after: aa initial

period of growth. At current levels of enrollment there is no real:need

for a fourth classroom to accommodate four sets of/students taking four courses

simultaneously, and the only time that such a conflict has occurred, in the

past one Aerospace employee took his course at ,the regional classroom in

El,Segundo (which is within easy walking distanceof the Corporation).

Ms. Anderson voiced.complaints the high cost of maintaining the'

service,' hut she was nonetheless enthusiastic about the advantage8 of tfie

ITV system. Aerospace employees who have take9 courses are less /reserved

in their praise, perhaps because they ,are not burdened by having:to pay for
(

the service. The most frequently mentioned advantages are a savings in

time and miles on the freeway. But when an engineer reporCs: "In a word, the

system is superb:" one suspects that the electronic gadgetry of 'it all has its .

charms as well.

Costs

The USC-TITV has provided SRC with detailed informatiOn about

the capital and operations costs of its system. Although the 'per

student costs of this system are high, they are still low when compared co

the other systems in this study. Per-student costs are higher by



;.ter

TABLE IX. B

ENROLLMENT IN

USC INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION,PROGRAM

Total number Average Total Total

of students in enrollment students/ enroll-

regular USC per course year in ment in

courses (Regular regular non-

non-degree stu- USC credit

dents and auditors) courses courses

Fall 1972

Spring 1973

Summer 1973

85

119

21,

3.4

4.4

3.0

225

Fall 1973 182 6.7

Spring 1974 271 7.5

Summer 104 32, 4.5

485

Fall 1974 337 8.9

Spring 1975 309 8.1 125

Summer 1975 33 4.1

679

Fall 1975 300 8.4

Spring 1976 308 8.5 e>.

608 604

r; 7
Z.4 t-.. 8
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one .Jrder c. I magnitude than per,student costs at the elementary level nation-

any, and it is clear that the low average per course enrollment .of

is chicflv responsible. for the inflated figures. Average system-wide per cours'e

enrollm at could probably increase to 20 without sacrificing moSt of the

value of the system's live two-way audio interaction feature, and this

increase would decrease per student costs by a factor of nearly 2 1/2.

A. Start-Up Capital Expenditures

The following is a direct quotation irom the USC interactive

in:;tructionai Television Network's, system description supplied to

SRC.

System Investment - The system was constructed with a $825,00

grant from the Olin Foundation. The facility is housed in a

renovated 500 square feet stand alone building that was previous-

ly an engineeri.ng library. Each of the four studio classrooms, as

well as an auditorium, is equipped with three black-and-white

cameras and a special e'ffects unit. The system also has a

color film chain for broadcasting of color sides and movies.

Transmitters are atop Mt. Lee 15 miles from the campus and the

STL link is by ITFS. Talkback from remote sites is provided by

FM radio in the ITFS band. The system also has available a van

capable of reception at cemote sites. Videotaping is presently

done mainly with 1/2" EIAJ machines.



Rlcakdown ni System Inve!.ment

* c *

2.1l,000

95,0P0

253,000

217,000

20,000

20,000,

,vo)

S25,000

It shoUld'c !loted that ihe above itemize list or outlays does not

clude the (approximately) $136,000 that was speni by the 10 user companies

: the USC Information Sciences Institute for their reception and two-way

interaction equipment. The list does include $20,000 allocated

for two USC-IITN regional classrooms.

Total start-up capital outlays (regardless of the identities of their

sources) can be classified in the following way:

1. Transmission Costs: $215,000

2. Other Central Facilty

Costs:. $55 ,C30

3. Reception and inter-

lction Costs: $156,000

4. Other Costs

a. Test Equipment: $ 20,000

b. Vehicles: $ 9,000

$959,000
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B. 1975-76 Operations Costs
1

$14,000

12,5002

32,0003

Courseware Acquired Out-of-House

Rental Fees (2 Regional Classrooms)

Rental Fee for USC Central Faci,ity

Director (part time) 10,000

Technical Staff 40,000

Secretarial 8,000

Student Operators 10,000

Courier 11,000

Printing and Mailing 2,000

Rental of Tower 1,80J

Equipment Maintenance 7,000

Vehicle Maintenance 3,000

Office Supplies 750

Cost of Instructor Stipends

fur Notv-credit Courses and

8,500

Lease of Videotapes

S160,550
4

'

5

1 Income credited to the television program does not include regular
tuition, even in cases where it is known that a student has enrolled for graduate
work only because of the easy availability of the television program.

Television income is derived from a S20/unit surcharge for regular student,-;.

t $54/unit fee for non-degree students, a $20/unit fee for auditors and a yearly
lee charged to participating companies.

Total incom for 1975-,o Was $97,000 including $23,000 from participation
'yes, $44,000 from special TV charges fot=. regular USC courses, $11,000 from non-
:Iredit courses and $19,000 from lease of receiving equipment for company classrooms.

1

-This C st is paid for by special NSF grant and fs not included in the

in the operating budget against which student fees are assessecf.

3This cost is paid by USC and is not charged to USC-TITN operations'.

4
Tilts dnes not include a $50,000 depreciation allowance for capital invest-

ment. It is not included in this operation budget because cali'al costti have beeb
kLpt serate in all preceding -ase

5USC-ILTN's own statNnent of its operations budget registers a total outlay

of $102,050. '1'hi I.. the figure that user revenues (studcnt fees) ary calculatcd

to match. Not included In USC-I1TN's user-assessment budget are (a) the costs

explained in footnotes 2 and 3, and (b) the $14,000 for acquired nut-of-hnuse cruirse-



It may app-ar that the foregoing estimate of the USC-IITN's operations

costs is significantly incomplete because it omits the substantial price

of the actual instruction .that is telecommunicated to the remote students.

For instance, salaries of the USC instructional staff are not included in the

foregoing operations budget even though 68 non-degree enrollees in 1975-76 were

charged a $54 per unit.($162 per course) supplemental fee that presumably went

for more than just the TV'costs.

Any direct unconditional comparisons of the USCIITV costs to the costs

incurred,by the systems in case studies 1-6 therefore would seem to be unfair

to those systems since their operaticms budgets do include costs for ITV

courseware.

However, the fact is that rect Unconditioned comparisons of the

foregoing budget v) tose described in the earlier case studies are quitu

;Hlu. The -;ys!.,.n,; -;tudiLd earlicr dk.liyered IV in!-;truction that VAS

added onto the face-to-Face 'classroom instruction chools were already

providing and paying 1-t. III-those systems, the supplemental TV instruction

was also a supplemental cost added onto the costs for face-to-face classroom
,

instruction. The TV did not substitute for the classroom teacher, nor did

its cost replace the teacher's salary. So, budgetary parity between the USC-

1TTN and the earlier systems is achieved only if USC-IITN is not charged for

the "live" TV instruction.

Thus in all the case studies ITV courseware costs should be added-on

instruction costs and only added-on instruction costs.

C. Total System Costs

Table IX. H t t i I ii r It I -s---7 !lir I j,11 I L vi

variables: (1) capital outlays affortized over 10 and 15 yea,- periods, atnd (2)

all costs distributed over (a) all student contact hours in only regulor USC

courses, and (b) all student conract hours in both regular and non-credit courses.



The .student contact hour costs are high. However, the real value

of these costs can be appreciated only if their dollar sizes are compared

to the costs-of the professional time and labor that would have been lost if

the professional enrollees had been forced to thL tin(' ti) driv('

t !wit- 1()cdth)11!; tu rsL c:Implt:, to :ittcnd

The average enrollment in a TV course in 1975-76 was 8.5. If educators

were to agree that this figure could be increased to 20 per course without a

significant decrease in the educational value of "live" two-way audid Inter-

action among remote students and USC professors, then the student contact hour

coscs could be reduced from the present $5.01 to $11.13 range to a more

attractive $2.13 to $4.73 range.
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TABLE IX. C

TOTAL ITV EXPENDITURES

Cross

Amount

Per Year Amount

Amortized Over

10 Yrs, 1 15 Yrs,

Per Year Per Stud-

end Regular Courses

10 Yrs. 15 Yrs,

1. Start-Up Capital Costs

I, Transmission System $215,000 $ 21,500 $ 14,333 $ ..93 $ .62

2, Central Facility $559,000 $ 55,900 $ 37,267 $ 2,42 $ 1.62

3. Reception System $156,000 $ 15,600 $ 10,400 $ .68 $ .45

4. Other $ 29 000

VI

TOTAL CAPITAL $959,000 $ 95,900 $ 63,933 $ 4,16 $ 2.77

I. Operating COsts 1975-76 $160,550 $160,550 $160,550 $ 6.69 $ 6.69

$ 9.73
c'dtA!.1) TOTAL $256,800 $224,483 $11.13
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Contact Hour 1 Percentage

All Courses of TotaI

10 Yrs. 15 Yrs! Hours

Trirs1 15 7r

$ ,48

$ 1.25

$ .35 .

$ 2.14

$ 3.58

$ 5.73

$ .32 8% 6!

$ .83 22% 177.

$ .23 6% 5%

$1.43 37% 29%

I

$3,58 63%, ; 71%

$5.01 IOU 100%



11I. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It is the nature of case study methodology t6 "suggest," not to 'prove."

Case studies sacrifice the statistical security of large numbers in order to

provide a more intensive and in-depth analysis of "what is really going on"

in a handful of situations. Accordingly, any Conclusions offered here must,be

considered.tentative and exploratory.

Such caveats notwithstanding, we were reassured to find that the themes

which emerged'from,the'case studies were quite generally.supportive,of the

conclusions drawn from our other analyses. This cannot, of conrse, be considered

as an independent confirmation of such results since there were mutt.,1 inputs

and interactions along the way. But many of the finC .c,,s concerning such
0

fundamental factors as land contour, geographical ecei:Ing sites in

the coverage area, and size of the total area covere.i ale learly independent

of such criss-crossing influences.'.

4

The following is a brief di:-.tillation of thc oy omes of the case
.

studies;

.Costs per student contact: .hour varied.eno7mousl,
across the nine sites--by fac.ors of ten c more.

However,, the dominant source or iariance was the
cost of dol,e7oping new programming materi:Ii.

.0ne source of per-site cost differentials was
the fact that prices of major equipment have
decHavd considerably as technological improve-
ment and -ass production have far outpaced
icflatiou He we, systems which have been devel-
oped :ecLi'.tly tend to be less expensive than their
couterpnrt. whi..h wure coastructed earlier.

Ilit' i,:bterry4 ol IV applications and user prefer-
nces wb;rh ,Tilerge,from these case studies are les!--'

predi,:t:He chan the findings on .cost-related issu
:.ystoms demonstrate an increasing tendency Lo

use videoutpes within a school to achieve
srhedi Lw flexibility, ever ii there ilre multirlt

broadt. ;Ls over yhatever electronic (letivery sysiem
used. For example, the Haperstown system--



lcng a model of central control crver ITV pro-
gramming and use--is moving rapidl.: '1..oward a

decentralized system for reasons o iducational

philosophy as well as convenience.

.A number of ITV systems are not CuLy utilizing

their capacity in terms of poteW:ial channel hours.

In fact, a number of them are onl using about

of the capacity.

.There appears to be a rather :1-nrising lack
information on 1.W ut i Lizatio, incuding ,uch
fundamental data as who Watches it

not watch it and why.

.Difierent levels of instruction have '.Yr7 c:ifferent

FIN scheduling requirements. Elementza. t.eachers

generally require .only moderate flex.a.Uity in

scheduling. Since one teacher uscal.:.y has res-

,..onsibility for teaching all !:i.!bj(:. to the same

;et of students all_,day tiL. ,,,ciTher can

adjust the daily schedule ,:(-torm to ITV

.avallabilitv. Furthermor. ,!.,urse coverage is

more likely to be standardL.(1 across a system,
and the main scmrce of var,ition is simple' scheduling.

.13y, contrast, junior high and high school teachers not

only have ordinary timing problems but additional ones

whic arise Lom variduions in classroom style and

emphasis. At these :,ws!ls teachers generaliy teach
one subject to a numi.T 0; different classes, making

scheduling much more dIt'ficult. In Addition, instruc-
tors frequently have more discretion about whether to

use all cr p,4rt of a seriq or of A single program.

.Somewhat paradoxic:tIly, On. college-level classes
studied appeared to require least flexibility in

scheduling. The. mai.P reason, of course, is that

a fixed time for cla.is is simply taken as i given

by participants, just as it would be in a college

classroom. Participating students are not, or course,

going fram one class to another all ( long in the

manner of public school sttidents. fwo of the systems

discussed, thejniversity of South,rn California and

Stanford art q ite different from it I th. ,:thers in

that they II )-Way voice ('ommun catHc,-; between

t.ludents an ructionai stat f. lir)th employ an

_III'S system to 1 eliver F area business firms

whw; 411i(11 :IS I/Art-11;dt. !-;tu,14!n1:s.

C. I9 6 (-.
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The two-way iiitcr;1.... . format, of course, dictates

a lirm schedule ior elasses.. However, we note that

some of the participating tompanies cape classes

upon the request of students whose travel schedules

preclude attendance on a given day.

.Two of th2 systems studied, those in Broward County,
Florida and the New York Archdiocese, reserye sub-
stantial portions of their broadcast capacity for
responding to special requests. on a call-in basis.
User demand to date has been rL1.ativ7ly low. The

reasons for this are riot clear.

.0ne trend runs somewhat counter to other general-
izations about "flexibility." There s a tendency for
[TV programming to,be dominated by series format's rather
than individual programs. 'Although using a series
requires more advance planning than using a single
program, the per-hour costs of;series are substantially

lower than those of "specials;"cause vendors'
handJing, advertisingand accounting costs are.about
the same in ei;Hr caSe. There appears to be, however,

a decided preference,toward series'which can be broken

into shorter units of a few related installments.

,We also disccvered a large amount of continuing experi-
mentation with different, patterns of use. There Was; a

general preferenue for short programs over long ones
but no clear prelerence for grea ter--or lesser--
exposure to ITV as distinct from face-to-face instruc-
tion. Ln fact, as teachers acquire more;experienee
in the use of ITV, some distinctions of this sort begin
to break down. Many schools would like to move
toward situations where a teacher can work directly
with some part of a class while the remainder of
the class watches instructional television.

Has there been any trend in increased or decreased use. of. ITV overall?

We have no basis for generalizing on this point. Spokespersons for half the

systems contacted said that they favored incr'eased exposure to ITV for the

students presently reached by their systems. Only Hagerstown is moving toward

A decrease in student exposure, but exposure there has been relatively massive

in the past, eompared to most sylems in the country. Most of the persons.with

whom we diseussed this issue did not give it high priority, possibly because.,

they regarded it as a more appropriate decision I r the users, rather than

the managers, of a system. 267
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Any future statistical comparative analysis and evaluation of ITV

systems will have to be preceded by the creation and implementation of adequate

student use measurements. To a large extent the usefulness and fedsibility of

future research on ITV delivery systems will require coming to grips with

the questions of utilization patterns.

The notion of "potential classroom contact'hours" is valuable for helping

to frame policy questions about the allocation of a schoolsystem's resources

to the mass-distribution of ITV. In the cases studied, systems often chose

to invest.resources in "surplus" output for the sake of flexibility. To decide

whether this magnitude of "surplus" is cost-effective requires data on how it

is actually used when it is availahle.

In coMparing the difference hetween the New York system and Broward County

in their respective gaps between their volume of. service and potential consump-

tion values, one might conclude, for instance, either that diverse programming

for diverse audiences exacts a high cost-penalty, or, Conversely, that achieving

cost-effectiveness with ITFS technology exacts.a conformity-uniformity penalty.

For many purposes, "potential classroom consumption" is unrealistic. What

observers need is a picture of actual student consumption. These data, although

absOutely fundamental for authoritative and accurate evaluation, are generally

not collected by ITV systems themselves or by anyone else. Only two of,the.case

study syst'ems, Broward County and WVIZ, Cleveland, did collect data of this

type.
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APPENDIX Aw

COST COMPONENTS

This Appendix provides a guide to the equipment and costs listed under the

cost componenCs of the complete and comparative models of SeCtions II and III.

The models are based upon prototype ITV services delivery sYstems. ITV services

are programs which can be viewed in the classroom or elsewhere by students.

The emphasis here is upon elementary and secondary schools,/ not "elsewhere."

The delivery or distribution system Eer se is the means of !conveying the ITV

.signal to the viewing place. The modes of eonveyance studied in this report

are satellite, cable, instructional television fixed service (ITFS), PTV broad-.

cast and material recorded on videocassettes (films, videotapes, or videodiscs).

Utilizing these delivery modes, service distribution systems can be defined for

regions using systems based on the different modes. The ,cost estimates are

built up by specifying cost componeir of classes of costs and summing the com-

ponents to derive total system cost. .A listing ot the cOst components is con-

tained in Table A-1. Some of the components are constaqt to or commo across

all delivery modes. The,se common components are disculed first. The other

components are diseassed under each delivery mode.

COMMON COMPONENTS

Dispjay Eauipme.n_t.

Display equipment refers to the television monitor/receivers used in the

schools. Most schools own TV sets now, which may be mounted in walls in speciAl

TV rooms or placed on movable carts so they.can be wheeled to different rooms.

Classroom-use teleVisions require large screens of 217 or more and can be either

black-and-white cr color. Because of special purChase agreements, buying in

hulk, and the variety of features television sets can pOSsess, they vary con-

siderably in pri Basic black-and-white models can start at under $200 while

expens've modet:: can rim over $11000 with prices increasing with screen

size. In most of the yalculationK in this report, $400 is the listed price.

01 cour e, h.)r cost riode:in purposeK, the initial price is spread over Lhc

lhose tre designed to accompany thc cost analysis in Chapter Two.
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COST MODEL COMPONENTS BY SYSTEM

Mailed PTV Cable-

Component Satellite 1TFS 'Materials Broadcasting casting

Satellite Rental X -

Uplink Facility and
Studio X

1TFS .:ansmission X

1TFS Broadcast Studio X

Mailing and Dubbing X

PIV Broadcast Fee X

Cable "Rental" X

Interconnection X X

System Management X X X X X

Programming X X X X X

Display Equipment X X X X X

Videocassette Machines X X X X X

Videocassettes X X X X X

School Wiring X X X X X

School Headend X X X X X

School Reception X X X X X

An X indicates a probable non-zero value for the component in the given
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expected life of the set (with heavy use hut good care and maintenanc--five

years) . The maintenance and operation of a set is figured at 1570 of its annual

capital cost. For the cost estimates modes in Section II, it was assumed that

each school would possess 8 televisions purchased-at the price suggested above.

To some individuals, this number may appear too extravagant, to others, far

too few. One's opinion of the 8 TVs figure will depend upon the number of

classrooms in one school, the expected prevalence of itse of LTV within the

school, and the local school budget. Clearly, the number.of TVs in a school

is discretionary and the eight used in this analysis can.he treated as an aver-

age across all schools served by the delivery system. If dlis average is

changed hy one, then the effect OR total system cost is $92 times the number'

of schools in the system.

Videocassette Machines

Videocassette machines for recording and playing programming in schools

provide 'great flexibility-in fIcheluling and give teachers control over the use

of ITV. The machines coud h cc;q:ed in classrooms, media centers, or school

headends to facilitate t.10.! r.ran!4mfssion of programming over a'school's internal

distributipn system. Ther, zir. numerous producers of videocassette recorder/

players, and the market is highly competitive. Price quotes for the equipment

range from S3,000 down to commercial models now marketed for slightly under

$1,000. Different models. have a variety of foaturs including off-ae-air

recording, slow motion, ,;ind automatic timer:=,. The price used in Sections

and 1.11, $1,500, is spread over the five-year expected Life of the equlpment

and may be a little high.

Videocassette mac,lines are a relatively expensive feature of ITV systems

with a $300 annual cost ea,...h plu- $45 maintenance and operation. The number,

if any, of machines owner.; by each school is completely discretionary. Three

7 2



was used Ps the number per school in Section 11 of Chapter Two, though thot

number should not be interpreted as a recommendation.

Videocassettes

.Each school will require a supply of video-cassettes to complement irs

videocassette machines. The cassettes and the machines have to be compatible

and the playing time of cassettes varies (again, they haie to be compatible

with the machines). Th.2 analysis in Section II is based upon cassettes with

a one-hour 'playing time which sell for about $20 and which, conservatively,

can be expected to last five years. The number of cassettes each school

should possess will depend upon the number of hours of programming telecast--

tYtr day and upon the need to coPy and hold the programming for replaying to

accommodate scheduling problems or for special viewings. In the cost esti-

mates of Section LI, it is presumed that the schools would prefer to'have the

capacity of keeping programs for one week.

School._ Wir ing

In order to convey television signals throughout the school, schools

require an internal wiring system. The cost of wiring is influenced by

factors specific to schools and in the localities. if conduits are already

in the schools, the installation of the cables themselv's is considerably

cheaper. Local 1.abor costs are also an important determinant of the cost

of wiring. However, a figure of S120 per room is a reasonabl.e price quoted

by both contractors and schools which have recertly had sueh work done.

Given a per room price, t number (I f rooms per school is the major deter-

minalit of cost. Our cost model is based upon an average ot 20 rooms per

scl:ool. The 15 year estimate of the life of the wiring may be conservative.

At 15 percent o! :C111,1,11 cdpital cost, maintennci. and operation cost is

also part of this component. L) 9
_J
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uttice supplies

Cost of Instructor Stipends 8,500

for Non.7credit Courses and

Lease of Videotapes

$160,550
4

'

5

1 Income credited to the television program does not include regular
tuition even in cases where it is known that a student has enrolled for graduate
work only because of the easy availability of the television program.

Television income, is derived from a $20/unit surcharge for regular students,

A $54/unit fee for non-degree students, a $20/unit fee for auditors and a yearly
f.!(1, charged to participating campanies.

Total incom for 1975-76 Was $97,000 including $23,000 from participacion
$44,000 from special TV charges foi= regular USC courses, $11,000 from non-

redit courses and $19,000 from lease of receiving equipment for company classrooms.

/

-This cost is paid for by special NSF grant and is not included in the
in the operating budget against which student fees are assessed.

3
This cost is paid by USC and is not charged to USC-TTTN operations".

4
This does not include a $50,000 depreciation allowance for capital invest-

ment. It is noC included in .this operation budget because capital costs have beeu
kept separate in all preceding case studie,..

USC-IITU's own statement of its operations budget registers a total outlay

of $102,050. This the f,igure that user revenues (student fees) are calculated

to match. Not included In USC-IITN's user-assessment budget are (a) the costs

explained in footnotes 2 and 3, and (b) the $14,000 for acquired out-of-house course-

ware. c)C:f1
A.J
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However, the fact is that 11,1rect Uhconditioned comparisons of the

foregoing budget o t. described in the earlier case studies are quire

The .;vslon:-. studied e:trlier delivered N in-:truction :hat was

added onto the face-to-iace 'classroom instruction 'schools were already

providing and paying for. In-thuse systems, the supplemental TV instruction

was qlso a sqpplemental cost added onto the costs for face-to-face classroom

instruction. The TV did not subtitute for the classroOm teacher, nor did

its cost replace the tercher's salary. So, budgetary parity between the USC-

IITN and the earlier systems is acLieved only if USC-IITN is not charged for

the "live" TV instruction.

Thus in all the case studies. ITV courseware costs should be added-on

instruction costs and only added-on instruction costs.

C. Total System Costs

Table IX. displa'::; t tI cxpenditure l't:)7"7() as !unction ot two
,

variables: (1) capital outlays amortized over 10 and 15 year periods, aod (2

all costs distributed over (a) all student contact hours in only regular USC

courses, and (b) all student contact hours in both regular and non-credit courses.

9 el
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800,000 per channel per year (whii...h, on a 42 per.day, 365 day basis is less

than $100 per hour) to interconne,..t member stations who, will install receiving

terminals costing about S100,000 each. This type Ws interconnection-system

is the other extreme from Lhe high-powered direct broadcast system.

Satellite Rehtal

The $500 per hour satellite rental figure was the same figure used by

the STD (see the STD Final Report, p. 294). It is considerably larger than

the approx'mately $100 per hour PBS w-il be paying for one hour of broadcast.

However, ATS-6 iS a higher-pcwered sateliite. The crucial astumption is

that pr a flat $500 per hour fee, educators could rent as much satellite

broadcast time over as many channels as they need when they need it.

Perhaps common carriers will someday be able to fulfill such requirements,

though they cannot at present. Moreover, if educators sponsored the launch of a

satellite, any unused time would increase the average cost per hour of broad-

cast time, raising the rental figure.

One other point is the insensitivit: of the rental fee to N, number



while the $200,000 operating expenses for personnel and building rental is

based upon ESCD costs. Under some circumstances, educational users might be

able to share studio facilities with other groups or institutions, substantially

reducing costs. The expected life of ne studio, listed at ten years,

is probably a somewhat conservative estimate.

School Headend
*71

The signals from the satellite received over the equipment located

at the school are sent through an auTlifier located at a school headend

0

before being sent through the school wiring system for internal distribution.

The amplifier's cost is about $50n and can be expected to last ten years.

The heacrendmay also contain videocassette machines and other ITV equipment.

School Reception Equipment

The receive.only terminnis of the ESCD consisted of a 10-foot parabolic

antenna, a preamplifier, and demodu]ator. 'The cost of the terminals was

approximately $3;000 each. The $6,000 figure Used in SeCtions II and III

is a multi-channel receiver version. However, recent ruffiors suggest that

Japanese developers May be able to market recei-e-only terminals for under

$1,000, ihdicating that the 1:36,000,figure is pessitistic. An expected life

1onner than that :suggested in the STD



school year 1974-75 identified 93 systems operating over 252 channels. Among the

operating stations, 89 repeaters (reception/transmission stati^ns ich boost

and repeat the signal) were in use. The reader.,is referred to.%7. case studies

in Chapter Three of this report for de5;criptions of operating 1T. rems.

ITFS Systems are engineered for the population and spatf

they serve. The placement of broadcast tower studios is y

thedistribution of the schoOls or other siti.,s t. be served and t..;-

graphical features of the coverage area.,/A t1/42,,cat: A_ear of ob-

ftt-11.:ions and a aense and concentrated User pcp,a.,ion provides the MOSE

propitious circumstances for ITFS,while:a scat1.e7.ed user population in a

mountainous regioa or a region with o,ther obstructions inhibits the effectilre

range of the broadcast signal. Trade-offs occur between the cost of the

reception and broadcast equipment,especially the broadtast tower and the

number of receiving sites. We attempt to quantify the effects of terra.n and

population distribution by using a variable, t, (the inv-rse of the quotient,

the number Of schools N per ITF,S E.,oadcast ^Site); The inverse is us,..d so

that the product tN yields nemer,of broadcesr

1

The,symbot t can oc thpught of as an aveYage derived empirically by calculfltinf;

the simple weightol a,:org.2 of all the t values of all the broadcast sitos.

Effectively, this makes it impossible to differentie 1-,:etween a perfectly

1, non.olation densities. Foy



frequency or channel to another if c..iverage areas of signals overlap. -Any

system needs at least one broadcast stYdio or transmission'origination

site. Signals can be repeated/translated until they deteriorate too badly,

three to four repetitions being the limit. It is also possible to use

pointtopoint microwave, relay betwn ori.O.nation and other transmission

sites. (See Case Study 1: The Archdioces of New York.,

A variable t' is,defined for the ITFS ccst.model with t' equaling

the inverse of the number of reception sites, N, per ITFS transmission

origination sites. Then the product t'N equals tl-e number of broadcast

studios. Also, it is possible to expiess t' a!, a funclion of :, say t'=at

where one broadcast studio serves I/a transmission sit2s. For example, one

orj_gintion site with 8 transmission sites wfuld t' = t.

LTFS Transmission

For either a repeater or broadcast originaion transmiL.er, transmission

costs are fairly uniform with a price of $15,000 per transmitter i e.. per

channel I. One channelis required for each six hors of broadcast

However, the most importao.t segment of transmission could be the cost

of the transmitting tower. The tower Cost couid range f:.om under $10,000

to over. $300,000 depending upon topographical -nd manmade physical features.

This capital equipment ha-; an average expectPd 1 of ren or more yearb.

---lorcrnrod Alnce they can



the recorded programming. Roughly $50,000 will ensure a good studio which

lould be located with a school and operated by in-school personnel. If the

organization site has to be located elsewhere, studio costs would increase.

Interconnection

As mentioned above, recorded material is used as an origination format

broadcast studios. Programming can be recorded on videocassettes

and sent to the broadcast studios. A four w 'ek period would be sufficient to

ensure that a day's. programming can be copied on .:Issettes, mailed to studios,

played, and returned for re-use. Videocassettes were described earlier. The

mailing and dubbing cost for each hour of programming was estimated as. $5.00,

although this is highly variable. Estimates from different organizations

havc; provided a range of per hour costs from $2.00 to $20. The stock of

cassettes each studio requires is (PQ),T),the number of school days in- fo.ur

weeks and Q, the number of program hourS per day. P is taken to average 20.

If programs are repeated during the week, then the hours of programming on

tape will be lower than the number of broadcast hours. Microwave and satel-

lite broadcast can also be usej,as interconnecting modes though Sections II

and ILI are based upon interconnection by mailed materials.

School Headend

rnmnnnpnr for the ITFS svL;Lern is the same as under



MAILED MATERIAle

A mailed materials systems is similar to the interconnection component

described under the ITFS system except each school is its own transmission

site. Similar to the case of interconnection, each school needs a stock of

videocassettes equal to 20 times the daily number of hours of programming (ex-

cept for repeat broadcasts, say if every program is repeated twice, then the '

number of cassettes [20] [1/3] Q). Systems of\this sort are in operation in

many places, and examples are included in the case studies. New York State

provides a similar service with schools having the'opportunity to request

copies of materials. Many school distrb have their own film libraries,

mailed materials are not restricted to a cassette format. As mentioned, film

is one possibility while a developing t..:chnology, videodiscs will be available

soon. Videodiscs with players selling for under $500 and discs for under

$5.00 could become important.

School Headend School Reception

Besides an amplifier at the school headend, a mailed materials system

requires videocassette machines at the headend. Effectively, videocassette

machines ylay a role analogous to reception equipment in systems based on other

delivery modes. One videocassette machine is required for every six hours of

broadcast time over the school's wiring system. Commen's made under the

Videocassette Machine component are applicable hert,.

CABLECASTING



1161d converters. .The system operator can merely modulate his cable on those

frequencies corresponding to ordinary channels 2 through 13, giving a theorecical

maximum effective channel capacity into subscribers' homes of 12.channels in

he case of a single cable system and 24 in the case of a dual system. In fact,

.this capacity is optimistic for most installations, for channels occupied by

strong over-the-air signal.s mut be left dark to avoid possible interference.

(Of course, signals from local VHF stations will be cablecast on other channels.)

We have developed a theory according to which this state of affairs may

work to the interest of thoseinterested in delivering ITV to schools. Let us

first distinguish two cases which in the .interest of simplicity can be called

'net.: system' and 'old systems', neither incorporating set-top converters at

subscribers' houses. New systems will typically be characterized by high quality

cable and broadband solid state amplifiers which are essentially linear over 300

MIlz. In brief, they will.be able to cablecast high quality voideo over very nearly

300, NHz with high mean time between failures ard (owing to amplifier boxes using

plug-in modules) with low adjustment and maintenance costs. Old systems seldom

share these virtues. The combination of high cable losses and non-linerarites of

the trunk amplifiers effectively limits their video signal carrying acity

to a very few more channels than, the 6 to 12 they are presently cablecasting.

Accordingly, the following remarks will be prim ri.ly (though not exclusively)

applicable to 'new' systems.

_ JPSTHEAM LCROSSOVE R I DOWNSTREAM



space available. (This figure should be doubled for a dual cable system.) Cable-

cast signals in the mid-band or superband regionsgcould be received by anyone

with a converter while those without converters would experience no interference.

This, of course, presents an intriguing possibility for school systems, for with

low-cost (approximately $50) converters associated with each TV set (or even

fewer if they are installed .at the local headends of school distribution

systems), one had the potential f

maintenance, headend costs are on

ulator to cabIef:last the materials

or receiving a great deal of ITV. Neglec.ing

the order of $2,500 per channel for the mod-

IN1here it exists, cable is part of the communications infrastructure of the

local municipality. -The laying or stringing of cable headends in a region de-

pends upon the number of independent cable systems. Of course, the number of

schools per cable headend is given by the placement of cable systems. For

our analysis, the variable h is the4nverse of the number of schools, N,

per cable headend, and Hn equals the. number of headends. All these headends

haye to be interconnected, and it is presumed that mailed materials will

be used.

The key to cable cost is the concessions the cable operator can be

cont,inced to give to the local municipaljry Strong bargaining before a

local license is granted can ensure schools being hooked-up and that they can

have access to channel space either at a nominal cost or no cost at all. Cable

operators find that community good will can be acquired by making excess channel

space available.

Cable Rental

Rental fee for cables can be expect'ed to be highly variable. One channel



Interconnection

Interconnection for cablesystems is the same as for ITFS, likewise

using mailed materials with the number of headenck to be interconnected

equal to hN.

PTV BROADCASTIN .

Public television stations have broadcast educational programs for

in-classroom instruction since they began operatiir- Large networks such as

the Eastern Educational Network connect stations which receive programming

sometimes for daytime simulcastilig, sometime!: for taping and rebroadcasting.

With PBS switching zo a satellite-based interconnectin network with three

or fOur channels, this means of interconnection should remain available.

The number of schools able to receive PTV broadcasted programming is

limited to the broadcast range of the sxarions. There is also the additibnal

limitation that since most stations operate on one channel, only about six

hours of programming can be broadcast dailY.

Broadcasting Fee

Whether or not a local PTV station is compensated for Troviding ITV,

operating the station is expensive (althoUgh operating and capital costs

vary highly from station to stz,.tion). A figure of $150 per broadcast hour



schools so that VHF channels will be used for viewing. Convertors cost about

$50 and can be expected to last 10 years.

School Reception

High quality reception anntennas can be used to improve signal quality and,

effectively, to increase the broadcast range of the PTV stations As an

average, the antenna and mounting could cost $150, though the price at

different schools may vary greatly. These outdoor antennas can be expected

to last five or more years.



APPENDIX B*

IiERIVING COMPARATIVE COST EQUATIONS

Comparative cost equations are derived from the comparative cost

components (see Section III). In the following five tables, the name

of the cost components, their full mathetatical expression, and their simplified

mathematical expression are presented. The columns of simplified

expressions are summed to derive the basic comparative cost equations

from which the compa/ative cost per schoel equation is derived by

dividing the original equation by N, the number of schools.



Component

SATELLITE SYSTEM_

Expre,ion 5implified Expression:

Satellir.! Rental

Uplink Fility'
and Studfo

School Headed

'School RecepOon

(180) ($500) Qs

$200,000 + ($250,000/i0) (1.15).

($500110) (1.15) N
S

(6,001! (1.15)

$90,000 Qs

$228,750

$ 58 N
S

$ 826 N
S

Satellite System Comparative.Cost: $228,750 + $90,000 Qs + 920 Ns = C

Satellite System, Comparative Cost per School:

$228,750 + $90,000 Q(.;
+ 920 = C/N

'J(C/N)

74N

_
$228,750 + $90,000 Q

s



size, pernaps as a proporulon 01 LULal Sybtew LJL LuuLiwi Luiz

some economies of scale in administrative functions.

It is not clear that a delivery system based on one Communications mode

or another would requiresufficiently different management duti,,:s to

cause costs to vary by type of delivery mode. The figure used in tP.e

cost estimates of Section II is roughly based upon, the experience of the ESCD

and was used only to comnlete the example.

Programmins

The example in Section II (of Chapter Two) was constructed to underscore

how important programming costs are in the overall cost picCure of a delivery

system. The" $15,000 per hour figure in the sample estimates was based upon

production 'costs from the Satellite Technology De-onstration (STD) "(see the

STD Final Report, page 298) and is not its most expensive program. The varia-

bility of program costs is immense with' .Sesame Street ,running.over an approXi-

mate S50,000 per liour with hours of commercial programming over $200,000 per

hour (see Noll, Peck and McGowan, Economic Aspects of Television Regulation,

p.224). Altccnatively, locally produced programming, effectively the taping

of: lectures, experiments, or events can cost relatively little. .Sometimes,

prOgramming will be donated "free" to local schools or larger organi;:ations.

1

However, to a certuin extent, quality .can eXpeCt to be a function of price

2 7 .4



rhe Katellite system for which costs are estimated in Section Ii (of

Chapter Two) was a multi-channel vernion of the ESCD. A central uplink facil-

ity transmites the programming to a high-powered ATS-6 type satellite in geo-

stationary orbit which broadcasts to relatively low-cost receive-only terminals

each of which has a parabolic dish antenna, a down-conVerter and a rece.iver.

It is because the at,2Ilite is high-powered that low-cost neception equipment

can be used, makim; the system feasible for direct broadcast to schools.

A number of studies have been written about cost optimizing--the trade-off

between the cost of high-powered satellites and low-cost ground terminals

(see Stagl'et al., Computer-Aided Communications Satellitelystem Analysis

and Optimizations and reference therein)--and no attempt will be made to deal

with that complicated subject here.

It might be useful just to make note of some recent experiences with

satellites. Educational experiments are continuing over high-powered satellite

with CTS (ComMunications Telecommunications Satellite) as the carrier. How-

ever, the availability of high-powered satellite transmission time is not

estahli.shed, though a large-enough commitment by an educational system could

promote making the capacity available. Video transmission over less powerful

satellites is ocCurring with Home Box Office connecting its cable distributors

by .satellite. The Public roadcasting System llas announced plans to rent

three (eventually four) satellite channels from WESTAR at a rate of approximately

:} 7 7,"
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the STD (see the SID ioal leport, p. It is considerably larger than

the approx'mately $101 per hour PDS be ming for one hour of broadcast.

However, AIS4 iS 3 higher-powced satellite the crucial aslumption is

that for a flat $500 per hour fee, educators could rent as much satellite

broadcast time over as llny channels as they need when theY need it.

Perhaps common carriers will s011et3)11Je 3ble to fulfill such requirements,

though they cannot at present, Moreover, if educators sponsored the launch of a

satellite, any unused time would increase the average cost per hour of broad-

cast time) raisog the reqal fiPre,

One other Point is the insensitivit: pf the rental fee to N, ounber

of users, as presumed in Sections II and III, however, if larger values

of !i entailed a larger area to cover with a beam from a transponder, then the

satellite's radiated power density would fall, thus increasing reception costs,

0plink facility and Studio

It is assumed all earth-to-satellite transmission originates from one

transmissioo point, the $i50,000 lpital, cost of the broadcast studio and

upliolc is based upon current PPS estimates for their ,liulti-channel system

211
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the receive.only
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mountainous region or a region with o,ther obstructions inhibits the effectilre

range of the broadcast signal. Trade-offs occur between the cost of the

reception and broadcast equipment,especially the broad:ast tower and the

number of receiving sites. We attempt to quantify the effects of terra...n and

population distribution by using a variable, t, (the invorse of the quotient,

the number Of schools N per
ITTS 1.,oadcast site)... The inverse is usLd so

that the product tN yields the' ner cf brpadcost

The,symbol t can 0( thpught or as an ave...age derived em!Arically by calculntiar,

the simple weighted a,:or2 of all the t values of all the broadcast sites.

Effectively, this makes it impossible to differentic.te between a perfectly

uniform region and'onewhich has highly varyiag poptilation densities. Fol'

ekample let us .ilmagine/two regions with t values of .05, each u:ing tv

transmitting s,tations. The two in the first region could eacl serve 2L

schoolls while one in the second regio: could serve 30 schools and the other,

ten. Using an average t for the entire region'disguises the Within-region

differences. Though tl;is is acceptabl in models designed make estimates

of aggregate cost or .to compa:e systems in aggregates, it obscures% details

important in ITSF system design.

Notall transmission sites in an ITFS system require brOi.,deast studios.
,

Some sites can be repeaterswhich receive, boost, and rebroadcast signal.

To prevent interference,
translators are sometimes uses to transate from one

278'
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ori.ginqtion site with transmission SILUS Ve.u_Lu t

LTFS Transmission

For either a repeater or broadcast origina-...ion transmi: .er, transmission

costs are fairly uniform with a price of $15,000 per transmitter i e., ver

channel I. One channelis required for each six hf-rs of broadcast

However, the most importao.t segment of transmission could be the cost

of the transmitting tower. The tower Cost cou,.d range f:.om under $i0,000

to over $300,000 depending upon topographical -nd man-made physical features.

This capital equipment ha,; an average expectPd 1 of ren or more year.

The importance of tower costs cannot be understated since they can

vary by a factor of greater than 30. Also, th greater the nlmber of

transmission sites, the greater the effect of average -ger cost on total

system cost. X high t value means an expensive system. a low ...alue suggests

a less expen-.;ive system.

ITFS Broadcast Studio

An ITF$ broadcast studio contains the evipment necessary to feed.t.he

programming into the transmitter including whatevor format is used to play

279
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mat.itu cluu Ln1uL,L115 kun, 1M1

although this is highly variable. Estimates from different organizations

have: provided a range of per hour costs from $2.00 to $20. The stock of

cassettes each studio requires is (NI), P,the number of school days in- fo.ur

weeks and Q, the number of program hourS per day. P is taken to average 20.

If prograrm; are repeated during the week, then the hours of programming on

tape will be lower than the number of broadcast hours. Microwave and satel-

lite broadcast can also be used,as interconnecting modes though Sections II

and ILI are hased upon interoonnec,tion by mailed materials.

School Headend.

The school Ileadend component for the ITFS system is the same as under

the satellite system.

School Reception

A parabolic 'antenna, antenna mounting and down-converter are require'd

at each school. The cost of this equipment should be about $1,500 and the

equipment should last tea years. Additiohal costs could be incurred if the

antenna requires a tower.
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$5.00 could become important.

School Headend - School Reception

Besides an amplifier at the school headend, a mailed materials system

requires videocassette machines at the headend. Effectively, videocassette

machines play a role analogous to reception equipment in systems based on other

delivery modes. One videocassette machine is required for every six hours of

broadcast time over the school's wiring system. Commen's made under the

Videocassette Machine component are applicable hertz.

CABLECASTING

CATV in the United States is beginning to experience the rapid growth

many observers thoughtwould occur a decade ago. The FCC made a ruling in the

spring of 1976 which will likely increase the rate of growth of CATV systems

even further. There is abundant eviden e that the new FCC rulings are partially,

at least, a response to the widespread iew among CATV system operators that

individual set-toe converters arc (1) i.Jinduly expensive, representing up to

40% of total system costs ,in some instances, (2) a major source of

sys .....em
intenance problems, and (3) a favorite target for thieves.ma

t

With t e new regulations in effect, it becomes both legal and practical to wire

up communities with a single or dual cable system which incorporates no house-
.
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cable and broadband solid state amplifiers which are essentially linear over 300

MHz. In brief, they will,be able to cablecast high quality video over very nearly

300. MHz with high mean time between failures aild (owing to amplifier boxes using

plug-in modules) with low adjustment and maintenance costs. Old systems seldom

share these virtues. The combination of high cable losses and non-linerarites of

the trunk amplifiers effectively limits their video signal carrying acity

to a very few more channels than, the 6 to 12 they are presently cablecasting.

Accordingly, the following remarks will be prim rily (though not exclusively)

applicable to 'new' sytems.

U8STHEAM
SIGNALS I

LcRosvFR
FILTERS

DOWNSTREAM
SIGNALS

4

HE DON
CHANNE I S

5

L OW VHF
CHANNELS

, 2 0 ,

FM
CHANNEL 5

9
MID BAND
CHANNELS

7

HIGH VHF
CHANNELS

14

SLPER- BAND
CHANNELS

5 30 54 88 108
MHz

174 216 300

A glance at the attached chart shuws that an imagined new system will have a

great deal or room for cablecasting video signals, particularly in the mid-band.

;Ind super-band regions. Even assuming that the spectrum space below 54 MHz is

set aside for upstream signals nd filters,and the 88 to,108 band is reserved

.
for FM.audio, this still !. ,?s.a theoretical maximum of 23 channels of snectrnm
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have to be interconnected, and it is presumed that mailed materials will

be used.

The key to cable cost is the concessions the cable operator can be

cominced to give to the local municipaliry. Strong bargaining before a

local license is granted can ensure schools being hooked-up and that they can

have access to channel space either at a nominal cost or no cost at all. Cable

operators find that community good will can be acquired by making excess channel

space available.

Cable Rental

Rental fee for cables can be expected to be highly variable. One channel

will commonly be avilable for ftee, and any unused channel space might also be

had for free unless extra tape machines and operators are required at the headeqd.

If it is necessary.,a modulator per channel can be installed at the headend to

access unused space between channels. As discussed above, modulators cost about

$2,500 with one needed for each channel. The expected life of a modtilator is

ten ./ars.

School Headend

Switch, amplifier and converter are required at the school headend for

the cable system. The price of the switch ard amplifier is $1,000, converters

cost $50. This equipment should last ten years.
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or four channels, this means of interconnection should remain available.

The number of schools able to receive PTV broadcasted programming is

limited to the broadcast range of the stations. There is also the additibnal

limitation that since most stations operate on one channel, only about six

hours of programming can be broadcast daily.

Broadcasting, Fet:

Whether or not a local PTV station is compensated for Troviding ITV,

operating the station is expensive (althoqgh operating and capital costs

vary highly from station to stz,.tion). A figure of $150 per broadcast hour

was derived from New York State data as an estimate of cost with Q hours

broadcasted daily. for 10 days. The $150 can be thought of as an average

over the bN stations wher(--) b equals the inverse of,the average number of

schools, N, per station.

School Headend

For UHF stAtions, it may he desirable to install a convertor at the
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* These comments are designed to accompany the cost analysis in Chapter Two.
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Satellite System Comparative uost: .;,LLo,/DU t u,uuu y 74V

Satellite System, Comparative Cost per School:

$228,750 + $90,000 Qc.;

(C/N)

7,N

;.7. C) '7
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